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A b stract
The problem of tracking the possibly time-varying fundamental frequency of 
a noisy multiharmonic signal, along with its time-varying and unknown har-
monic amplitudes, is one of great practical interest, and stems, for example, 
from problems in sonar signal processing.
This thesis continues the theoretical and simulation study of a novel fre-
quency tracker for the multiharmonic case, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), 
first reported in [1]. In addition, the single tone and multiharmonic Maximum 
Likelihood estimators (MLE’s) are studied, in their application to the problem 
of estimating a constant frequency for a sinusoidal signal and a multiharmonic 
signal respectively.
The EKF is applied to the multiharmonic estimation problem, and its 
performance compared with the CR bounds. For high SNR (signal-to-noise- 
ratio), the EKF is shown to be efficient, (i.e., to have performance that meets 
the CR bounds). An important averaging approximation is introduced and 
applied in the calculation of the EKF performance. The notion of a complex 
analytic signal is clarified.
Prompted by a key theoretical result of [1], the performance of an EKF 
applied to the frequency tracking problem (where the harmonic amplitudes 
are assumed constant and known) is analyzed (with the aid of the averaging 
approximation). In some cases, the performance is determined explicitly with-
out resorting to bounds. A close relationship to the well known problem of 
FM (frequency modulation) demodulation and the associated notion of PLL’s 
(phase locked loops) is observed, and an important parameter termed the ef-
fective SNR arises. In addition, the existence of a threshold effect (a dramatic 
collapse in the performance of an estimator, evident as the SNR is lowered) is 
demonstrated for the EKF.
A simplified continuous time model of the EKF, termed the CPLL (coupled 
phase locked loop), is derived. As a multiharmonic generalization of the well 
known PLL, it is successfully analyzed using techniques adapted from those for 
the PLL. The performance of the CPLL is analyzed in the presence and absence
of measurement noise, and its rough equivalence to the EKF is demonstrated. 
The importance of not overestimating the number of harmonics in the received 
signal, prior to tracking of the signal’s frequency, is demonstrated by recourse 
to the CPLL analysis.
Two distinct philosophies of analyzing the threshold effect are identified 
and discussed -  the so-called black box and internal philosophies. The im-
portance of understanding the causes of the threshold effect and the practical 
desirability of being able to predict its occurrence is made clear.
The application of these two different approaches gives new and powerful 
ways of predicting the point at which threshold occurs, for both the single 
tone and multiharmonic MLE’s. One approach, the black box, leads to the 
discovery of threshold “indicator” quantities that are calculable from read-
ily available, prior information, for both the single tone and significantly, the 
mutiharmonic MLE’s. The other approach (internal) leads to a way of the-
oretically calculating performance curves clearly demonstrating the threshold 
effect for the multiharmonic MLE, which till now required Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. In addition, the success of the black box approach applied to the 
multiharmonic MLE has enabled the formation of a strong conjecture as to 
the characterization of threshold for the EKF/CPLL, a difficult and unsolved 
problem.
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C hapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 P rob lem  D escrip tion
The physical world contains many examples of waveforms, or signals, that may 
be described as being approximately multiharmonic in nature. A multihar-
monic signal is one comprising a sum (perhaps an infinite sum) of sinusoids 
whose frequencies are integral multiples of the fundamental (or lowest) fre-
quency. Examples of such signals abound and include those associated with 
the harmonic pollution of power mains by thyristor based devices, speech and 
music waveforms, acoustic signals generated by seagoing vessels and waveforms 
produced by rotating machinery of all kinds. (In the latter case, a knowledge 
of the changing characteristics of such waveforms may provide an indication 
of the rate of mechanical wear; a sudden change may indicate the occurrence 
of a fault and may, for example, presage imminent breakdown of a machine 
part.)
A multiharmonic signal, y(£), may be modelled, in the first instance, as a 
periodic, though nonsinusoidal signal. As such, it has a Fourier series repre-
sentation
oo
y(t) =  5Z bksm(kuJot -I- 6k) . (1.1)
Jk=l
(Here, the D.C. component is assumed to be zero.) The signal may therefore be 
regarded as an infinite sum of harmonics, the kth harmonic being parametrized 
by its amplitude &*, its relative phase 6\t and the fundamental frequency u0.
A more useful model of the multiharmonic signal is that obtained by ne-
glecting all but the first m harmonics in the representation of (IT), i.e.,
m
y(t) = hs\n(kLj0t + 0k) . (1-2)
k=1
1
(In practical terms, a received signal of the form (1.1) would almost certainly be 
conditioned prior to processing by a bandpass filter to give (1.2), for purposes 
of noise rejection or anti-aliasing, or both.)
In the real world, measurements of y ( t ) will be unavoidably contaminated 
by noise contributed by the measurement process itself, or perhaps more sig-
nificantly, by the environment or channel through which it propagates. The 
measured signal then has the form
z(t) = y(t) + n(t) (1.3)
where n(t) represents some kind of additive wideband noise disturbance.
Recall the Fourier series representation of (1.1). This expression presup-
poses that the parameters bk, 9k and u>o are constant in time. Consider the 
acoustic signal corresponding to the engine or propeller shaft noise of a subma-
rine or surface vessel. True to its rotating origins, the signal is approximately 
periodic (and certainly nonsinusoidal); but as the engine speed changes, so 
does its frequency, that is, the fundamental frequency is a function of time: 
co0 = Uo(t). Another possible situation giving rise to a measured signal with 
time-varying frequency is that where a receiver is moving with varying radial 
velocity with respect to the source. This would give rise to a varying Doppler 
shift and hence a varying frequency.
Suppose also that the harmonic amplitudes vary in time, i.e., bk =  bk(t). 
Provided the variations are sufficiently slow, the generalized version of (1.2) 
below still serves to model the multiharmonic signal:
m
y(t) = Y  h( t )smipk(t) (1.4)
A r = 1
where
= /  ku>0( r ) d T 0 k . (1.5)
Jo
(Note that the case u>0(-) = u;0 = constant, with y(t)  given by (1.1) is subsumed 
by (1.4).)
It is also reasonable to postulate that the partial phase be slowly time- 
varying in some fashion (perhaps randomly). This would serve to model the 
physical situation whereby the multiharmonic signal propagates through a 
medium of time-varying dispersivity prior to measurement. Another possi-
ble cause of such a variation is the presence of multipath interference at the 
measuring device (or receiver).
It is the task of the engineer to design means of extracting the information
2
contained in the multiharmonic signal, be it, for example rates of mechanical 
wear or classes of submarine. The difficulty of his task is compounded by 
the noisy environment in which he works and the time varying nature of the 
information he seeks.
The task may broadly be stated: given noisy measurements z(t)  of the 
multiharm onic signal y(t),  determine as accurately as possible the parameters 
&i, • • •, bm, 0i, •. •, Om, be they time varying or constant in time. For the 
case where the parameters are time invariant, the problem is referred to as 
the estimation problem and is associated with a finite period of observation. 
The tracking problem arises when the parameters of y(t) are time varying. 
The task is then to design a tracking algorithm that takes as its data the noisy 
measurements z ( t ) and produces param eter estimates tha t, given initially poor 
estimates, converge to the vicinity of the true param eter values and thereafter 
track accurately their variation in time. Associated with the tracking problem 
are the notions of an infinite observation time and the classification of the 
tracking algorithm ’s behaviour into a transient (or acquisition) phase, and a 
long term  or steady state phase. The problem of ultim ate interest is naturally 
tha t of tracking.
In addition, the notions of filtering and smoothing are im portant. The 
process of filtering, in a strict sense, is that process whereby an estim ate of the 
value of an unknown, perhaps time-varying quantity at time t (continuous or 
discrete time) is constructed from a set of noisy measurements of a function 
of the unknown quantity made during a period of time up to, and including, 
time t. The process is thus “real time” in the sense that (in principle at least) 
the estim ate of the quantity at the time of interest is available, without delay, 
at that time. The process of smoothing extends this notion to include the 
idea of computing an estim ate of the value of the quantity at time t based on 
measurements received subsequent to time t. There is often an improvement 
in the quality of the estim ate thus produced, over that for filtering. Such an 
improvement comes at the cost of a delay. Thus we have the notion of fixed lag 
smoothing whereby an estim ate at time t is constructed from measurements 
received up to, and including, time t T A, where A is a fixed (positive) delay. 
There is also the idea of fixed internal smoothing where measurements are taken 
over a certain fixed interval of time and estimates subsequently constructed of 
the value of the unknown quantity  at any or all points within tha t interval. 
One of the frequency trackers we discuss, the HMM (Hidden Markov Model) 
smoother, is essentially a fixed interval smoother, while another, the EKF 
(Extended Kalman Filter), is as its name suggests, a filter (though easily
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extendable to a smoother). The estimation problem defined earlier can also 
be thought of as a fixed interval smoothing problem. Interestingly enough (as 
we show in Chapter 2) it can also be construed as a filtering problem.
1.2 A  B r ie f Survey
It is now appropriate to stand back and briefly describe how the problem 
of multiharmonic frequency tracking is situated in the general area of fre-
quency/spectral estimation. (This is a mature field of research. One of the 
earliest papers dates back to 1795, namely [2], and is the basis of the Prony 
algorithm described in [3].) The various estimation schemes may be classified 
into four categories according to the assumed characteristics of the measured 
signal. The first category is the largest, and comprises those estimators de-
signed for a sinusoidal signal with constant frequency. (Throughout this dis-
cussion it is understood that signals whose frequencies are to be estimated or 
tracked are contaminated with additive noise.) The second comprises estima-
tors designed for a periodic, nonsinusoidal signal with constant frequency (i.e., 
one in which higher order harmonics are present), while the third and fourth 
categories are the same as the first and second respectively, except that the 
received frequency is assumed to vary in time. Thus categories (1) and (2) 
correspond to estimation problems, while categories (3) and (4) correspond to 
tracking problems.
This thesis is concerned partly with one particular (and as far as we know, 
the only) member of category (4). Before describing it, we will say something 
more about the members of the other categories. The best known member 
of the first is the DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform). (See, for example, [4], 
[5].) It is well known that, if in addition to the frequency of the received 
signal being unknown, the amplitude and phase are also unknown, then the 
ML (Maximum Likelihood) estimate of the unknown frequency, given a finite 
number of consecutive measurements of the signal, is given simply by the 
argument maximizing the magnitude of the DFT of the measurement data. 
(See [4].) A more detailed review is given later in the chapter.
As far as the frequency tracking problem is concerned, the DFT based 
estimator (or Maximum Likelihood estimator (MLE)) has the disadvantage 
of requiring constant frequency during the interval of measurement. It is also 
a block processing technique (i.e., not recursive) and therefore not suited to 
tracking. (Recursive implementations of the DFT exist, e.g., [6]. However the 
approach described in [6] assumes that the frequency is known.)
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In the second category are estimators designed for the nonsinusoidal, or 
multiharmonic, frequency estimation problem. At this point it should be made 
clear that we are concerned only with the multiharmonic as opposed to the 
multitone problem (such as described in [7]). Ostensibly the two problems 
are quite similar, in that they both relate to a signal comprising a sum of 
sinusoids. The more general multitone problem however, assumes that no 
relationship exists between the frequencies of the various sinusoids (or tones) 
whereas the multiharmonic problem presupposes a quite strict relationship.
Notable in the second category are the adaptive comb filter approach of 
[8] and the multiharmonic ML estimator described in [9]. The important 
feature of these estimators is the fact that they use the additional information 
present in the higher harmonics of the mutiharmonic signal to improve the 
accuracy of the frequency estimate. This improvement is attested to by a 
comparison of the Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds (as derived in [8] and [10]) for 
the multiharmonic estimation problem to those for the single tone problem. 
This shows that the quality of the best possible estimate of the frequency (as 
defined by the appropriate CR bound) of a single tone signal is not as high as 
that of a multiharmonic signal with the same power. The advantage of the ML 
approach over that of the adaptive comb filter is that it takes into account the 
relative stengths of the different harmonics in generating a frequency estimate. 
Again, these estimators are not suited to tracking a varying frequency.
Categories (3) and (4) contain estimators designed for signals with time- 
varying frequencies. One, the HMM smoother, (reported in [11], [12]) is basi-
cally an attempt to redress the tracking shortcomings of the DFT based esti-
mator (MLE). It is designed for a single tone. It does this by adding another 
level of algorithm to the existing MLE to form a tandem tracking structure. 
It can be described as follows.
Consider the complex, single tone version of (1.2) given below:
z(t) = boexpj(io0t + 0o) + w(t) + jw{t) . (1.6)
where w(t) +jw(t)  defines a white, complex gaussian noise process. Assuming 
that the amplitude 6q and the phase 60 are unknown, the ML estimate, u>, 
of the frequency u;0 is obtained by Fourier transforming a finite sequence of 
measurements of the signal, numbering say N. Suppose that T  is the interval 
between successive measurements. If we define
M u)  =  L  Y,z(n) exp (1.7)
iV n=0
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to be the DFT of the measurement data, then Cj  — arg maxw |A(u;)|, (see [4]). 
Thus the frequency estimate over the interval NT  is given by Cj . A new ML 
estimate could be calculated in identical fashion over the next measurement 
interval. Repetition of this procedure leads to a sequence of frequency esti-
mates defining a piecewise constant estimate of the frequency variation (or 
frequency track) over the sequence of measurement intervals.
As discussed earlier, a drawback of this approach is that it it is based on 
the assumption that the underlying frequency is constant during each mea-
surement interval, which is very possibly not the case at all for a tracking 
problem occurring in practice. Another disadvantage is the poor performance 
of the MLE at low SNR’s (signal-to-noise-ratio’s) caused by the multimodal 
nature of |A(u;)|. At low SNR’s, the likelihood that the global peak of |A(u>)| 
lies a long way from io0 is significant, with the result that large errors in the 
frequency estimate can occur. Such poor estimates are termed outliers and 
are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. By postulating a model for the 
frequency variation, it should be possible to devise a scheme that discounts 
those estimated frequency tracks that contain outliers, in favour of tracks that 
are consistent with the postulated nature of the frequency variation.
Such a scheme is provided by the HMM smoother mentioned earlier. It 
works by defining a finite range (called a gate) of possible frequencies of the 
received single tone signal. The gate is quantized into a discrete set of n fre-
quency cells with centre frequencies a),-, 1 < i < n. A simple random walk 
model is postulated for the frequency variation. Therefore, if the frequency 
is assumed to lie in the zth cell during a certain interval (of length NT,  say) 
then the probability that it lies in the jth  cell during the next interval may be 
calculated. The collection of cell transition probabilities so obtained, together 
with the probabilities of frequency track initiation and termination, defines 
the finite state Markov process (FSMP) component of the HMM. Noisy “mea-
surements” of the state of the FSMP can be made. This is done by calculating 
the DFT of the received signal data over one interval length at each of the cell 
centre frequencies 1 < i < n. If the maximum magnitude of the cell DFT’s 
(occurring at say, Cjj) is greater than a certain detection threshold value, then 
the “measurement” is that the frequency track lies in the j th cell. If the 
threshold value is not attained, then the “measurement” is simply that the 
frequency track has terminated, i.e., that no signal is present. A knowledge of 
the statistics of the measurement noise enables calculation of the probabilities 
of correct and incorrect measurements. These probabilities together with the 
cell transition probabilities define the HMM. Standard HMM theory (see for
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example [13]) is then applied to design an algorithm capable of generating 
frequency track estimates over a sequence of measurement intervals.
The HMM smoother is thus a tandem structure with a “front end” algo-
rithm given roughly by the MLE and a “back end” smoothing algorithm given 
by HMM theory. The algorithm reported in [12] does not estimate the ampli-
tude or the phase, neither is it designed for a multiharmonic signal. For the 
latter situation, one might envisage the same approach as above. Two main 
differences exist. The first is that the front end algorithm would be based on a 
multiharmonic ML algorithm (such as described in [9]). This algorithm is quite 
different to that for the single tone case although a Fourier transform is still 
involved. The other lies in the calculations of the probabilities of correct and 
incorrect measurements. The work of Chapter 5 and [14] has bearing on this 
issue -  the calculations there are unfortunately quite difficult. Standard HMM 
training techniques (viz. the Baum-Welch re-estimation procedure) might pro-
vide a way around this problem. In principle at least, the HMM smoothing 
approach is a worthy candidate for application to multiharmonic frequency 
tracking.
Thus far we have discussed estimators for signals with constant frequency 
(categories (1) and (2)) and an estimator for the varying frequency case (cat-
egory (3)) though based partly upon a constant frequency estimator. There 
does, however, exist an estimator for a time varying frequency signal that has 
no hint of constant frequency estimation ideas in its makeup. This is the well 
known Phase Locked Loop (PLL), a device used to track the total phase (and 
by arrangement, the frequency) of (most commonly) a sinusoid, with the un-
derstanding that the frequency of the “sinusoid” is slowly time-varying (see 
(1.5)) and that its amplitude is known and constant. A significant property 
of the PLL is that it is roughly equivalent to an EKF (Extended Kalman 
Filter) applied to the frequency tracking problem. This has been shown for 
discrete time in [15] and for continuous time in [16], and is the basis of a novel 
(and as far as we know, the only) estimator for a nonsinusoidal signal with 
time-varying frequency. It is defined in [1].
The idea of [1] is to generalize the EKF applied to the single tone frequency 
tracking problem with known amplitude (which is equivalent to the PLL) to 
allow tracking of higher order harmonics with time-varying, unknown ampli-
tudes. The significance of this estimator is that it can track the harmonic 
amplitudes and the fundamental frequency simultaneously. This compares 
favourably with the adaptive comb filtering approach of [8] which computes 
amplitude estimates only after the frequency has been estimated (and which
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is not, in any case, designed for tracking). In addition, the estimates are 
computed recursively.
Theoretical analysis of the structure of the EKF is carried out in [1]. This 
reveals that the EKF has the form of a series of PLL-like structures corre-
sponding to each of the signal harmonics. Cross-coupling exists between the 
various PLL-like structures. Now, an ordinary single tone PLL has within it 
a gain parameter given by the amplitude of the received sinusoid (which is 
assumed known). In the case of the PLL-like structures comprising the EKF, 
the role of this parameter is played by the EKF’s estimate of the appropriate 
harmonic amplitude. In other words, the EKF estimates the phases and fre-
quency of the received signal as if the harmonic amplitudes were known, with 
the amplitude estimates taking the place of the true amplitude values. This 
is the key theoretical result of [1] and provides the motivation for much of the 
work of this thesis. It essentially describes a decoupling between the amplitude 
estimation and the phase/frequency estimation components of the EKF.
1.3 S tru ctu re o f  th e  T hesis
The work of the thesis has been loosely motivated by a desire to compare 
the EKF and HMM approaches, with a view to establishing their respective 
strengths and weaknesses. In the multiharmonic case, this is perhaps a poorly 
defined aim since, as far as we know, the HMM smoother is not yet available. 
However in principle, such an estimator is derivable (see earlier discussion) and 
its probable front end algorithm, the multiharmonic MLE, has been available 
for some time. Certainly, any future comparison of the EKF and an as yet 
hypothetical multiharmonic HMM smoother would require, as a first step, a 
comparison of the EKF and the front end algorithm. This is certainly of 
importance in its own right and is one of the issues addressed in this thesis.
A more specific description of the subject matter of the thesis is summa-
rized by the following points:
1. to continue the theoretical and simulation study of the EKF introduced 
in [1] (tracking problem)
2. to analyze the performance of the single tone and multiharmonic MLE’s, 
(estimation problem)
3. to draw connections between the EKF and ML approaches
These three points can be further broken down into issues related to high 
SNR and low SNR behaviour. In the former case, the linear aspects of the
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estimation/tracking problem predominate, whilst in the latter it is the non-
linear. Of particular interest is the point at which the predicted performance 
deviates grossly from the actual performance (this is the point of demarca-
tion between the linear and nonlinear regions of behaviour). In practice, this 
is evidenced by a sudden dramatic collapse in the performance of the esti-
mation algorithm as the SNR is lowered, and is termed the threshold effect. 
The onset of such thresholding behaviour may occur at different SNR’s for 
the two approaches and is an important point of comparison between the two. 
An understanding of the causes of threshold is of great interest due to the 
fact that estimation/tracking performance degrades rapidly in the threshold 
region. It is of obvious practical importance to have a means of predicting the 
onset of threshold. The problem is intellectually challenging due to the ana-
lytical difficulties associated with an understanding of the nonlinear behaviour 
involved.
The subject matter in more detail, then, is given below.
1. EKF:
• analysis at high SNR’s
• demonstration of threshold behaviour at low SNR’s
• definition and analysis of the CPLL (coupled phase-locked loop)
2. MLE:
• analysis at high SNR’s (multiharmonic)
• analysis of thresholding behaviour at low SNR’s for single tone and 
multiharmonic
3. Connecting Ideas:
• equivalence of EKF and MLE at high SNR’s
• similarity of threshold characterization for the estimation and track-
ing problems
In the next section we give a summary of the contributions of each of the 
chapters and show how these relate to the summary above.
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1.4 C h apter Sum m ary
Chapter 2: D iscrete-Tim e M ultiharm onic Frequency Es-
tim ation
This chapter relates to the first point of 3 above. The multiharmonic frequency 
estimation problem for discrete time is formulated, and the CR bounds on the 
estimation error variances associated with the fundamental frequency, and the 
harmonic amplitudes and phases, derived. (This derivation is slightly more 
general than that given in [8] because a complex received signal, as opposed 
to a real signal, is assumed, and the time of commencement of measurements 
of the signal is arbitrary.) The estimation problem is then cast in a state 
space framework and the performance of an EKF applied thereto is calculated. 
The EKF is shown to be asymptotically (i.e., as the number of measurements 
approaches infinity) efficient (i.e., to have performance in agreement with the 
CR bounds).
Chapter 3: M ultiharm onic Frequency Tracking w ith  the  
EKF
This chapter deals with the first two points of 1 above. The state space formu-
lation of Chapter 2 is extended to include the tracking problem (i.e., to include 
time-varying frequency and possibly also time-varying relative phases). The 
EKF of [1] is described. A continuous time formulation of the phase/frequency 
tracking problem is defined and the corresponding EKF analyzed. Its struc-
ture is determined exactly for two types of excitation of the signal model; one 
of these corresponds to a problem analogous to FM (frequency modulation) 
demodulation. In this latter case, the basic element of the structure of the 
EKF is essentially a PLL. The appearance of an important parameter (which 
also appears in the analysis of Chapter 2) termed the effective SNR is noted. 
The threshold effect is demonstrated via simulation for the discrete time EKF 
introduced originally in [1].
Chapter 4: Generic Coupled Phase Locked Loops
This chapter deals with the third point of 1 above. The well known PLL 
is generalized to the multiharmonic case to define the CPLL (coupled phase 
locked loop). (This object is something like a multiple input, multiple output 
version of the PLL and is roughly equivalent to the EKF designed for the mul-
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tiharmonic frequency tracking problem.) A linearized analysis of the CPLL is 
performed, both in the absence and presence of measurement noise. A quan-
titative result is derived demonstrating the importance of not overestimating 
the number of harmonics in the received signal.
C hapter 5: Threshold Analysis I -  Outliers
This chapter relates to the second point of 2 above. Two distinct philosophies 
of threshold analysis are defined and discussed -  the black box and the internal 
philosophies. The internal approach is applied to the multiharmonic MLE after 
a discussion of its success in relation to the single tone MLE as reported in [4]. 
The notion of outliers is defined, and their role as the cause of the threshold 
effect associated with the single tone and multiharmonic MLE’s is discussed. 
The major result of the chapter is the derivation of an approximate expression 
for the overall mean square error (m.s.e.) associated with the multiharmonic 
ML frequency estimates, that reduces to the CR bound at high SNR. The 
important notion of rational harmonic outliers is defined and its importance 
discussed. Calculations using the expression for the m.s.e. are used to draw 
performance curves for the multiharmonic MLE.
C hapter 6: Threshold Analysis II -  Single Tone MLE
This chapter applies the black box philosophy to the characterization of the 
single tone MLE threshold effect. A discussion is made of the way in which 
this approach is connected with an available, well known characterization for 
the single tone PLL. Approximate expressions for the ML frequency and phase 
estimates are defined. Resulting from this is the definition of a certain fun-
damental quantity that plays the role of an “indicator” quantity for threshold 
(i.e., the threshold point is associated with a critical level of the quantity). Ex-
perimental evidence is presented supporting this interpretation of the quantity, 
(the identity of which which turns out to be the CR bound on the phase error 
variance).
Chapter 7: Threshold Analysis III -  M ultiharm onic 
MLE
The black box approach of Chapter 6 is extended to the multiharmonic case. 
An important approximation is defined that transforms the problem into some-
thing resembling that for the single tone case. Approximate expressions for
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thing resembling tha t for the single tone case. Approximate expressions for 
the ML frequency and harmonic phase estimates are derived, which lead to the 
interpretation of a certain quantity as an “indicator” of the threshold point. 
This quantity is shown to be related to the CR bounds on each of the har-
monic phase error variances. As in the single tone case, supporting simulation 
evidence is given. A conjecture is formed on the basis of this result as to how 
the black box characterization of the CPLL threshold might be made.
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C hapter 2
D iscrete -T im e M u ltih arm on ic  
F requency E stim ation
2.1 In trod u ction
As described in Chapter 1, one of the motivations for the research described 
in this thesis is the desire to quantitatively compare the performance of two 
apparently distinct approaches to the frequency tracking problem, i.e., the 
HMM approach and the EKF. The HMM tracker provides a smoothed esti-
mate of the frequency track over a certain interval of time given a discrete set 
of measurements. This smoothed frequency track is based upon a sequence of 
“raw” frequency estimates generated by the front-end algorithm of the HMM 
smoother; each formed from a finite sequence of measurements of the noisy 
signal (in principle, either single tone or multiharmonic), under the assump-
tion that the frequency remains constant over the measurement interval. (In 
practice there will be some frequency variation over the duration of the mea-
surement interval.)
For the HMM frequency tracker described in [12], the “raw” frequency esti-
mator, apart from some minor details, is an ML estimator. As the first step in 
an overall comparison of the HMM and EKF approaches, a comparison of the 
performances of the MLE and the EKF for the estimation problem, is clearly 
worthwhile (not to say indispensable). To simplify the task even further, we 
will be concerned in this chapter with a comparison in the linear region, i.e., 
at those values of SNR above the threshold point. We show how the state 
space formulation underlying the EKF is easily adapted to the comparison 
task by the appropriate manipulation of two important parameters used to 
define prior knowledge of the unknown frequency and phases. It is also shown
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that in the linear region, the performance of the EKF (as determined by the 
frequency and phase estimation error variances) equates with that of the MLE 
(as given by the Cramer Rao (CR) bounds).
In the next section, a slightly different problem formulation to that de-
scribed in Chapter 1 is given, along with definitions.
2.2 P rob lem  Form ulation
The estimation problem with which we are concerned is to determine the 
“best” estimate (in some sense) of a constant, but unknown, parameter vector, 
given a finite set of noisy observations of some function of the parameter vector. 
As the title of the chapter suggests, a discrete-time estimation problem is 
assumed.
For the MH estimation problem with m harmonics, the parameters of in-
terest are the amplitudes of each of the harmonics, their relative
phases 01?. . . ,  0m and the fundamental frequency o;0- The parameter vector is 
then defined to be
(*o = [ bi • • • bm u>o 0\ • • • 6m ]T (2-1)
and an arbitrary estimate d of ao is defined by
( 2.2)
The underlying real signal comprising m harmonics is a nonlinear function of 
the parameter vector ao and is defined by
m
sa0{t) = h  COS (ku0t + &k) (2.3)
k=l
along with its in quadrature counterpart (perhaps obtained via a Hilbert Trans-
form)
m
Saa(t) = bks\n(kuj0t + Ok) . (2.4)
k=l
The noisy measurements are complex and defined by
z„ = Xn + jY n, 0 < n < N  
where
X n = sao(to -I- n T ) + ic (£q T nT) (2.6a)
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Yn = sao(t0 + n T ) + w(t0 + nT) (2.6b)
The time at which measurements commence is denoted t0. The measure-
ment noise processes w and w are assumed to be independent, zero mean, white 
and gaussian with variance a2. (Nowhere in this thesis is the measurement 
noise assumed to be non-gaussian, or even gaussian but non-white.)
Remark: There are two basic reasons for preferring a formulation of the es-
timation problem in terms of the complex multiharmonic signal defined by 
(2.5)—(2.4). (Note that Zn as defined in (2.5) is sometimes referred to as the 
analytic signal.) The first is that it provides a degree of analytical simplifica-
tion that facilitates subsequent analysis not afforded by the corresponding real 
signal formulation. (In the real signal formulation, the imaginary part of the 
RHS of (2.5) evanesces.) The second is simply a desire to remain consistent 
with existing treatments of the problem, particularly those of [4], [7] and [9]. 
It should be stressed that there is essentially no loss of generality associated 
with our appeal to the complex model; it is first and foremost a matter of ana-
lytical convenience. Neither shall we be beholden to the complex formulation. 
In fact, it will be more convenient at some points in the thesis to deal with 
a formulation based on the real signal. (See the next chapter, for example.) 
Having said this, it is perhaps nevertheless desirable that some connection 
be made between the complex and real formulations, since in practice, it is 
only the real signal X n, that is available for measurement. This we do in Ap-
pendix A, where a particular means of constructing Yn from the received real 
signal is described. This may be summarized by saying that the underlying 
continuous-time received signal is sampled at twice the rate associated with 
X n (i.e., with sampling period T /2) and passed through an ideal discrete-time 
Hilbert transformer, the output of which is downsampled to give Yn.
2.3 M axim um  Likelihood Estim ation
The estimation problem generally is that of determining an estimate a of ao 
given the N  measurements Zo,. . . ,  Zjv-i, that is “best” in some sense. The 
ML approach is just one way of assigning meaning to the word “best”. More 
specifically, the ML estimate a mi is that parameter vector which most likely 
would result in the observed measurement sequence. Mathematically this is 
expressed by
OLmi = arg m ax/(Z0, . . . ,  ZN-i\a) (2.7)
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where the conditional probability density function /  is given by








E  [ ( * » Sä((n + n0)T))2 + (Y„ -  sA((n + n0)T))2 |  .
( 2.8)
Formulae for the ML estimate of the amplitude, phase and frequency are 
given for the single tone case (m = 1) in [4]. These vary depending upon 
whether the phase is known or unknown and similarly for the frequency and 
amplitude. Chapters 6 and 7 are concerned more specifically with the actual 
ML estimates. This chapter is concerned (at least partly) with the perform-
ance of the MLE for the multiharmonic case as measured by the estimation 
error variances. More accurately, it is concerned with bounds on the MLE per-
formance for the multiharmonic case that are known to be tight in the linear, 
or above threshold region.
2.4 C ram er-R ao B ou n d s
In this section, the Cramer-Rao bounds for the complex multiharmonic param-
eter estimation problem defined earlier are derived. These bounds represent 
the best performance achievable by any unbiased estimator applied to the mea- 
suremements Zo,. . . ,  Zyv-i. They also enable us to define the above threshold, 
or linear region as those values of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for which an 
estimator’s performance meets the CR bounds and the below threshold, or 
nonlinear region as those values for which it does not.
It should be noted here that the CR bounds for a real multiharmonic 
signal have been calculated in [8]. This derivation assumed that measurements 
commenced at t0 = 0 and that the received signal is real, rather than complex. 
For the sake of completeness (many of the calculations here appear closely 
related to those for the EKF performed later in the chapter) and consistency 
with [4] (where the CR bounds for a single complex tone are presented) we 
repeat the calculations for the more general case of a complex multiharmonic 
signal with measurements assumed to commence at an arbitrary time to = noT.
To simplify matters, the harmonic amplitudes are initially assumed known. 
It proves straightforward to subsequently generalize this treatment to the case 
where the harmonic amplitudes are unknown.
Let Z = {Zo, . . . ,  Zu — 1}. The Fisher Information matrix J  is defined (see
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[17]) by
J(a)  4  E d i n / ( Z  I a) ö l n / (Z  I a) (2.9)
and the Cramer-Rao bounds are the diagonal elements of J -1(a0). As in [4], 
the elements of J  are given by
N - l
J a H  = E
n = 0
dsa(tp + n T) dsQ(t0 + nT) dsa(t0 + n T ) dsa(t0 + nT)
dct{ dotj ' d a ,
After some calculation (Appendix B) there holds
( 2. 0)
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C = — diag{61,62, . . . , 6 m} 





P 4  2 >  =
n = 0
N - l
<3 = E " 2 =
n = 0
Ar(Ar -  1)
N( N  — l)(2Ar — 1)
(2.14)
(2.15)
Let O(x) denote a matrix whose components are asymptotically linear in x, 
i.e., linv^oo |0,y(x)|/x = c, where 0 < c < oo. The following theorem (which 
describes in a compact form the derivation of the CR bounds in [8]) permits 
approximation of the CR bounds valid for large N.
Theorem  2.4.1 (Nehorai and Porat, [8])
Let J(ao), J  and J  be as previously defined. Then
1.
(  O(N)  0(1) J
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(2.16)
(where J  is partitioned conformally with the RHS of (2.12)).
2. With J  as given in (2.16), ||t/-1(a0) — J  *|| —► 0 as N  —> oo. 
proof: See Appendix B.
Hence for sufficiently large N,  the inverse of the Fisher information matrix 
J ( q 0) is closely approximated by J 1. (Note that the theorem holds for the 
general case, where both the frequency and the harmonic phases are assumed 
unknown.)
The diagonal nature of C permits ready calculation of the diagonal elements 
of J  1 when all the components of o0 are unknown (the most general case) 
by a straightforward application of the Block Matrix Inversion Lemma (see 
Appendix B). The task is simplified further if the frequency is unknown and all 
the harmonic phases are assumed known, in which case J  reverts to a scalar, 
namely A. On the other hand, if the frequency is assumed known and the 
harmonic phases unknown, then J  becomes an m x m  diagonal matrix, namely 
C . Summarized below are the bounds for each of the possible combinations.
P erfo rm a n ce  b o u n d s for u n b iased  freq u en cy  estim a to rs:
2
phases known: var(w) > T , (Q + 2ri!)P+ nlN) ^  (2-17)
12<72
phases unknown: var(w) > r ^ (jv, _  1} (EE=| ^  <2' 18)
P erform an ce b o u n d s for u nb iased  p h a se  estim a to rs:
frequency known
frequency unknown var(0jt) >
*  (7 2
var(0*) > 1 < k <
a2 U 2(N -  1)<t 2
N% + N (N  + l ) (Z ? =1 k2b\)
(2.19)
1 < k < m
(2.20)
2.4 .1  E ffect o f  A m p litu d e  U n c er ta in ty
The foregoing assumed that the harmonic amplitudes 6m are known.
How are the bounds affected if this assumption is relaxed? fn this case the 
parameter vector is a = [6i . . .  bm co 6\ . . .  0m]T. The approximation to the
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Fisher Information m atrix J  becomes the (2m +  1) x (2m +  1) matrix below
J  =




0 0 \ 
A B  
B T C )
( 2.21)
From the block diagonal nature of J , it is easily seen that the bounds for 
phase and frequency variation are unaffected by uncertainty in the harmonic 
amplitudes. Similarly, the bounds for amplitude estimation are unaffected 
by certainty or uncertainty in either the phases or frequency. The amplitude 
estim ation bounds are given as follows.
Bounds for am plitude estim ation
* <7 ^
var(6fc) > — 1 <  k < m  (2.22)
Rem arks
• The m ultiharm onic frequency estimation error variance bounds are iden-
tical to the single tone bounds given in [4] when one makes the replace-
ment —► Yl’kLi k2bl. ([4] defined to be the amplitude of the single
tone.)
• It is apparent tha t the frequency estimation bounds for a multiharmonic 
signal are lower than the corresponding bounds for a single sinusoidal 
tone with the same signal power (ie. with 6q =  YlT=i H)' This appears to 
confirm the intuitive expectation tha t the presence of harmonics should 
improve the accuracy of the (fundamental) frequency estim ate over that 
for a single tone.
2.5 Perform ance o f Extended Kalm an Filter
In this section an equivalent state space formulation of the discrete-time es-
tim ation problem is given. The state space description of the complex mul-
tiharmonic signal is, of course, nonlinear. Standard linear, optimal filtering 
techniques are not therefore applicable. A technique based upon, and for suf-
ficiently high SNR virtually equivalent to, the standard Kalman filter is the 
so-called Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). In essence, this object is simply a 
Kalman filter applied to a linearized version of the original signal model, the
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linearization being about the current state estimate. Provided the error in-
curred by the linearization is not too great, the EKF generates an estimate of 
the state close to the optimal conditional mean estimate.
The work of [1], [18] and [19] dealt with the application of the EKF to 
the multiharmonic tracking problem (i.e., where a0 is time varying). Some of 
the analytical techniques used in the tracking problem prove fruitful for the 
estimation problem, and conversely.
The state space formulation of the multiharmonic estimation problem pro-
ceeds as follows. Firstly, the measured complex multiharmonic signal is rewrit-
ten in the equivalent vector form below.
m
Z(n + n0) =
k=i
bk cos 0 fc(n -f no) 
bk sin 0jt(n + n0)
w(n + n0) 
w(n -f n0)
0 < n < N  -  1
(2.23)
In the above expression, reference to the sampling period T  is omitted for 
clarity’s sake. The kth total harmonic phase, Qk(n) is defined (for the case of 
the multiharmonic signal with constant parameter vector q q ) by
Qk(n) = kio0n + 6k . (2.24)
Also, as before, n0 is the point in time at which measurements commence. 
The sequence W(n) = [ w(n) w(n) ]T defines a vector random process (the 
measurement noise) that is white, zero-mean and gaussian, with covariance 
matrix
(2.25)
The state vector ar(n) is defined as follows,
x(n) = [ u(n)  0 i(n) • • • 0 m(n) ]T . (2.26)
Again the harmonic amplitudes are assumed known. (This assumption 
will be later relaxed.) The complex multiharmonic signal model is then given
by
x(n 4- 1) = Fx(n)






1 0 0 • 0
1 1 0 0




and the definition of /*(•) is apparent from (2.23).
It is evident from the definition of the system matrix F  that the frequency, 
u;(n), (the first component of the state vector), is constant in time, due to 
the absence of a driving term from (2.27a). (We remark that a state space 
formulation of the tracking problem is easily achieved by the inclusion of a 
stochastic driving term in (2.27a).) The difference equation(2.27a) is initialized 
at time n = no in such a way that x(0) = ao- (Recall that ao is the quantity to 
be estimated.) In the absence of a stochastic driving term (normally referred 
to as the input, or process noise) from (2.27a), and given that F  is nonsingular, 
this is achieved by setting
F ^ao  , n0 > 0 
(F~i)~noao , n0 < 0
The estimation problem may now be stated in terms of the state space 
formulation of (2.27a)-(2.27b):
Determine the “best” estimate of x(0) = a 0 in some sense, 
given the sequence of measurements Z(no),. . . ,  Z(no + N  — 1).
The “best” estimate, in the sense of minimum mean square error, is that 
provided approximately by the EKF, with small approximation error for suf-
ficiently high SNR. (Of course, there are other, more complex nonlinear esti-
mators that will give close to optimal performance at lower values of SNR.)
Some clarification is required here. In general, the “best” estimate of x(0) 
given the N  measurements commencing at n = n0, is a smoothed estimate, in 
the sense that, for arbitrary no, the time of interest, n = 0, does not necessarily 
coincide with the time of conclusion of measurements, n = n0 T N — 1. The 
EKF, however, provides a filtered state estimate: that is, an estimate at time k 
based on measurements up to and including time k. This poses no difficulty for 
the problem at hand, since the absence of input noise and the nonsingularity 
of F means that the filtered estimate of x(n0 + N  — 1) is identical to the 
smoothed estimate of x(0), to within an invertible linear transformation (of 
the same nature as that described in (2.29)).
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For the signal model given by (2.27a)-(2.27b), the equations defining the 
EKF are given by (see [20])
x(k\k) = x(k\k — 1) + L(k) {Z(k) — h[x(k\k — 1)]} (2.30a)
x(k + l\k) =  F lx(k\k) , l > 0 (2.30b)
where
L(k) = T , ( k \ k - \ )H{ k )Q - \ k )  (2.31a)
0 (Jfc) = HT{k)Z(k\k -  l ) H  (2.31b)
and
E(Jfc|*) = E(Jfc|fc -  1) -  £(Jfc|Jfc-\)H{k)Q.-l (k)HT(k)Y,(k\k -  1)
(2.32a)
E(fc + /|fc) = F lE(k\k)(FT)1 , / > 0 (2.32b)
along with
(2.33)
x = x ( k \ k — 1)
The EKF so defined is an exact Kalman filter for a particular linearized 
version of the original nonlinear signal model. It is, of course, no longer optimal 
when applied to signals generated by the original signal model. The quantities 
T>(k\k — 1) and £(fc|fc) therefore denote approximations to the actual prior 
and posterior conditional error covariance matrices; the region where these 
approximations are very close to the true covariances is termed the linear 
region.
This chapter is not concerned with the actual estimates per se, but rather 
with their associated error covariances. The question to be answered is: does 
the performance of the EKF in its linear region meet the limits imposed by the 
CR bounds? In other words, do the EKF and the MLE perform equally well 
(in terms of the accuracy of their estimates) in their respective linear regions?
To answer this question, the error covariance (or an approximation thereto) 
associated with the EKF estimate x(0) of x(0), given the N  measurements 
Z(n0) , . . . ,  Z(n0 + N  — 1), needs to be compared with the expressions of (2.17)- 
(2.20). To ensure a fair comparison, assumptions concerning prior knowledge 
of the parameter vector underlying the ML approach must be reflected in the
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EKF formulation. To this end, define the initial error covariance
S . ( 0 ) 4 E { [ d - x ( 0 ) ] [ ä - x ( 0 ) ] T} =  M  (2.34)
where a  is an initial estimate of ;r(0) in the absence of measurements, i.e., 
an estimate based on prior knowledge of x(0). (Either a , or a propagated 
version thereof would be used to initialize the EKF estimate update equation 
of (2.30a).)
The initial error covariance £ 3(0) reflects knowledge of the parameters prior 
to estimation. Thus, for example, the problem of estimating a completely un-
certain u>o when each of the harmonic phases are perfectly known corresponds 
to letting a —► 0 and e —► oo. The appropriate manipulation of the two pa-
rameters, a and e in this fashion, enables a fair comparison for each of the 
situations in (2.17)-(2.20). Our goal is then to show that the estimation error 
variances associated with the estimate x(0) meet the bounds for each of the 
limiting situations there specified.
2 .6  C alcu lation  o f E K F E stim a tio n  Error Co- 
variance
Define
i(0 ) =  E[x(0)|Z(no) , . . . ,  Z(n0 +  N  -  1)] . (2.35)
The quantity of interest is the smoothed conditional error covariance
E {[£(0) -  x (0 )p (0 )  -  x (0 ) f |Z (n o) , . . . ,  Z(n0 +  N  1)} , (2.36)
an approximation to which is given by a suitable transformation of the approx-
imate filtered error covariance obtained by solution of the difference equation 
(2.32a), (along with (2.32b)). (See earlier comments regarding filtered versus 
smoothed estimates.)
The definition of the EKF given in (2.30a)-(2.33) is one expressed in terms 
of covariance matrices. A dual formulation is the so-called Information filter, 
which re-expresses the defining equations of the EKF in terms of informa-
tion matrices (inverses of the covariance matrices). This formulation will be 
preferred for three main reasons:
• The form of the so-called measurement update step (see (2.32a)) is gen-
erally simpler for the Information filter than in the dual covariance for-
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N Measurements a o
• ' ..............
n = n 0 ••• n = n 0 +N-l n = 0
Figure 2-1: Relationship of measurements to point of interest 
mulation.
• The absence of input or process noise from the signal model ensures 
that the time update step (see(2.32b)) has the same simple form in both 
formulations.
• For the case most commonly encountered in practice, where the initial 
error covariance E3(0) reflects complete uncertainty in the frequency and 
phases (i.e., a —► oo, e —► oo) the equations of the covariance formula-
tion would be initialized by a matrix containing infinite entries. This is 
avoided in the Information formulation.
For the sake of simplicity, and to avoid clouding the main issues, the as-
sumption is made that n0 < 1 — N; that is, the measurements commence 
and conclude before the time of interest, n = 0 (see Figure 2-1). Under this 
assumption, the approximate information matrices associated with a filter ini-
tialized at time n = n0 and running forwards in time to n = n0 4- N  — 1 are 
calculated. We claim that this assumption does not entail any loss of gener-
ality, although this is not proved here. (The claim is based on the reversible, 
symmetric nature of the signal model from which input noise is absent.)
2.7 In form ation  filter
Define the measurement-update and time-update information matrices as fol-
lows,
r(fc|fc) = S-1(Jfc}Jfc) (2.37a)
r(*|Jfc-l) = S“1(ifc|jfc — (2.37b)
The respective update equations are (cf. (2.32a) and (2.32b))
r(*r|*r) =  T ( k \ k - l )  + H{ k ) R- ' HT{k) (2.38a)
r(fc + /|*) =  ( F - T ) ' r ( k \ k ) ( F  > 0 . (2.38b)
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From (2.38a) and (2.38b) it is evident that the measurement-update (or 
posterior) information matrix satisifies the Lyapunov difference equation
r(Jb + l|fc + 1) = F-Tr(k\k)F~l + H(k)R-'HT{k) . (2.39)
The difference equation is initialized as follows. The initial error covariance at 
time n = 0, £ 3(0), is, in the absence of measurements, simply the propagation 
of the initial error covariance E(n0|n0 — 1) to time n = 0. From (2.32b), this 
is given by
E.(0) = F-"»S(n0|n0 -  1 )(FT)-"» . (2.40)
Therefore
r(n0|n0 -  1) = ( / ’T)-noE- i(0)F - no (2 .4 1 )
with the result that, from (2.38a),
r(n0|n0) = (F -r )n»E;1(0)F 'no + H(n0)Rr' (n„) . (2.42)
In terms of the information formulation definitions so far, the quantity 
defined in (2.36) is given by
E(0|no +  JV - l)  = (F )‘- 'v- ,« r - 1(no + Ar - l |n o  + Ar - l ) ( F 7’)I- 'v-"0 . (2.43)
2.8 S o lu tion  o f L yapunov eq u ation





— brr, sin 0 m bm cos 0
(2.44)
where 0/ = 0/(A:|A: — 1), 1 < l < m.
From (2.44) it is easy to see that the (i T l ) ,( i  + 1 )th component of
HT(-) is given by -^bxbj cos (0, -  0 ; ). The diagonal elements of HT(-)
are therefore known and constant (they are equal to the diagonal elements of 
the matrix S  defined below in (2.46)). As it stands, the time-varying matrix 
H(-)R~l HT(-) has a complicated dependence upon the measurements via the 
estimates 0 fc, 1 < k < m,  which renders the solution of (2.39) an intractable
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problem. We note, however, that the off-diagonal elements of HT{-)
are oscillatory (thus averaging over time roughly to zero), which suggests that 
we approximate H T(-) by its average value, defined below by
i M - 1
E H(n )R - 'H T(n), (2.45)
1V1 n - 0
prior to solving (2.39). Provided M  corresponds to a sufficiently large number 
of periods of the slowest oscillation in H(-)R~l HT(-), there holds
S = -^diag{0, 6 j,. . . ,  b2m) . (2.46)
(The major significance of this averaging approach is revealed in its application 
to the frequency tracking problem described in the next chapter.)
We remark that the use of S', rather than H(-)R~l HT (-), leads to an ap-
proximate expression for T rather similar to that for the approximate Fisher 
matrix J  defined in (2.12). An approximate expression for T, T, is derived as 
follows. Firstly, observe that
T{k\k)=T{k\k)  + t{k\k)  (2.47)
where
T(k\k) = F~TT ( k - l \ k -  l)F~'  + S  (2.48a)
r(n 0|n0) = ( f ’- r )"°E71(0 )F -no + 5 (2.48b)
and
f ( k \ k )  = F - Tr ( k - \ \ k - l ) F ~ l + H W R - ' H T ' i k ) -  S  (2.49a) 
f (n 0|n0) = H(n0) R- l H T(n0) -  S . (2.49b)
(Here, T(-|-) is analogous to J  and f(*|*) to J.)
The quantity of interest is the information matrix at time n = 0, condi-
tioned on all the measurements, viz.
r(0 |no + N  — 1) = (F~T)l~N~n°T(n0 + N  — l\n0 + N  — \ ^ F ~ l )l~N~1%0 (2.50)
(The LHS of (2.50) will be denoted T(0) to keep the notation simple; simi-




f  (0) = £ ( F T)"+n°5(n + u0)F n+n»
n = 0
where
S ( k )  =
Similarly from (2.48a) and (2.48b) there follows
JV - l
r(0) = £;*(()) + ^ ( F T)n+no5Fn+no .
n = 0
Observing that
p n + r i o
1 0 0 . . .  0
(n 4- n0) 1
2 (n + n0) 0 1
m(n -f n0) 1





2 v ^ iV -1  
2^ n=0
f«(0) = 1 v ^ iV - 1^2 Z^n=0
1 v^ iV—1 
w <7^ 2 ^ n = 0
(n + no)2 E/^p Ipbibp cos AO,p , i = j  =  1
(n + « o )E ^ i- i  kbkbj_i cos A0jt,j_i , i = 1 , j  > 1
bt—ibj—\ cos A 0 |_ lfj_! , i > 1 , j  > 1
(2.55)
(where AO^ *. = Öj — Ö*.) and
r(o) = T? A + a 1 y B \
± B T C + e-l Im )
(2.56)
where A , F  and C are defined in (2.13a)-(2.13c). (The appearance of T and T2 
in (2.56) is a result of our earlier omission of T in the state space formulation. 
Apart from this and the perturbing terms on the diagonal, T(0) is identical to 
the Fisher information matrix earlier derived.)
Inspection of (2.55) reveals that f(0) depends indirectly upon the measure-
ments via the state estimates O*. Also observe that T(0) is identical to J (see 
the proof of Theorem 2.4.1 in Appendix B) except that the total phase values 
are replaced by their estimates (and T is omitted). It is therefore reasonable 
to expect that Theorem 2.4.1 might be used to give credibility to the approxi-
mation of r(0) by r(0) since, in the absence of process noise, we would expect
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the EKF state estimates to converge almost surely to the true state values 
(given sufficiently accurate initial state estimates). Therefore, for sufficiently 
large N, r(0) would closely approximate J , enabling “application” of Theorem 
2.4.1.
Inversion of T(0) yields approximately the quantity of interest, E(0|no + 
N  — 1), the diagonal components of which are the desired parameter estimation 
error variances. These are given as follows for the various limiting cases.
Frequency estim ation error variance (a —► oc)
phases known (e —► 0)
VarM (Q + 2n0P + nlN)('£,?=im i ) (2.57)
phases unknown (e —* oo)
var(w) =
I2cr2
P hase estim ation  error variance (e —* oo)
frequency known (a —► 0)
(2.58)
var(0*) = 1 < k < m (2.59)
frequency unknown (a —► oo)
N _  <r2 3Jc2(N — 1)<72
V a rW _  m k + N (N  + l)(T,?=ik2bl)
1 < k < m (2.60)
Apart from the absence of T  these are identical to the CR bounds of (2.17)—
(2.20).
2 .9  A m p litu d es U nknow n
In this section, the previous assumption concerning complete knowledge of the 
harmonic amplitudes is relaxed. We give a heuristic argument in favour of the 
conjecture that the amplitude uncertainty has, for large jV, no effect on the 
phase and frequency estimation performance.
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Define the augmented state vector
xa(n) =  [ 6, ( n ) . . .  6m(n) xT(n) \ (2.61)
(where x(n) is earlier defined in (2.26)). The amplitudes 61, . . . ,  bm are assumed 
constant but unknown. Therefore define the augmented system matrix
Fn 4 Im 0
0 F
(2.62)
where F  is as defined in (2.28). By arguments similar to the case of known 
amplitudes, the augmented information matrix Ta(0) is given by the expression
N - l









£ . ( 0) =
S i n ,  0
0 E.(0)
Note that 5*(n) is a time varying version of S  in (2.46) and is given by
(2.65)
S"(n) = A dias{  ^i(n ln -  1), •••,  b2m(n\n -  1) } . ( 2.66)
Due to the block diagonal nature of Fa, Ta(0) is also block diagonal viz.
r.(o) = r,(o) o o r2(o) (2.67)
Here, Ti(0) is an m x m matrix. In fact, it is easy to see that
r>(°)= 6 + 5 ) ^  • ( 2.68)
If the harmonic amplitudes are assumed completely unknown (i.e., 6 —► oo), 
then Ti(0) =  Thus the estimation error variances for the harmonic
amplitudes are given by
var(6jt(0)) =  — 1 < k <  m (2.69)
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For large TV, we argue, as in the last section, that the amplitude estimates 
have essentially converged to the true amplitude values so that S*(n) can be 
replaced in (2.63) by S. This then yields the same expression for T2 (0) as 
given by (2.53) for T(0). Hence it appears reasonable to suppose that the 
phase and frequency estimation performance is unaffected by any requirement 
to estimate the harmonic amplitudes, for large N.  This is consistent with the 
result for the CR bounds.
2 .10 Sum m ary
This chapter has considered the estimation of the parameters (frequency, am-
plitudes, phases) of a complex multiharmonic signal. It has presented the 
Cramer-Rao bounds on unbiased estimation performance for such a signal and 
shown how the EKF meets these bounds approximately in its linear (or high 
SNR) region. It was seen that the MLE and EKF approaches are equiva-
lent (at least in the linear region) in the sense that the respective estimation 
performances are approximately the same.
The EKF approach has the advantage that estimates are computed recur-
sively and the fact that it can cope easily with time variation in the signal 
parameters, whereas the MLE approach depends on the parameters remaining 
constant in time.
It should be emphasized that these observations are valid only in the re-
spective linear regions of the MLE and EKF. Later chapters will investigate 
behavior near or within the nonlinear regions.
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2.11 A p p en d ix  A: T he H ilb ert Transform  and  
w h ite  noise
For consistency with the approach of [4] and [7], the so called analytic signal 
has been considered in this paper. This Appendix derives properties of the 
associated analytic noise sequence and aims to clarify statements elsewhere in 
the literature concerning it, e.g., [4], [7] and [9].
We firstly consider a real measurement sequence of length 2N with each 
element of the sequence separated in time by Assume a received signal of 
the form
rn  r p  r p
X(n) -  bk cos [ku>o(n + 2n0)— + 0°k\+w[(n+2no)—] n = 0 , 1 , 2 , ,  2 N -1  .
k=l 1
(2.70)
(This is an upsampled version of (2.3) with sampling beginning at the same 
point in time, t iqT.) The noise component ic(-) is, as before, zero mean, 
white and gaussian with variance a2. We then suppose that 2N samples 
of vY(-) are taken (beginning at n0T) and passed through an ideal discrete 
Hilbert transformer to yield IF(-) (given by an appropriately modified version 
of (2.4)). The analytic signal is then constructed as Z(-) = A'(-) -f jY(-). The 
transformed noise component for the kth sample is defined (dropping -j) by
(see [21])
wH(k) = E




Given that the variance of the original white noise sequence is o2 and in 
conjunction with (2.71), it is straightforward to show that
E[w{k)wH(l)\
0 (k — l) even 
( k - l ) o d d
(2.72)
and
E[wH(k)wH(l)] = cr2Ski . (2.73)
From this we conclude that the variance of the analytic noise w(k) = w(k) + 
jw H(k) is given by
E[w(k)w(iy\ = (2.74)
2(728ki (k — l) even 
( k - l ) o d d .
The analytic noise sequence is therefore not white. Consider however a se-
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quence composed of the even (or odd) samples of the original analytic noise 
sequence. This sequence has N  samples and sample period Ta. Furthermore 
from (2.74) it is white with variance 2cr2. Thus the analytic signal vector Z of 
Section 2.2 may be obtained by taking the even (or odd) samples of a length 
2N sequence of samples of the “upsampled” analytic signal as defined above.
Z so obtained therefore contains a noise component that is white, a property 
that is vital to the subsequent analysis of Section 2.
(Note: Consider the vector noise sequence w =  [w wH]T composed of 
the even (or odd) samples of the original white noise sequence and the Hilbert 
transformed noise sequence respectively. Then it is easy to see that E[w(k)w(l)T] 
cr212- This fact is used in Section 3.)
2.12 A p p en d ix  B: P r o o f o f T heorem  2.4.1
This proof, which is slightly different to that in [8], is given for the sake of 
completeness. Also, we remark that Theorem 2.4.1 is slightly more general 
than the result given in [8] since it deals with a complex signal with an ar-
bitrary time of commencement of measurements, n0. We also reiterate that 
the following proof applies to the Fisher matrix for the problem where the 
frequency and the phases are unknown. For the case where the frequency is 
unknown and the phases unknown (or vice versa), the proof is not significantly 
different and will not be given here.
The following standard result, which we state without proof (see [8]) will 
be of use,
A T — 1
n' cos n(f> = O(N') (2.75)
n=0
where i > 0, <f> is not an integral multiple of 27t and 0 (x ) is defined immediately 
prior to Theorem 2.4.1.
Recalling (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.10), and defining
<t>k = ku)0(n -F n0)T + 6k , k =  1 , . . . ,  m (2.76)
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the Fisher Information matrix J  is straightforwardly calculated to be
’ r ;W + y - ^ 'v> k2b\ + Zn=o (n + no)2 £,*„ /pb,bp cos (fr -  4>p)
i = 1 , j  = 1
j  _  < ~—  ^3 'a*------- + ElU/fa + n0) Efc^ j-i k b k b j - i  cos (0* — <^ _i)
i = 1 , i  /  i
j t  J2n=o bi-ibj-x cos (&_! -  ^ j-i)
i > 1 , j  > 1 .
(2.77)
From the definition of J  in (2.12), J  is given by
T ?  H n = o (n +  n o) 2 E /* P Ipbtbp cos (<f>i -  (f>p)
£  T , n = o ( n  +  n 0) 1 fcM j-i cos (<£* -  0 j_ i)
7T E " ~ 0  k - l f y - l  COs(<^t_ 1 -  </>j_i)
0
i = 1 , j  = 1 
*’ = 1 > j  7^  i 
* > 1 , j  > 1 , i /  j  
i = j  > 1
(2.78)
Partitioning J  conformally with the RHS of (2.12), it is easy to see from (2.75) 
and (2.78) that
/  0 ( N 2) O(N)  \
\  O(N)  0(1) j ’
(2.79)
which proves the first part of Theorem 2.4.1.
Straightforward application of the Block Matrix Inversion Lemma
( A  B y '  (  (A - B C - ' B t ) - ' - ( A - B C - ' B t ) - ' B C - ' \
VC DJ  ~ \ - C - ' B t ( A - B C - ' B t )-'  ( )-* )
(2.80)
reveals that for large N
( aN- 3 0 N - 2\  
\ ß TN - 2 7 IV-1
(2.81)
where a  is a constant scalar, ß is a constant row vector and 7 is a constant 
m x m matrix. (Note that the diagonal components of J  are given by (2.18) 
and (2.20).)
It is easy to see from (2.79) and (2.81) that
-7-vrrV- /°(1)Ar' (4+‘) o(i)7V-<3+*n
1 ’ VO(l)!V-(3+t> 0(1 ) N- V+V J '
(2.82)
Some work shows that J  1 is given by an infinite sum of the terms defined in
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(2.82) as follows,
(2.83)J-' =  £ ( - i  )kr\J
k=0
From (2.82), it is clear that this power series is convergent provided N  is 
sufficiently large. We can rewrite (2.83) as follows
OO
J - ' - J ~ '  = £ 7 ~ 1( j j ~ 1)'! . (2.84)
k=1
It is therefore also clear from (2.82) that | | J _1 — J  X|| —► 0 as iV —> oo. VV
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Chapter 3
M ultiharm onic Frequency  
Tracking w ith the EKF
3.1 In trod u ction
This chapter extends the EKF approach discussed in the last chapter to the 
most general case, in which the harmonic amplitudes, phases and fundamental 
frequency vary in time. A state space formulation, first given in [1], lends itself 
effortlessly to the task of modelling a multiharmonic signal with time varying 
parameters. (The same cannot be said of the HMM tracker, where the front- 
end DFT-based detector relies on an assumption of constant frequency.)
The tracking problem will be posed initially in discrete-time. This is ulti-
mately of practical importance since a tracker designed specifically for discrete- 
time is easily implemented via digital computer for purposes of both simulation 
and actual operation. However, later in the chapter an equivalent continuous-
time formulation will be used as an alternative means of gaining insight into 
the general problem.
The state space formulation originally espoused in [1] is presented. There 
are, in fact, two different formulations corresponding to two possible parametriza- 
tions of a multiharmonic signal. These are referred to respectively as the polar 
and rectangular parametrizations and are defined.
A summary is given of important theoretical results regarding the EKF 
presented in [1]. This sets the scene for subsequent chapters. Of particular 
importance is the averaging approach (related to that described in Chapter 2) 
used to obtain the approximate structure of the EKF, which reveals its “block 
diagonal” or “decoupled” nature.
An investigation of the phase/frequency estimator in isolation is then pre-
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sented. It is here that a continuous-time formulation is utilized. Similarities 
to the classical problem of demodulating an FM (frequency modulated) signal 
are observed. This leads to the discovery (via simulations) of a threshold effect 
evident at low SNR’s in the case of the multiharmonic EKF. The second half 
of the thesis is devoted to an investigation of the threshold effect, primarily 
for the multiharmonic MLE.
3.2 S ta te  Space form ulation  o f  Tracking prob-
lem
We begin with a discrete-time variant of the multiharmonic signal described 
in Chapter 1.
m
y(k) = ^2 bi sin Qi{k) , k = 0 ,1 ,2 ,... (3.1)
/ = i
This particular parametrization of the multiharmonic signal is termed the polar 
parametrization. In the tracking problem, the parameters of the signal y(k) 
are slowly time varying (the problem is then to track these slow time variations 
given noisy measurements of y{k)). In this case, the total phase is given by
0i(*) =  I > ( n )  +  «i(*) (3-2)
n = 0
where the parameters b\(k),. . .  ,bm(k), to(k) and 0\(k) , . . . ,  0m(k) are nearly 
constant over several “cycles” of y(k). More precisely, the quantities \to(k + 
1)— u;(fc)|/u>(fc), |6/(fc + l) — bi(k)\/u:(k) and |0/(fc + 1) — 9i(k)\/uj(k) are all small. 
This chapter will be concerned only with the polar parametrization, however 
the rectangular parametrization is defined below for the sake of completeness. 
The rectangular parametrization is defined by
m
y(k) = ai(k) sin ip(k) + ^[a/(&) sin lrp(k) -f äi(k) cos l'ip(k)] (3.3)
1=2
where
</>(£) =  +  ^ ( - 1 )  •
n = 0
(3.4)
The fundamental frequency u(k) is common to both parametrizations. The 
parameters ai(fc),. . . ,  am(fc), ä2(fc),. . . ,  am(k) are slowly time varying so that 
the quantities \ai(k + 1) — ai(k)\/uj(k) and |äi(k + 1) — äi(k)\/u:(k) are small.
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3.2.1 State space m odel for polar param etrization
In this section, the state space formulation of the tracking problem (first stated 
in [1]) will be given. This turns out to be a minor variation on the state space 
formulation for the estimation problem described in Chapter 2, for the case 
where uncertainty in the amplitudes is assumed. One difference is that the 
treatment of this chapter deals with real measurements rather than complex. 
The important difference, however, is that the signal parameters are permitted 
to vary randomly in time. This is achieved (as mentioned in the last chapter) 
by the inclusion of an input, or process noise term in the original signal model, 
as follows.
The state vector is defined (as in Chapter 2) by
xa(k) = [ bi(k) . . .  bm(k) x(k)T ]T (3.5)
where x(k) is, as defined in (2.26), the vector x(k) = [ u>(k) 0 i (k) . . .  Qm(k) ]T. 
The general signal model (for a real multiharmonic signal) is then given by
xa{k + 1) = Faxa(k) + v(k) 
z(k) = y(k) + n(k)




h[x(k)\ = ^2 bi(k) sin Oi(k)
i = i
and Fa is defined in (2.62) and repeated below for convenience,
where
F =
(  1 0  0  ••• 0 ^
1 1 0  0






The driving term v(-) is termed the process noise and for the purposes of 
this and subsequent analysis is assumed to be a white, zero-mean gaussian
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vector random process with covariance matrix
Q = diag{ q0, q i , . . . , q 2m } • (3.10)
The measurement noise n(-) is a white, zero-mean, gaussian scalar random pro-
cess of variance R. The process and measurement noise processes are assumed 
to be independent.
It is evident from the definition of Fa that the fundamental frequency 
variation obeys a random walk model, whilst those of the harmonic total phases 
are modelled by the summation (integration) of uj(k) plus overlying random 
variations. The variation of the harmonic amplitudes also obeys a random 
walk model.
R em ark: Now, if the variation in the signal parameters due to the process 
noise u(-) is termed “slow” and that due to the fundamental frequency l j (-) is 
termed “fast”, then the harmonic amplitudes and the fundamental frequency 
vary “slowly” in time, whereas the harmonic total phases (as defined in the 
last chapter) experience “fast” time variations. This simply reflects the ear-
lier assumption (see Chapter 1) that the nature of the parameter variations 
is such that the Fourier series representation of the quasi-periodic, nonsinu- 
soidal signal is valid. The distinction between “slow” and “fast” variation is 
of importance in the next section.
Once again we consider the application of a discrete-time EKF to the non-
linear signal model of (3.6a)-(3.6b). As described in Chapter 2 the EKF 
operates upon the noisy measurement sequence z(k) and produces either a 
filtered estimate x(k\k), i.e., an estimate computed at time k from measure-
ments up to and including time k, or a one-step ahead prediction x(k\k — 1), 
i.e., an estimate computed at time k from measurements up to and including 
time k — 1, of the state vector x(k). The equations differ slightly from those 
in Chapter 2 due to the presence of process noise. They are given as follows 
(in detail, since they form the basis of simulations presented near the end of 
the chapter).
3.2.2 D iscrete-T im e E xtended K alm an Filter equations
x(k\k) = x(t \ t -  l) + L(k){ z(k) -  h[ x(k\k -  l) ] } (3.11)
x(k + l\k) = Fax(k\k) (3.12)
L(k) = X(k\k -  l)/7(fc)[ HT(k)Y:(k\k -  1 )H(k) + R l"1 (3.13)
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E ( *  + l | f c )  = Fa{S ( J t | i f c  -  1 )  -  E ( J f c | J t  -  l)H(k)[ -  l )H(k)  + ] " '
x H T( k ) X( k \ k - l )  } F j +  Q (3.14)
(3.15)
x(k)=-x(k\k — 1)
For the polar model, H(k)  is given by
H(k) = dh[ x(k) ] dx(k)
H(k) = [ sin 0 i (k) . . .  sin 0 m(fc) 0 bi(k) cos Q\(k) . . .  bm(k) cos 0 m(k) ]T
(3.16)
where b/(k) = bi(k\k — 1) and similarly for the others.
The filter is initialized by
x(0 I —1) = E [ x ( 0 ) ] = x o (3.17)
£(0) = £ '[ ( x ( 0 ) - J o ) ( x ( 0 ) - io)r ] = fo .  (3.18)
Thus xo is the expected value of the initial state and Pq its covariance. Of 
particular interest is the Riccati difference equation (3.14) which describes the 
evolution of the approximate prior error covariance matrix, E(k + 1|&)* In 
the linear region at least, this matrix describes the performance of the EKF 
in tracking the time varying signal parameters, as well as determining its 
structure. In the next section, this equation is investigated in more depth.
3 .3  T h e o r e t ic a l A s p e c ts  o f  th e  E K F
Having formulated the frequency tracking problem in terms of extended Kalman 
filtering theory, the work of [1] then went on to attempt a theoretical under-
standing of the EKF so defined. Due to the nonlinearity of the signal model 
such an analysis is quite difficult. However, a significant understanding of the 
structure of the EKF was gained.
The key theoretical result in [1] is one concerning solutions of Riccati equa-
tions, and is a rigorization of arguments due to Snyder in [16]. The basic idea 
is that if the coefficients of a Riccati equation have a fast time variation with 
respect to the time constants of the equation itself, then they can be replaced 
by their average values without greatly affecting the equation’s solution. This 
is due to some inherent filtering action associated with the equation.
The importance of the idea in the context of the tracking problem is that 
it enables us to avoid solving a Riccati equation -  some of whose coefficients 
contain transcendental functions (see (3.14) and (3.16)). Instead, the task
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is simplified by solving a ‘time-averaged’ Riccati equation whose solution is 
approximately that of the original equation.
The averaging approach may be formalized as follows. Consider the discrete-
time Riccati equation of (3.39) with H(k) given by (3.16). (In what fol-
lows, all EKF estimates are assumed to be one step ahead predictions, e.g., 
bi(k) = bi(k I k — 1).) Define
N(k)  4  ave[ H(k )R- 'HT(k) ] (3.19)
where ave(-) denotes the operation of averaging over the “fast” variation in 
H(k)R~l HT(k), where, as previously stated, “fast” time variation is that 
caused by u  and is present in the harmonic total phases 0/(fc). As a result, 
the estimate 0/(fc) also experiences “fast” variation, whereas the amplitude 
estimate bi(k) experiences “slow” variation, due (indirectly) to the effect of 
the process noise u(-). Provided co(k) is sufficiently large, quantities such as 
sin20/(fc) have, over a few periods of oscillation, the average value 1/2. A 
similar approach is possible for the other entries of H(k)R~l HT(k), with the 
result that
Af(fc) =  ^ d ia g { l , . . . , l ,0 ,6 ? ( t ) , . . . ,^ ( f c ) }  . (3.20)
The quantity N(k)  is thus “slowly” varying, or constant, if the amplitudes are 
known, or estimated to be constant. If we then define
^ (* )  “  772diag { l , . . . , l , 0 M k ) , . . . , b m(k), (3.21)
there holds
N(k) = H(k )R - 'HT{k). (3.22)
We derive a time varying “steady state” Riccati equation from (3.14) by 
replacing H(k)  with H(k)  as follows
H(k) = Fa\ Z( k) -Z(k)H(k) (HT(k)Z(k)H(k) + RI)- 'TITlZ(k)]Fj + Q (3.23)
The RHS of (3.23) contains terms that are time varying. (For the case that 
the amplitudes are known and constant in time, then the RHS of (3.23) is time 
invariant.) From an earlier discussion, it is easy to see that the time variation 
is slow. As a result, we argue that the nonnegative-definite solution of the 
algebraic Riccati equation, (3.23), at each time instant k, defines an approxi-
mation to the nonnegative-definite solution of (3.14), E(fc), that improves as 
k —» oo. The Kalman filter associated with the nonnegative-definite solution
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E(k) is stable, with system matrix
F(k) = F[I -  Z(k)H{k)(HT (k)Z(k)H(k)  + R I ) - lHT(k)} (3
whose eigenvalues determine the filter’s time constants. The key result is 
summarized in the following theorem, proved in [1].
Theorem 3.3.1 Let E(fc), E(k) and F(k) be as previously de-
fined. Suppose that the eigenvalues of F(k) are much closer to 
the point +1 than the point exp (ju:) so that the system afc+i =
Foik 4- ßk is a low pass system in relation to signals of frequency u>.
Then as k —► oo, E(k) — E(k) is guaranteed to be small. Further-
more, if F, Q and N  are of the same block diagonal form, then so 
is E(k). 
proof: See [1].
An immediate consequence of this result is that E has the block diagonal 
form
_° )t o z ew )
where E& is an m x m matrix and E ^  is an (m + 1) x (m -f 1) matrix. 
Furthermore, due to the diagonality of N, Q and the upper left m x m block 
of F, Eb is itself diagonal with entries that are analytically computable and 
independent of the frequency and phase estimates u>, 0/ and 6/.
It is consequently easy to see that Eb is exactly the error covariance matrix 
corresponding to the problem of (optimally) estimating the amplitudes bi(k) 
assuming that the frequency and phases are known. Similarly, E i s  identical 
to the solution of the time-averaged Riccati equation corresponding to the 
nonlinear problem of estimating the frequency and phases when the amplitudes 
bi are known, but with 6/ replacing 6/, (ie. estimating the frequency and 
phases by treating the amplitude estimates as correct). Hence E corresponds 
to an estimator whose amplitude estimation component, (governed by E*), 
is separate, or decoupled, from its phase-frequency counterpart, (governed 
by E ^). This accords nicely with the decoupling results for the estimation 
problem described in Chapter 2.
The theorem also states that E can be closely approximated by E, (pro-
vided that the time constants associated with E are sufficiently large). This 
means that the EKF corresponding to E can be closely approximated by one 
whose amplitude and phase-frequency components are effectively decoupled. 
Since E*, is analytically computable, this implies that the amplitude estimation
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component of the original EKF is quite well understood. On the other hand, 
the phase-frequency component does not enjoy the same status and so requires 
further investigation. This is the primary aim of the work of this chapter.
In summary, the analysis carried out in [1] revealed much about the struc-
ture of the EKF, primarily that it could be approximately decoupled into sep-
arate amplitude and phase-frequency estimators. It was additionally shown 
that the amplitude estimator could be determined analytically for any number 
of harmonics. This left the task of analyzing the phase-frequency estimator 
which we address in the next section.
3.4 A n alysis  o f  P h ase-F req u en cy  Tracker
This section describes the results of an investigation into the phase-frequency 
estimator alone. This approach is motivated by the statements of the pre-
ceding section where it was shown that the amplitude and phase-frequency 
components of the full estimator are effectively separate. Furthermore, the 
amplitude estimator is itself explicitly computable. This means, in effect, that 
almost everything is known about the amplitude estimator. This is not the 
case with its phase-frequency counterpart; hence the desire to gain a greater 
theoretical understanding.
While previous analysis has utilized a discrete-time formulation, we will 
now proceed within an equivalent continuous-time framework. The reasons for 
this departure are varied: a desire for consistency with the literature, the fact 
that the continuous time Riccati equation is somewhat simpler in form than 
the discrete, and that continuous time phase-locked loops, (objects playing an 
important role in our investigations), are familiar to a wider audience than 
their discrete-time counterparts.
Once again we consider an approximately periodic, non-sinusoidal signal 
y(t) with m harmonics. The task is to track the signal’s fundamental frequency 
along with its harmonic phases, given that it has been contaminated by addi-
tive noise. Perfect knowledge of the harmonic amplitudes is assumed, consis-
tent with the intention to analyse the phase-frequency estimator in isolation. 
Making the same asumptions about the rates of signal parameter variation as 
in the earlier discrete-time formulation, namely that they are sufficiently slow 
to allow representation of the signal by a Fourier series, the uncorrupted signal 
is m
y(t) = J2 sm V’fcM • (3.26)
/ = i
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(We have anticipated later results linking the EKF to the Phase Locked Loop 
(PLL) in changing the notation for the harmonic amplitudes from 6/ to A\. 
The revised notation is more in-keeping with the standard notation for PLL’s 
as used in, for example, [22].) The measurements are then given by
z{t) = y(t) + n(t) (3.27)
where n(t) is the measurement noise.
The harmonic total phases are related to the fundamental frequency uj{t)
by
M t )  = t&(t) + v,(t) , 1 < / < m (3.28)
where v\{t) are random driving terms. For notational convenience, the fun-
damental frequency and the harmonic phases are referred to a particular fre-
quency, a;o, via what we term a baseband transformation (this is something 
that takes on considerable significance in Chapter 4), as follows.
a>(<) = Z-  wo (3.29)
0t(<) = M * ) - u o t  (3.30)
The quantity u0 may, in communications parlance, be thought of as a carrier 
frequency. We will subsequently refer to and u> as the A:th harmonic total 
phase and the fundamental frequency respectively.
The fundamental frequency is assumed to be the output of a stable first 
order system excited by noise (of course, other models are possible), i.e.,
cb(t) = —auj(t) + v0(t) . (3.31)
(Stability requires that a  > 0.) In addition, the bandwidth of the frequency 
variation (as determined by a) is assumed to be much less than the carrier 
frequency u;0. (In other words, the signal y(t) may in some sense be thought of 
as a multiharmonic narrowband FM signal with fundamental carrier frequency 
u)0.) Defining a length (m + 1) state vector
x(t) =  [ u(t) &i(t) . . .  Qm(t) ]T , (3.32)
the following nonlinear state space model describing the observations z(t), and 
the frequency and phase variation, may be defined.
x(t) = Fcx(t) + v(t) (3.33a)
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y(t) = hc[x(t) (3.33b)
The definition of hc(-, ■) is apparent from (3.26)and (3.28), while
( - a  0 . . .  0 \
1 0 . . .  0
(3.34)
\  m 0 . . .  0 j
The process noise vector v(t) is given by
v(t) = [ v0(t) v,(]r (3.35)
with covariance matrix
Q = diag{q0, . . . , q m} . (3.36)
Likewise, the measurement noise scalar n(t) has variance R = N0/2. The 
process and measurement noise processes are taken to be independent, just as 
in the discrete-time formulation.
Once again, the signal model is nonlinear and thus amenable to the appli-
cation of a continuous-time EKF. The equations are given as follows.
3.4.1 C ontinuous-T im e Extended K alm an F ilter Equa-
tions
where ipi(t) = &i(t) + lu>ot.
As for the discrete-time case, the solution E(£) to the Riccati differential
x(t) = Fcx(t) + K(t)[ z(t) — h(x) ]
K(t) = £ (0 t fTR-1









equation (3.39) is an approximation to the true conditional estimation error 
covariance matrix. The approximation is, presumably, accurate in the above 
threshold, or linear region. Once again, we are particularly interested in inves-
tigating the solution of this equation, since the structure of the EKF is thereby 
determined. This we pursue in the sequel.
3.4.2 Solution By T im e-A veraging
The solution of (3.39) appears to be an intractable problem due to the presence 
of transcendental functions in the H(t ) vector. The task can be considerably 
simplified with the use of a similar strategy to that employed in the discrete-
time situation, namely the replacement of the HT(t)R~l H(t) term by its time 
average. A continuous-time version of Theorem 3.3.1 then states the conditions 
under which the solution of the ‘time-averaged’ steady-state Riccati equation 
so obtained can be used to approximate the solution of (3.39) as t —► oo. 
Before stating the result, some definitions are required.
Let us focus on the HT(t)R~l H(t) matrix. Apart from the first row and 
column components which are zero, its (i -f 1 )(j + l)th component is given by 
2AxAj cos $i cos 0j/No. Time averaging yields
ave[ 2A{Aj cos0t cos 0j/No ] = < ^ *' ^  { . (3.42)
[ A?/N0 i = j
The time-averaged version of HTR~x H is defined as follows.
~HTR -'77 4  ave[ H t R - ' H  ] = -^-diagfO, A\, , . (3.43)
No
Here, ave(-) denotes the operation of averaging each matrix component over 
one period of its oscillation. The result is the diagonal, time-in variant matrix 
defined in (3.43), the non-zero diagonal components of which are the individual 
harmonic signal-to-noise ratios (SNR’s).
The ‘time-averaged’ steady-state version of (3.39) is defined by
0 = Fcll + Y.FJ -  ZH t R -17TE + Q (3.44)
The filter system matrix associated with (3.44) is given by
T  = (FC-  Y H TR - l H) (3.45)
The following is a continuous-time version of Theorem 3.3.1.
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Theorem  3.4.1 Consider £  and £(£) as defined in (3.44) and 
(3.39). Suppose that the eigenvalues of F are much closer to 0 
than to the point ju>0 so that the system 7 (t) = F~f(t) + ß(t) is a 
low-pass system with respect to inputs of frequency cj0 and above.
Then as t —* 0 0 , £ — £(<) is guaranteed to be small, 
proof: See Appendix A
(The result implies that for £ to be a good approximation to £ (f) as t —► 0 0 , 
signals of frequency u>o must lie outside the ‘pass band’ of the filter associated 
with £.)
Armed with the result of Theorem 4.1, attention is turned to the solution of 
(3.44). Assuming both frequency and phase variation, Q is a full rank diagonal 
matrix. By decomposing Q into the sum of two singular diagonal matrices as 
follows,
Q — Q\ + Q2 5 (3.46)
where
Qi = diag{<7o, 0 , . . . ,  0 } (3.47a)
Q2 = diag{0, <71, <72 • • •, <7m} » (3.47b)
it is possible to analytically solve the Riccati equations
0 = F;E1 +  E1F j - ' 2 177r f i -177E1 + Q, (3.48a)
0 = FCZ 2 + Z 2F ? - 1Z2HTR -i7rE2 + Q2 (3.48b)
for an arbitrary number of harmonics, m. The solutions £1 and £ 2 can then 
be used to derive upper and lower bounds on the full solution, (that of (3.44)). 
(It would seem that (3.44) is not analytically solvable for arbitrary m, hence 
our indirect approach.) In a later section, approximations to £ in terms of the 
matrices £1 and £ 2 are derived.
How might the two different signal models corresponding to Q\ and Q2 
be interpreted physically? The signal model with Q\ as the process noise 
covariance matrix corresponds to the case where the fundamental frequency 
alone experiences random variation, with no overlying random phase varia-
tion. This can best be conceptualized as frequency modulation (FM) -  more 
specifically, multi-carrier FM. We can think of the random frequency variation 
as the ‘message’ modulating a set of harmonically related carrier frequencies. 
We will later see the importance of this interpretation, particularly in relation 
to its implications for the EKF’s performance at low SNR.
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On the other hand, the signal model with Q2 as the process noise covari-
ance describes the situation where the fundamental frequency experiences no 
random variation, while each harmonic phase varies in an independent, ran-
dom fashion. An example of a physical phenomenon which this model might 
describe is the phase distortion experienced by a multi-harmonic signal after 
propagation through a dispersive medium. However, interpretation of the Q2 
model appears not as important in its implications as that of the Q\ model. 
Its sole significance appears to lie in the fact that it enables a lower bound 
to be derived on the solution to the full Riccati equation, (3.44). More will 
be said about this later, for now we will present the solutions to (3.48a) and 
(3.48b). The method of solution is described in Appendix B.
3.4.3 The Solutions Ei and E2
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7c = - 1 + a  +
or
(3.54)
Ä = Ai +  4A2 +  9A3 +  . . .  +  m2Am (‘effective’ SNR) (3.55)
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1 < i < m (3.56)
The physical interpretation of the Q\ model as multicarrier FM is justified 
by inspection of the solutions to (3.48a). As we will later see, this reveals 
that the formulae of (3.51)-(3.55) are virtually identical to those for the well 
known problem of classical (single carrier) FM demodulation. The role of the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) parameter in the classical case is assumed in the 
multicarrier case by what we term the ‘effective’ SNR A -  a weighted sum of 
the individual carrier SNR’s.
By comparison, the solution of (3.48b), S2? is considerably simpler in form 
than Ei.
We remark that the solution Ei is not a stabilizing solution for (3.48a), 
in the sense that there holds only Re A,[F — Yj\H  R~l H] < 0 and not 
Re Ai[F — Yi\ H TR~xH] < 0, (see Appendix B).
3.4.4 Sum m ary
In summary, a continuous-time formulation of the multiharmonic phase-frequency 
tracking problem has been investigated. A steady state EKF design was at-
tempted, necessitating the solution of a time-varying matrix Riccati equation, 
(3.39). This task was simplified by replacing the fast varying terms of the 
Riccati equation by their time-average. The solution procedure was further 
facilitated by decomposing the process noise covariance matrix into two sin-
gular diagonal matrices. The corresponding algebraic (steady-state) Riccati 
equations were found to be explicitly solvable for an arbitrary number of har-
monics. One of the solutions could be physically interpreted as a multicarrier 
FM demodulator which, as we shall see in the next section, takes the form 
of a series of coupled phase-locked loops (PLL’s). In a later section, these 
solutions are used to derive upper and lower bounds on the solution to the 
original, time-averaged Riccati equation, (3.44).
In the next section we briefly review the theory of single carrier FM de-
modulation and the phenomenon of the ‘threshold effect’, a phenomenon that 
has implications for the low SNR performance of the EKF tracker. We will 
also compare the multicarrier FM demodulation formulae with those of the 
single carrier case.
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3.5 FM  D em odulation and the Threshold
Effect
This section aims to describe the similarities between classical single-carrier 
FM demodulation and the physical situation corresponding to the signal model 
of ( 3.6a) and (3.6b) with Q\ as the process noise covariance matrix. This, 
as already stated, can be best interpreted as ‘multicarrier’ FM demodulation. 
Having achieved this, we intend to demonstrate the existence of a ‘threshold 
effect’ in the multicarrier case -  a phenomenon that is well known in the 
special case of a single carrier. We will then present the results of simulations 
verifying the existence of a threshold effect in the case of the original discrete- 
time EKF as defined in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. (The reason for performing 
the simulations with a discrete time rather than continuous time signal model 
and EKF is the fact that the discrete time formulation is the one of ultimate 
practical importance. The continuous time formulation is really only being 
used to provide insight into the discrete time case.)
3.5.1 Single-Carrier FM D em odulation
Our choice among the plethora of treatments of classical FM demodulation, 
will be the state space formulation of [23]. Here, the received frequency- 
modulated signal is assumed to be of the form
ra(t) = yJ2A sin (uot + df j  a(u)du) + n3(t) (3.57)
where ns(f) is white, gaussian and zero-mean with variance dj is termed 
the frequency deviation and is constant and the modulating ‘message’ process 
a(t) has the spectral density
5 ° ( w )  =  ( 3 ' 5 8 )
In other words, a(t) can be thought of as the output of a first order linear 
system excited by white noise with spectral density q. We then define a state 
vector
x.(t) = [ a(t) 0(t) ]T (3.59)
where 0(t) = dj Jq a(u)du. We can rewrite (3.57) as
rs(t) = ha(x(t)) + n3(t) (3.60)
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where
ha(x(t)) = y/2A sin (<jj0t + 0(t)) (3.61)
A linear signal model (referred to as the baseband model) is given as follows
*•(*) = f  p j  x,(t) + v,(t) 
r,(t) = ( 0 1  )xs(t) + n,(t) .
(3.62a)
(3.62b)
This signal model is obtained as follows. Apply an EKF to the nonlinear 
signal model represented by (3.62a) and (3.57). Then apply Theorem 4.1 to 
the associated Riccati equation. This gives rise to a ‘time-averaged’ Riccati 
equation whose coefficients can be identified with the parameters of the signal 
model of (3.62a) and (3.62b) above -  the ‘base-band’ model
The process noise vector v(t) is white, gaussian, zero-mean and independent 
of the measurement noise h(t) with
[1 S)'(‘- T) (3.63a)
E[ ha(t)ha(T) ] =
2 > <- r >
(3.63b)
The steady-state mean square estimation errors can then be found by solv-
ing the 2 x 2  algebraic Riccati equation
0 = k d‘ ) - 7 ( 0  1) t ^ T ( 0  1 ) 7+
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The expressions for the mean square frequency error and the mean square 
phase error £# are given in Table 3.1. Also tabulated are the corresponding 
expressions for the fundamental frequency and phase errors in the multicarrier 
case.
We can see that the expressions are virtually identical apart from some 
minor differences caused by the fact that slightly different models have been 
used. (The single carrier formulation has an extra parameter, the frequency 
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Table 3.1: Comparison between Multicarrier and Classical FM
us some confidence in supposing that multicarrier FM demodulation can be 
understood in terms of its classical analogue.
Another way of comparing the two situations is by focussing on their re-
spective estimation equations:
1. Single Carrier:
/  n \  oA2
*.(‘) = I d 0 1 i.W + 7 ( 0  1 )r —  [ f (<)- ( 0 1  )*.(<)} (3.66)
2. Multicarrier:
i(<) = Fx(t) + S i z(t) -  Hx(t) } (3.67)
These are expressed in block diagram form in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. The 
steady state multicarrier demodulator ( Figure 3-1), here drawn for two har-
monics, is seen to have the form of a series of coupled PLL’s, (strictly speaking, 
linear models of PLL’s). In fact the coupling is very tight with = kOi for 
a given k. The basic structure of the demodulator is virtually identical to that 
of the PLL demodulator for the classical case as shown in Figure 3-2. (We 
remark that the filter defined by (3.67) is not asymptotically stable. It can be 





Figure 3-1: Steady State Demodulator for 2 Harmonics (Carriers)
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Ae
Figure 3-2: Single Carrier PLL Demodulator
signal model used for the purposes of designing the filter, i.e., by making the 
replacement Q\ —► diag{^0, e i,. . . ,  em}, where , . . . , em are small in relation 
to q0, but nonzero. With this new filter actually used on a signal generated 
by the signal model assumed in the multicarrier case, this serves to drive the 
phase estimates towards the true phase values as t —► oo.)
What are the implications of this clear similarity between the two scenar-
ios? Perhaps the most important implication is one concerning the low SNR 
performance of the multicarrier demodulator. It is well known that in the 
single carrier case there exists a phenomenon (due to the problem’s inherent 
nonlinearity) which manifests itself as a sudden worsening in demodulation 
performance at a sufficiently low SNR. This is aptly termed the ‘threshold 
effect’. At a certain critical value of SNR known as the ‘threshold point’, the 
mean square frequency error increases suddenly and rapidly above what is pre-
dicted by the linear model. In the single carrier case, this point corresponds 
to a calculated mean square phase error of about 0.25 rad2, (see Table 3.1).
There are two main causes of the phenomenon. The first is that at low 
SNR’s, the linearization assumptions underpinning the EKF become invalid, 
introducing errors that are not accounted for by the linear model. (Recall 
that the EKF linearizes the nonlinear signal model about the current state 
estimate which is assumed close to the true current state value. At low SNR’s 
this assumption fails.)
The second cause, (actually also attributable ultimately to the failure of 
the linearization assumption), is termed ‘cycle slipping’ whereby at low SNR’s
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the phase estimate may differ from the true phase by a multiple of 2t t . This 
causes a transient in the frequency estimate thereby increasing the frequency 
estimation error. This is sometimes referred to in practical FM systems as 
‘click’ noise.
In view of the apparent similarity between the multicarrier and classical 
problems, it is reasonable to ask if a threshold effect occurs in the multicarrier 
case as well. Indeed, computer simulations show strong evidence for this.
3.5.2 Sim ulations
Computer simulations were carried out using the discrete-time EKF defined in 
Section 3.2.2. (Recall our earlier statements about the equivalence between the 
continuous and discrete-time formulations. In any case, it is the discrete-time 
EKF that is ultimately of interest.)
Three classes of Monte-Carlo simulations were performed corresponding 
to the special cases of multicarrier FM demodulation, phase-frequency track-
ing and phase-frequency-amplitude tracking respectively. Each simulation in-
volved measuring the mean square state estimation errors for SNR1’s ranging 
from 60 dB to —10 dB. The number of Monte-Carlo runs for each SNR was 
30 . Each run was 200 time samples long to ensure that all measurements 
were taken in the steady-state. In the interests of continuity, we have used 
exactly the same input signal as in [1] and previously in [8], namely one with 5 
harmonics whose initial amplitudes are given by 6^(0) = &i(0)/fc, k = 2, 3,4,5, 
except that the initial fundamental frequency is taken to be u;(0) = 0.01 x 27T.
As previously stated, the discrete time EKF of Section 3.2.2 was used for 
each class of simulation. The EKF estimates phases, frequency and amplitudes, 
but in the case of both multicarrier FM demodulation and phase-frequency 
tracking, the amplitudes are assumed constant and known. Strictly speaking 
therefore, the amplitudes do not need to be estimated. If we set the initial 
amplitude error variances to zero and the initial amplitude estimates to the 
true amplitude values, the EKF will estimate the frequency and phases on the 
basis that the amplitudes are known (and this happens in the first two classes 
of simulation below). This is because of the fact that the amplitude estimator 
and the phase-frequency estimator are decoupled, which firstly implies that 
the phase-frequency estimator treats the amplitude estimates as if they are 
correct, and secondly that uncertainty in the phase and frequency estimates 
has no effect on the amplitude ‘estimates’.
1 We use the same definition of SNR as is used in [1], ie. SNR(dB) =  101og10(^ ^ l_ 1 &*/2).
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The following initializations and parameter values were chosen for each 
class of simulation.
1. Multicarrier FM Demodulator: Here, the amplitudes are assumed con-
stant and known so that we set 6fc(0 | —1) = 6fc(0), 1 < k < m.
The initial phases were also set equal , i.e., 0jt(O | —1) = 0(0) = 
0, 1 < k < m. Similarly to [1], the initial frequency estimate
was taken to be d;(0 | —1) = 5/8u>(0) and the measurement noise vari-
ance to be R = 1. The initial state error covariance was taken to 
be E(0) = diag{0,0,0,0,0,(0.00757r)2 *, 0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02}. Note 
that the first 5 diagonal entries are zero, consistent with the (assumed) 
perfect knowledge of the harmonic amplitudes. Also note that the last 5 
entries are non-zero which simply reflects what would in practice be poor 
initial knowledge of the phase -  (we have used the same values as those 
in [1]). In this and the following classes of simulation, two values of the 
process noise covariance matrix are used. The first is the actual signal 
model process covariance used in the simulation program to generate the 
signal to be estimated. In this case the signal has no amplitude or phase 
variation. The covariance is then given by
Qa =  diag{0,0,0,0,0, a2, 0,0,0,0,0} (3.68)
where a2 = 3 x 10~7. The other covariance,
Qa = diag(0,0,0,0,0,a2,a i ,a i ,a i ,a 1,a 1} (3.69)
where cq = 1 x 10-4, is used in the on-line solution of the Riccati differ-
ence equation. We note that the phase entries of Qa are nonzero which 
appears inconsistent with the multicarrier FM demodulation assumption 
that there be no random phase. This choice is deliberately made to avoid 
the phenomenon of data saturation as described in [1] and [20], Note 
also that the amplitude entries are zero because we know the amplitudes: 
they do not need to be estimated.
2. Phase-Frequency Tracker: This situation corresponds to the signal model
of (3.33a) and (3.33b) with Q as the process noise covariance matrix. In
other words, the frequency and the relative harmonic phases are per-
mitted random variation. However, the harmonic amplitudes are still
assumed constant and known. The signal model process covariance is
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therefore taken to be
Qa = diag{0,0,0,0,0, a2, «3 , <*3 , a3 , 0 3 , ^3 } (3.70)
where a3 = 1.5625 x 10—5, while the covariance used in the solution of 
the Riccati difference equation is
Q a  = diag{0, 0,0,0, 0, a2, a3, a3, a3, <z3, a3} (3.71)
Otherwise, all initializations and parameter values are the same as for 
the multicarrier FM demodulator.
3. Phase-Frequency-Amplitude Tracker: This class of simulation, unlike the 
preceding two, in no sense corresponds to the continuous-time analysis 
of Section 3.4. While this analysis involved gaining an understanding of 
TjOu, in (3.5) we are now concerned with the full picture, i.e., E in (3.5). 
(Indeed, the continuous-time analysis of Sections 3.4 and 3.5 has only 
motivated us towards looking for a threshold effect in the case of the full 
discrete-time EKF.)
The frequency, phases and amplitudes are now permitted to vary ran-
domly so that the signal model process covariance becomes
Qa = diag{a3, a3, a3, a3, a3, a2, a3, a3, a3, a3, a3} (3.72)
(This time we are estimating amplitudes as well as frequency and phases.) 
The possibility of data saturation is no longer of concern, since all the 
states in the signal model are excited. In other words, we set Qa = Qa. 
Apart from initializing the amplitude vestimates with an error of 5%, all 
initializations and parameter values are the same as in the multicarrier 
FM demodulator.
Results: Plots of the mean square steady-state frequency error versus SNR, 
both actual (given by the asterisks) and theoretical (though approximate), for 
each of the three classes are given in Figures 3-3 -  3-5. (It should be noted 
that predicted, not filtered estimates are used.) The existence of a threshold 
effect is clear. At an SNR of approximately 12 dB the inverse of the actual 
frequency error variance drops suddenly below the corresponding (linear) the-
oretical value. We obtained an approximate theoretical value of error variance 
for each SNR by averaging the on-line solution of the Riccati difference equa-
tion after 200 time samples over the 30 Monte Carlo runs. (An averaging
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approach was necessitated by the measurement dependent nature of the H 
vector in the Riccati equation.)
(Remark: In the course of performing these simulations, we observed a 
sensitivity of the results with regard to the sampling rate (which determines 
the value of u>(0)) and the initial amplitude estimates. More specifically, in 
the case of the phase error variance plots, it was found that for the value of 
u>(0) used in [1] (i.e. u;(0) = 0.05 x 2x) a marked discrepancy between the 
measured and theoretical phase error variances existed even in the high SNR 
region. This effect is, we believe, attributable to the fact that application of an 
EKF involves a linearization about the predicted state estimate, thereby intro-
ducing extra uncertainty into the state estimates above that associated with a 
linearization about the filtered state estimate and hence an effect sensitive to 
the sampling rate (i.e. the lower the sampling rate the greater the uncertainty 
in the predicted state estimate, given a driving process noise of fixed intensity). 
Certainly, the discrepancy disappeared when u;(0) was lowered (i.e. the sam-
pling rate increased) to 0.01 x 2tt . This conjecture is supported by [24] where 
the effect of sampling rate on the predicted phase estimation error variance is 
considered for the case of a single tone signal. Here it is demonstrated that 
the choice of too low a sampling rate can push an EKF (PLL) into threshold, 
even at high SNR’s, though no guidelines as to a safe choice of the sampling 
rate are given. We also observed that in the case of amplitude variation, the 
success of the simulations depended strongly upon the accuracy of the initial 
amplitude estimates.)
In summary, the interpretation of the phase-frequency tracking problem in 
terms of multicarrier FM demodulation has led to the discovery of a threshold 
effect in the case of the full discrete time multiharmonic amplitude, phase and 
frequency tracking problem.
3.6 R esults pertaining to S
This section is somewhat of a diversion in that it presents miscellaneous results 
relating to the solution of (3.44). It appears that while the Riccati equations 
(3.48a) and (3.48b) are analytically solvable, the related equation (3.44) is not. 
Upper and lower bounds on £ are derivable, however. In addition, a novel 
approximation scheme leads to an analytically computable approximation to 
£ in terms of the matrices £i and £ 2.
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SNR (dB)




Figure 3-4: Mean square frequency error -  phase and frequency variation
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SNR (dB)
Figure 3-5: Mean square frequency error -  phase, frequency, amplitude 
variation
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3 .6 .1  B o u n d s on  E
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the two explicitly available solutions E 
and E, can be used to derive upper and lower bounds on the full solution E  of 
(3.44). The lower bounds are given trivially by
max( Ei , E2) < E  (3.73)
(since E increases monotonically with the process noise covariance, [20], and 
Q\ < Q and Q2 <  Q). An upper bound may be derived, when Q2 is not large, 
by considering the solution of (3.48a) but with Q\ replaced by for some 
constant 7 . Let
X =  U T R~'U  =  diag{0, A , , . . . ,  Am} (3.74)
and define the pseudo inverse of X  by
X* =  [0  A r ' . - . A - 1 ] (3.75)
where XX^ =  X*X  =  diag{0,1 , . . . ,  1}. The upper bound is then given by 
the following result.
T heorem  3.6.1 Let Ei (7 ) be the solution of (3.48a) with Q\ 
replaced by *)Q\.
1. Choose ß  so that ß 2X B > Q2, and assume that the entries of 
Q2 are sufficiently small that ß <  2a.
2. Choose 7 > 0 so that
7 ~  1 > _ß_
7 “ 2a
Then with E the solution of (3.39) with Q = Q\ +  Q2, there holds
E < Ex(7 ) +  ßX^ . (3.77)
proof: See Appendix C.
For typical values of X  and with a  =  0.5, the percentage trace errors in ap-
proximating E by the overbound of Theorem 3.6.1 along with the underbounds 
stated earlier in the section, are given in Table 3.2. There we have defined 
X 0 =  diag{1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,1.0} and Q =  Q\ +  Q2 =  diag{<?0, <71, . . .  ,qm} =  
10-6 x Xo. We chose the minimum ß  satisfying Theorem 3.6.1. We also chose 
7 satisfying equality in (3.76), i.e., 7 =  l _ ~0 / 2 a •
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Error * II o* X  = 0 . 1  x X 0 X  =  0.01 x X q
f o b )  +  ß X ' ) - n 21.9%
ß  =  i o - 6
21.8% 
ß  =  i o - 7
21.8% 
ß  =  i o - 8
E - E , 21.9% 21.8% 21.8%
E - E 2 247% 249% 250%
Table 3.2: Percentage trace error in approximating E by bounds.
3.7  C onclusions
In this chapter we have posed the general multiharmonic signal param eter 
tracking problem and progressed some way towards gaining an understanding 
of the behaviour and structure of an EKF applied to the problem. The com-
plexity of the EK F’s nonlinear and time-varying behaviour necessitated the 
use of computer simulations, which dem onstrated the existence of a threshold 
effect.
In the next chapter, our efforts are directed towards developing a simplified 
model of the EKF for the phase/frequency tracking problem. The impetus for 
this approach comes from the observation tha t the steady state EKF appears 
similar to a Phase Locked Loop (PLL). Numerous analytical techniques exist 
for investigating both the linear and nonlinear behaviour of the classical PLL. 
Can these be extended to the multiharmonic case?
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3.8 A p p en d ix  A: P r o o f o f  T heorem  3.4.1
The proof follows the same outline as that for the discrete-time case [1]. We 
will work with Z — E_1 and Z = E 1 because the associated equations are 
somewhat more convenient for the purposes of the proof. (A sufficient condi-
tion for the existence of E-1 is that E(0) > 0 and Q > 0, while Q > 0 alone is 
sufficient for the existence of E *)
Our initial aim is to find an expression for the difference (Z — Z). To this 
end, we pre and post multiply (4.24) by E_1, obtaining
Z =  - Z F  -  F t Z + H TR~l H -  ZQZ.  (3.78)
Similarly with (4.27), we obtain
0 = - Z F  -  F 7^  + N  — ZQZ.  (3.79)
It is then not difficult to show that
^ ( Z - Z )  = Fz ( Z  - Z )  + ( Z -  Z)F tz  + ( Z -  - Z )  + ( N -  H t Bt 'H)
(3.80)
where
Fz  = ~ ( F T + ZQ)  (3.81a)
F z = Z F Z ~ l . (3.81b)
Inspection of (3.80) reveals that it has the form of a linear system with input 
( N — H TR~l H)  and response (Z — Z), perturbed by a nonlinear feedback term 
(Z — Z)Q(Z — Z). We conjecture that if the feedback gain is small then the 
effect of the nonlinear term is negligible. If this is so, then the linear response 
of (3.80) is necessarily small as t —► oo, since Fz  is similar to F, which by 
theorem assumption is low pass with respect to inputs such as (N — HTR~l H).
Under what conditions can we effectively neglect the nonlinear feedback 
term in (3.80)? We need to introduce some notation and definitions. Consider 
the nonlinear matrix differential equation
X { t ) = FX( t )  -f X( t )F  + G[X{t), t] + U(t) (3.82)
where F , X(t) ,  U(t) are n x n  matrices and G[X(t), t] = X(t)QX(t ) .  We then 
define the ‘linearized’ version of (3.82) obtained by removing G[X(t),t) from
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(3.82):
ATo(<) = FXo (<) + X 0(t)FT + U(t) (3.83)
with Xo(0) = X(0) = 0. We require the following norm definitions
Ill’ll = sup{|X(t)| : t e  [0, oo) } (3.84)
where |JV(/)| is the matrix norm on lRnXn. Also define the transition matrix
$(i,<r) = eF(‘- ’>. (3.85)
The question rephrased is: when can the true response X(t)  be approxi-
mated by the linear response Xo(£)? This is answered by the following lemma. 
(This result is closely based on one proved for vector nonlinear differential 
equations in [25].)
Lemma 3.8.1 1. Suppose 3M < oo such that Wt > 0
/  |4>(*,cr)|2d<7 < M  (3.86)
Jo
2. Suppose that Ve > 0, 3 <$(c) such that
\X( t ) \<6  =► \G(X, t) \<e\X(t) \  V*> 0 (3.87)
3. Suppose that £/(•) is so constrained in magnitude and/or fre-
quency that for some e e (0 ,1/M) and a 6 corresponding to 
it according to the second condition above, we have
l*o(<)l < ^ Y T T 6 (3-88)
Then
1. \\X\\ < S
o \ \ X - X o \ \  ^  (M
IIJToll -  1 - c M
proof: (Note: clearly condition (2) is satisfied by G[X(t), t] = X{t )QX( t ) with
1. We can write the solution to (3.82) > 0 as
X(t)  = X 0(t) + f* $(t, a)X(a)QX{a)<S>T(t, <j)da (3.89)
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where
Xo(t) =  /'<&((,<r)(7(cr)$T(t,<T)d<T Vf >  0. (3.90)
Jo
To derive a contradiction assume that there exists a finite t* > 0 such 
that
\X{t)\ < 6 \/t <E [ 0 , 0  (3.91)
\X{f) \  > 6. (3.92)
By the second Lemma condition, we have
\X(t)QX(t)\  < e\X(t)\ Vt E [ 0 , 0  (3.93)
where e =  <$|Q| and c E (0 ,1 /M ). From (3.89), Wt E [0,O>
|X (t) | <  \Xo(t)\ + J ‘ m t , a ) \ 2\X(a)QX(a)\da.  (3.94)
Then, Vf E [0, <*), we have
|X (i) | < \X0(t)\ + J'\*(t,<T)\2t\X(e)\d<r (3.95)
= * |X (t) | <  \X0(t)\ + tM6  (3.96)
<  Q =  ^  ~  + eMS. (3.97)
1 +  t
By continuity of X ( t )
\X(t)\ < a on [ 0 ,0  =» \X(t)\ < a on [0,O - (3.98)
It is straightforward to show that a < 6 so tha t \X(t*)\ < <$, which is a 
contradiction to our original supposition. Hence, |X(£)| < S Vf >  0 
and so ||X || <  S.
2. From (3.89) and the fact that |X (f)| < 6, Vt > 0, we have
\X( t) -X0(t)\ < eJ*\*(t,<T)\2\X(tr)\d<r, Vt >  0 (3.99)
<  eM ||X || (3.100)
< eM(\\X Xo|| +  ||Xo||). 
Hence
II* - X,n
||*o || "  1 - e M
(3.102)
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and the second part of the Lemma is proved, y
This result may be applied to (3.80) by setting X  = (Z — Z) and U = 
(N  — HTR~l H). By theorem hypothesis, Fz  is a low pass transition matrix 
due to its similarity to F. This in conjunction with the high pass nature of U 
ensures condition 3 of the above Lemma is satisfied. (The first two conditions 
follow trivially from the theorem hypothesis.) The Lemma then states that the 
“largest” relative error between the linearized solution and the true solution 
is small. Since the linearized solution Xq is the output of a low pass linear 
system driven by a high pass input and hence is itself small, this implies that 
the error Z — Z is also small. Provided Z and Z are not nearly singular, then 
Z 1 — Z~l is also small: in other words £  can be closely approximated by "E.
3 .9 A p p en d ix  B: R icca ti E q u ation  S olu tions
We will first consider the solution of (3.48b). Since the pair ( F, H ) is de-
tectable and the pair ( F, ) is stabilizable, a unique nonnegative definite 
solution to (3.48b) exists. The lack of excitation of to in the signal model leads 
us to conjecture that £ 2 is diagonal with its first diagonal element zero. Un-
der this assumption, F£ 2 =  £ 2 ^  =  0 with the result that (3.48b) becomes 
straightforward to solve. The solution so obtained is nonnegative definite, 
which given the uniqueness condition stated earlier confirms our original di-
agonally assumption.
The solution of (3.48a) is not so straightforward. The pair ( F, Q\^ ) is not 
stabilizable, hence a given nonnegative definite solution of (3.48a) is not nec-
essarily unique. We therefore require an alternative argument to establish the 
uniqueness of £ 1  given in (3.49). Consider the transient equation associated 
with (3.48a) as follows,
t ,(<) =  fEi ( t )  + Z,{t )FT -  £  
Change the coordinate basis so that F  —► TFT  1 where
T
1 1 0  0  0  ••• 0  >
0 1 0 0 ••• 0
0 - 2  1 0 • • •  0
0 - 3  0 1 ••• 0
(3.104)
 ^ 0 —m 0 0 • • • 1 y
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In the new coordinate basis, partition Ei(£) as
/  E?a E f  \  
\  E f  E f  J
(3.105)
where E®a is a 2 x 2 matrix. Then we can check that for any nonnegative 
definite initial condition, E“a(2) tends to the upper left 2 x 2  block of Ei in 
(3.49), E“6 —> 0 and E f —► 0 as t —> oo. Undoing the effect of the coordinate 
basis change shows that for any nonnegative initial condition Ei(0) for (3.103), 
there holds E i(t) —> Ei as t —* oo.
3.10  A p p en d ix  C: P r o o f o f  T h eorem  3.6 .1
Consider the Riccati equation below.
0 = FE + E F r  -  £77T.ft-177s: + Q (3.106)
Recalling the definitions of Section 3.6.1 we state the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.10.1 Let Ei be the solution of (3.48a) and E2 the 
solution of (3.106) with Q = Q2 = ß2X ö.
Then
1. E2 = ßX*
2. (Ei + E2) is the solution of (3.106) with
Q = Q = Qi + + + ßXKXZt  (3.107)
3. Moreover, Q is nonnegative definite for ß < 2a.
proof:
1. We know that E2F  = F TE2 = 02 so that
-  E2X E2 + Q2 = 0. (3.108)
It is trivial to see then that E2 = ß X B.
2.
(Si + t 2)F + F t (E, + t 2) -  (S, + E2)X(E, + S2) + Q 0 (3.109)
2See the description of the derivation of E2 in Appendix B.
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with
Q — Q i *f Q2 T S i X E 2 -h E 2X E i (3.110)
=  <3, +  /32X i + ßH1XX* + ß X tX E 1 (3.111)
3. Let
Ei
° i i  <^12 
a \2  a 22
with a n  l x l  and <7i 2 1 x m. Then
Q =
Qo ß<*\2
ß<rj2 2ßa22 + /32diag[ A f1 . . .  A’ 1 ]
(3.112)
(3.113)
Q is nonnegative definite if qo > 0 and
2ßa22 +  /?2diag[ \ ~ l . . .  A"1 ] -  ^  <Jl2<Jl2 >  0 . (3.114)
%
Now because Ei >  0, there holds
Hence if
we have
a 22 ^  > 0. (3.115)
<T\\
^  >  <TlU iß > 0) (3.116)
ß a „  -  >  0 . (3.117)
<7o
From (3.53) we have th a t <7U <  qo/2a and hence that qo/ß  >  <7n  for 
ß  < 2a. The nonnegative definiteness of Q follows immediately. V
Partition E i (7 ) via
Si (7) = 0-1 1 (7 )  0 1 2 ( 7 )  
0 ^ 2 ( 7 )  0 2 2 ( 7 )
where crn (7 ) is 1 x 1.
By theorem assumption,








from (3.53), so that






By nonnegative definiteness of Ei we have
.  M  *n (7 )*u (7 )




.  / N ^12(7)^12(7)
*22(7)------ 7------77------
(7 -  1 9o
>  0.
/  (7 - l )9o  ß c r n h )  \  „
V ß ” U i )  0*22(7) )  "
Since ß 2X ä — Q 2 > 0 also, this ensures
/  (7 - l ) 9 o ^ 1 2 ( 7 )








where X 0 =  diag[ A21 . . .  Aml ] and =  diag[ q\ . . .  qm ]. We then observe 
that
( 7 - 1 ) 9 0  0*12(7) 1 = 0 - 1 0 + 0 1
^ 2 (7 ) 2/?ct22(7) +  ß 2X “ -  Q2 )  1 2
(3.127)
where Q is as defined in (3.107).
Since Q is nonnegative definite by Lemma 3.10.1 and the LHS of (3.127) 
is also nonnegative definite, we then have Q > Q 1 T Q 2 * Therefore, the error 
covariance associated with Q is greater than that associated with (Qi +  Qt )- 
Hence, by the first and second parts of Lemma 3.10.1, we have




G eneric C oupled  P h a se  Locked
In the previous chapter, we examined the structure and performance of the 
EKF applied to the multiharmonic signal parameter estimation problem. Of 
particular importance was the observation that the structure of the EKF de-
couples, at least in the steady state, into separate amplitude and phase/frequency 
estimation components. In this chapter, we turn to a simplified model of the 
phase/frequency estimator that retains the essential features of the EKF, in 
an endeavour to gain fresh theoretical insight into its behaviour. The form 
of the model is motivated by the observation in [1] that the structure of the 
steady state continuous-time EKF designed for the phase/frequency estima-
tion problem, is like a complicated form of PLL -  something we term a coupled 
PLL, or CPLL.
We begin with a short description of the familiar classical PLL. A reprise 
of the phase/frequency estimation problem formulation of Chapter 3 is given, 
along with the form of the associated steady state EKF. A generic CPLL 
divorced from the EKF context is defined, and viewed as a multivariable gen-
eralization of the classical PLL. (The steady state EKF can then be thought 
of as a CPLL with a particular set of describing parameters.) The CPLL is 
shown to be a well-defined generalization of the PLL in the sense that many 
properties are common to both.
The strength of this approach is that, in principle, it permits the application 
of analytical techniques proven in the case of the PLL, to that of the CPLL. 
Linear analytical techniques are described and applied, pointing the way to an
4.1 In trod u ction
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y(t) + noise
Figure 4-1: The Classical PLL
ultimate understanding of the nonlinear behaviour of the CPLL in the presence 
of noise.
4.2 T h e C lassical PLL
The classical PLL is a nonlinear feedback device used to acquire and track 
narrowband signals in the presence of wideband noise. It consists primarily of 
three elements:
• a phase detector (of which a multiplier is the most common example)
• a linear Loop Filter
• a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)
These are connected in the configuration shown in Figure 4-1, where y(t) = 
y/2A sin ip(t) is the received signal (without noise). Throughout our discussion, 
the quantity rp(t) is termed the Intermediate Frequency (IF) total phase and 
might be given, for example, by
ip(t) = f  a(u)du -f Oq . (4-1)
Jo
(For y(t) to be narrowband in nature, a(-) must be sufficiently slowly varying.) 
The output of the VCO is given by
y(t) = y/2K\ cos xj}(t) = yj2K\ cos [uj0t 4- 0o(t)] (4.2)
The quantity ip(t) is like an estimate of the IF total phase ip{t) and is termed 
the IF estimated total phase. The quantity lü0 is referred to as the VCO
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Figure 4-2: Baseband Equivalent Model
quiescent or free running frequency. In communications applications it would 
commonly be the carrier frequency of a received narrowband FM signal, for 
example. We assume that the received noise is white and gaussian.
PLL O peration
The operation of the PLL may be succinctly described as follows: the multi-
plier produces a low frequency output proportional to sin (ip — ip) and a high 
frequency output proportional to sin (ip + ip). The loop filter F(s) is lowpass 
in nature and designed so that the high frequency output of the multiplier lies 
in its stop band. As a result, the VCO control signal e(2) depends only on the 
phase difference ip — ip. The VCO produces an output proportional to cos ip(t) 
where
xp{t) = U>0 + h2^(t) • (4-3)
The effect of the feedback control signal e(2) is to drive the VCO phase to-
wards that of the received signal. Appropriate design of the loop filter transfer 
function F(s) ensures small steady state phase error.
Analysis of the PLL is aided by the following changes of variable -  the 
baseband transformation:
0(2) = ip(t) — LJ0t (4.4a)
0(2) = xp(t) — u>0t . (4.4b)
The quantity 0(2) is termed the baseband total phase. Similarly, 0(2) is
termed the baseband estimated total phase. In view of the low pass nature of
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the loop filter/VCO combination, it is possible to redraw the block diagram of 
Figure 4-1 in terms of the baseband quantities 0  and 0 , to give the baseband 
equivalent model depicted in Figure 4-2, (see [26]). (There K , the so-called 
loop gain, is defined to be K = K \K 2.)
Remark: Figure 4-2 provides an exact description of the behaviour of the 
PLL under the assumption that the high frequency output of the multiplier 
can be neglected.
Channel noise enters the baseband model as shown in Figure 4-2 and, as is 
argued in [26], may be treated as white gaussian noise with a certain spectral 
density, across the bandwidth of the loop components.
The baseband equivalent model provides the basis for analysis of the PLL 
in both its linear and nonlinear modes of operation. In the next section we 
pose the EKF frequency estimation problem in order to set the scene for the 
definition of the coupled PLL -  a generalization of the device discussed in this 
section.
4.3 E K F  P rob lem  F orm ulation
This section provides the motivation for the definition of the coupled PLL 
given in the sequel and is essentially a convenient repetition of Section 3.4 of 
Chapter 3. As described in the Introduction, the original problem of interest 
related to the use of an EKF to track the time-varying amplitudes, frequencies 
and phases of a multiharmonic signal observed in noise, given (in continuous 
time) by
m
y(t) = y/2Ak sin + n(t) . (4.5)
k = l
The constants Ak are assumed known while n(t) is the noise corrupting the 
observations. The Jeth IF harmonic total phase is related to the fundamental 
frequency uj(t) (termed the IF fundamental frequency and analogous to the 
quantity a(-) defined in the last section)) by the following definition
ipk(t) = kw(t) -f Ujfc(f), 1 < k < m (4-6)
where u*(t), 1 < k < m are random driving terms.
For the sake of notational convenience, we perform a baseband transforma-
tion similar to that for the PLL described in the last section. The baseband 
fundamental frequency u>(2) is defined in terms of the IF fundamental frequency
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uj as follows
v ( t )  =  Lö — uj q . (4.7)
We again use the notation u;0 to denote a carrier frequency-like quantity, this 
time for a multiharmonic version of a narrowband FM signal, for example. 
The kth  harmonic baseband total phase, ©^(£), is defined in terms of the ibth 
harmonic IF total phase, tpk{t) as follows,
Ofc(0 =  ~  u 0t . (4.8)
The baseband fundamental frequency is assumed to be the output of a 
stable first order system excited by noise, i.e.,
w(t) =  —auj(t) +  v0(t) . (4.9)
(Stability requires tha t a > 0.) In addition, the bandwidth of the frequency 
variation (as determined by a)  is assumed to be much less than the quiescent 
frequency l oq. Defining a length (m +  1) state  vector
x(t)  =  [ u(t )  Qi ( t ) . . .  e m(t) ]T , (4.10)
the following nonlinear state space model describing the observations y(f), and 
the frequency and phase variation, may be defined.
i(2) =  Fx(t )  +  v(t) (4.11a)
y(t) = h[x(t),t] + n(t)  (4.11b)
The definition of /*(•, •) is apparent from (4.5)and (4.6), while v(t) =  [ v0( t ) . . .  vm(t) ]T 
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(4.12)
\  m 0 . . .  0 j
(Differentiating (4.8), substituting for in the resulting equation from
(4.6) and combining with (4.7) leads to the equation
Qk(t) = kto(t) +  Vk(t) , 1 <  k < m  . (4.13)
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Expressing (4.13) and (4.9) in matrix form (as shown in (4.11a) then leads to 
the form of F  given in (4.12).)
The problem of finding a “good” estimate x(t) of x(<) (in some sense), 
given the noisy observation y(t), is a difficult one, and properly belongs to 
the realm of nonlinear estimation theory. Our interest in nonlinear estimators 
is restricted, however, to a particular example -  the Extended Kalman Filter 
(EKF). The description of the EKF for the signal model above is given in 
detail in Chapter 3 and may be summarized briefly as follows.
1. The EKF estimate x(t) obeys the equation
i ( t)  = Fx(t) + £ (0 tfW tf-1[2/W -  h{x,t)] . (4.14)
2. E(t) is the solution of a matrix differential Riccati equation, depending in 
part upon the covariance of the (assumed) zero mean, white and gaussian 
process noise vector v(t) and indirectly upon the observations.
3. R = No/2 is the variance of the (assumed) zero mean, white and gaussian 
measurement noise n(t) which is uncorrelated with the process noise.
4. H(t) results from a linearization of the signal model and is given by
(4.15)
(t )=f ( t )
=  [ 0^/2Ai cos ipi (*)... yJ2Am cos ]T (4.16) 
where ipk{t) = ö(t(0 + kiü0t.
Some simplification is possible. For example, as shown in Chapter 3 (The-
orem 3.6.1), a steady state approximation (i.e. as t —► oo) to E(t) exists, that 
is independent of the observations and given by a constant matrix E, the sym-
metric solution of an algebraic Riccati equation, (see [19]). The structure of 
the steady state EKF (that is, the EKF described by (4.14) with E(<) replaced 
by E) is used to define the coupled PLL and may be inferred from (4.14) and 
(4.16), cis set out in the following subsection.
4.3.1 Structure of Steady State EKF
For the sake of simplicity and to fix ideas, a signal comprising two harmonics 
(m = 2) is considered. (The extension to m > 2 is straightforward.) In 




n(<). ( This is simply to aid clarity and does not materially affect the analysis. 











Then (4.14) may be expressed component-wise as follows.
u(t) = -ow (t) -f yj2R~l V\(t)y(t) -f (high frequency terms) (4.18a) 
6\(t) = Co(t) + yj2R~l V2(t)y{t) + (high frequency terms) (4.18b) 
02(t) = 2u(t) + y/2R~xVz(t)y(t) + (high frequency terms) (4.18c)
Definitions relevant to the foregoing are given below. 
1. Let V(t) = Aicosipi(t) A2 cos • Then
v,(<) = !<t ,2 <t13] V(t) 
Vt(<) — [ & 2  ] ^ ( < )




2. The freqency terms contain sinusoids whose frequency variations are 
centred about integral multiples of lo0 and hence lie inside the stop band 
of the low pass system generating w(t).
The phase and frequency estimation equations (4.18a) - (4.18c) are expressed 
in block diagram form in Figure 4-3. Due to the low pass dynamics in the 
loops, the high frequency terms may be neglected (see point 2 above). The 
resulting structure is strongly reminiscent of that of the classical PLL given 
in Figure 4-1 and forms the basis for the definition of the CPLL given in the 
sequel.
4.3.2 Ingress of M easurem ent N oise into Steady State  
EKF
It is possible to derive a baseband equivalent model for the two harmonic EKF 
analogous to that displayed in Figure 4-2. The presence of measurement noise 
may be shown (with the aid of reasonable engineering assumptions) to take the 
form of high frequency noise components (which are effectively filtered out by
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Figure 4-4: Generic CPLL for two harmonics
the low pass loop dynamics) and low frequency noise components tha t enter 
the baseband model at points inside the loop exactly analogous to tha t for the 
classical PLL. This will be made clearer following the definition of the CPLL 
in the next section.
4.4  T he C oupled  P h ase  Locked Loop
Consider the PLL depicted in Figure 4-1 and the EKF (steady-state) in Figure 
4-3. The block diagram of Figure 4-4 represents the generic CPLL for the case 
of two harmonics. The quantities y{t), yi{t) and y2(0  are multiharmonic 
generalizations of their single tone counterparts described in Section 4.2. In 
what follows, we will use much of the notation employed to define the EKF 
in the last section. No strict relationship to the EKF of the last section is 
intended by this usage; tha t section should be treated as being completely 
distinct from the ensuing discussion.
By analogy with the PLL discussion, the quantities y\(t) and are
termed the first and second harmonic IF estim ated total phases. For m  har-
monics, we define (with reference to (4.2))
yi{t) =  y/2Kicosipi(t)  , 1 < / <  m  . (4.20)
(The constants Ki  are analogous to Ki  in (4.2).)
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The received signal (in the absence of noise) is defined by
y(t) =  ^2  sin 0/(*) . (4.21)
/ = l
where is the /th harmonic IF total phase and, analogously to (4.1), given, 
for example, by
ipi(t) =  1 [  a(u)du +  6i . (4.22)
Jo
(For the case where a(t) is time invariant and equal to ZZ>, it is referred to as 
the IF fundamental frequency.)
We turn now to the structure of the loop filter F(s)  in Figure 4-4. Consider 
the matrix E defined in (4.17). We now remove the restriction that it be the 
solution of an algebraic Riccati equation although we shall still require it to 
be symmetric. Also, let it be partitioned as follows
E = (4.23)
where Ei is a scalar, E12 is a length m row vector and E2 i s a n m x m  symmetric 
matrix. Thus, for m =  2 harmonics
E i  — <J \ \  ; E 1 2  — ( c t i 2 ^ 1 3 )  5 E 2  —
(722 023
& 23  <?33
(4.24)
The CPLL loop filter F(s)  has, for two harmonics, the generic form de-
picted in Figure 4-5; a form based closely on the corresponding structure in the 
block diagram of the steady state EKF shown in Figure 4-3. For m harmonics 
then, the loop filter is given by
F(s) =  G(s)
(  1 ^ 
2
E 1 2  +  E 2  •
\  m J
(4.25)
The CPLL designer is free to change (Tf-s), E1 2 and E2 . The column vector 
(1 2 • • • m ) T reflects the assumed harmonic structure of the received sig-
nal and is therefore fixed. (In principle, it could be altered appropriately if 
the received signal was multitonal rather than multiharmonic. The designer 
would still, in that event, need to know the relationship between the various 
frequencies in the multitonal signal.)
While no longer restricted to being a solution of a Riccati equation, E
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Figure 4-5: Generic Loop Filter for two harmonics
almost certainly should be chosen positive definite, in the interests of closed 
loop stability.
The scalar transfer function G(s) appearing in (4.25) is not restricted to 
G(s) = l /(s  + a) (as it would be in the case of the EKF defined earlier). In 
our analysis, G(s) is restricted to the form G(s) = l/d(s),  where d(s) is a 
polynomial that may contain zeros at the origin, though none in the right half 
plane. The number of zeros at the origin determines the type of the CPLL, 
just as for the classical PLL, as will subsequently be shown.
4.4.1 Baseband Equivalent M odel
Just as for the classical PLL, a baseband equivalent model of the CPLL exists. 
This model provides an exact description of the nonlinear behaviour of the 
CPLL, apart from an assumption similar to that made in the case of the 
classical PLL, namely that the high frequency outputs of the multipliers in 
Figure 4-4 are negligible.
We now derive the baseband equivalent model of the CPLL firstly for the 
case where no measurement noise is present, and for an arbitrary number of 
harmonics, m.
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Once again a baseband transformation is performed with respect to the 
quiescent frequency loq. The /th harmonic baseband total phase is defined by
0/(0  = *l>i(t) — luj0t , 1 < / < m (4.26)
and the /th harmonic baseband estimated total phase by
0/(0  = V>/(/) — lujot , 1 < / < m . (4-27)
After generalization to m harmonics, from Figure 4-4 there holds
u/(0 = 3//(0j/(0 1 1 <1 <rn . (4.28)
Some algebra shows that
ui(t) = 2AiKi sin [0/(0 — 6/(01 + h.f.t. (4.29)
where the h.f.t’s (high frequency terms) are those containing frequencies of 
u>o or greater. Assuming that the high frequency terms lie outside the pass 
band of the low pass filter defined by G(s) (note that this is the case for the 
steady state EKF where G(s) = l/(s  + a)) then these terms may be neglected. 
Therefore,
ui(t) «  2AiKi sin [0/(0 — 0/(0] • (4.30)
The loop filter is a time-in variant, linear filter with the m x m matrix 
impulse response function f ( t)  (the inverse Laplace transform of F(s)). Define
0(() =  [0.(()---0m(<)]T , (4.31)
and similarly for 6(f). Also define the total phase error
j>(t) 4  0(f) -  0(f) . (4.32)
Then, from Figure 4-4, there holds
0 ( 0 =  /  f ( t  -  u)K[Ai sin <f>i(u).. .  Ams'in^m^)}7du (4.33)
Jo
where K  = 2diag{A"i,. . .  ,X m} = d iag{/0 ,. . . ,  K m}. Combining (4.32) and
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\  s in()
Aj sin()
Figure 4-6: Baseband model of CPLL for two harmonics
(4.33) yields
<t>(t) = S(t) -  [  f ( t  -  u)K[Ai sin . . .  Ams\n(f)Tn(u)]Tdu . (4.34)
A block diagram representation of this equation -  the baseband equivalent 
model -  is shown in Figure 4-6, for m = 2 harmonics. This model forms 
the basis of investigations into the CPLL’s behaviour, both linear and nonlin-
ear. In the next section, we see how measurement noise enters the baseband 
equivalent model.
4.5 Ingress o f  M easu rem en t N o ise  in to  CPLL
An extension of an argument standard for the classical PLL baseband represen-
tation, (see [26] and [23]) is used. The discussion will be for the two harmonic 
case only and is not intended to be rigorous, but rather to give guidance and 
provide motivation for later work.
Assume that the gaussian measurement noise n(t) (which appears at the 
input to the CPLL of Figure 4-4) has a spectral density of the form depicted
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Figure 4-7: Measurement noise spectral density
in Figure 4-7 (the negative frequencies have been omitted). Mathematically 
this may be expressed
Sn{^) — S(yj — u?o) 4* S ( —uj — üj’o ) S(co — 2u«>o) 4" S ( —cv — 2wo) (4.35)
where S(lo) is given by Figure 4-8. The form of the spectral density 5„(o;) 
reflects well what might be expected to occur in practice, whereby the received 
multiharmonic signal prior to any processing would likely be contaminated by 
white measurement noise (that is, noise whose spectral density is flat across 
all frequencies). Subsequent conditioning of the received signal by bandpass 
filters (of bandwidth 2ß) centred at u>0 and 2u 0, prior to input to the CPLL, 
would result in measurement noise with a spectral density of the form S^o;), 
provided that ß is of a size sufficiently large to pass the appropriate harmonic 
components of the uncontaminated signal y(t) without distortion. In other 
words, a, ß and io0 should lie in the relation
a «  ß < ^  . (4.36)
The measurement noise at the input to the CPLL(with spectral density 5„(u>)) 
may then be treated , for analytical purposes, as being essentially white across 
the bandwidth of the frequency variation (and hence the bandwidth of the 
CPLL). Now, the advantage of assuming a spectral density given by Sn{u)) 
is one of analytical convenience. For, suppose that n\, n2, n 3 and n4 define 
independent stationary gaussian random processes, all with spectral density 
S(u>). Then it may be shown (using the standard quadrature and in-phase
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Figure 4-8: “Baseband” noise spectral density 
representation of narrowband gaussian noise described in [26]) that
n(t) = y/2[ni(t) s inu^  + n2(t) cosu^] + >/2[n3(£) sin 2a>01 + n4(t) cos 2LJ0t]
(4.37)
is a sample function of a random process with spectral density Sn(u>). Adjust-
ing (4.28) and (4.29) to account for the presence of measurement noise n(t) in 
the received signal, there holds
U\(t) = 2K\[Ai sin (f>\(t) + ni/(t)] + h.f.t (4.38a)
u2(t) = 2K2[A2 sin<fo(0 + n2f(t)} 4- h.f.t (4.38b)
where
ri\l(t) = sin Qi(t) + n2(t) cos Oi(i) (4.39a)
n2i(t) = —ns(t) sin Q2( t ) n 4(t) cos Q2(t) (4.39b)
We claim, on the basis of arguments given in relation to measurement noise 
and the classical PLL in [26] and [23], that n\f(t) and n2f(t) define stationary 
gaussian processes with identical spectral densities S(uj) that are independent 
of each other, and also of <f)\(t) and (f>2(t).
Dropping the high frequency terms from (4.38a) and (4.38b), the block 
diagram of Figure 4-6 may be redrawn to incorporate the independent mea-
surement noises as shown in Figure 4-9. For an arbitrary number of harmonics, 
the block diagram becomes that depicted in Figure 10. This diagram forms 
the basis of subsequent analysis of the CPLL in the presence of noise, for both 
the linear (with some modification) and nonlinear modes of operation.
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A\  s in()
A2 sin ()
Figure 4-9: Ingress of noise into baseband CPLL
4.6 Linear A nalysis o f CPLL
This section is devoted to the study of a “linearized” version of the CPLL and, 
as such, comprises the first step towards a thorough theoretical understanding 
of the object. The study is in the nature of a generalization of the linearization 
approach taken in [26] in relation to the classical PLL. In fact, we shall see that 
the CPLL may justifiably be called a well-defined multiharmonic generalization 
of the classical PLL, as a result of the many properties it shares with the PLL.
An exhaustive study of the CPLL (of which this chapter forms a part) 
should be undertaken systematically. To this end, we first consider a sim-
plified linear model of the CPLL in the absence of noise. The next step is 
to assume the presence of measurement noise and analyse its effect on the 
performance of the linear model. Next, an analysis of the exact nonlinear 
baseband model should be undertaken, initially in the absence of noise and 
finally in its presence. In the latter case, the model is of sufficient complexity 




Figure 4-10: Linear model of CPLL (m arbitrary)
4.6.1 Linear analysis in the absence of noise
Consider the block diagram of Figure 4-9. Omitting the sinusoidal “gains” in 
the feedforward parts of the CPLL yields the linear multiple input, multiple 
output (MIMO) feedback system of Figure 4-10, (here drawn for an arbitrary 
number of harmonics). The m x m matrix A is defined to be
A = d iag{^!,.. . ,  Am} (4.40)
while /  is the m x m  identity matrix and K  is as earlier defined. As a device for 
tracking an incoming multiharmonic signal, the CPLL should ideally exhibit 
near zero harmonic total phase errors after a sufficiently long period of time 
(the acquisition time). The question of interest then, is how to choose F(s) 
so that the steady state total phase error (i.e., lim*-*,» <f>(t)), is zero for a pre-
scribed input. The answer to this question turns out, perhaps unsurprisingly, 
to be very similar to that for the classical PLL.
For the sake of illustration, an input signal, y(t) comprising two harmonics 
is considered. The IF fundamental frequency of the signal, ÜJ, is assumed 
constant (though unknown) and the relative harmonic phases, 9\ and 02, are 
also assumed constant and unknown. In terms of the definitions of (4.21) and 
(4.22), we are assuming that a(£) = Z J  and that
y(t) = yflAx s in ^ i(t) + ^2A2 sin </>2(0 (4.41)
where
ipi (t) = Zöt + 6i (4.42a)
0 2(O = 2ZJt + 02 (4.42b)
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are the two harmonic IF total phases.
This set-up is essentially that of a multiharmonic frequency estimation 
problem (i.e., one where the parameters are time invariant).
Performing the baseband transformation, there results
0 i( f )  -- Vh(f) — uj0t = Auit 4- 9\ (4.43a)
0 2(f) =  ^ ( 0  — 2u0f =  2A u t  +  02 (4.43b)
where A to =  ZJ — u>o is termed the frequency offset and is constant in time. 
Suppose th a t Au; is non-zero; then the task of the CPLL is, in effect, to acquire 
the unknown frequency cJ. The VCO free running frequency u>0 is, in some 
sense then, the CPLL’s initial “estim ate” of U.
The steady-state total phase error will be calculated for three different 
types of loop filter, obtained by varying the scalar transfer function G (s) alone. 
Specifically, G(s) will take the form
G(s)  =  ~  (4.44)
d(s)
where d(s) is a polynomial of degree n. The closed loop transfer function from 
the input, 0 (f ) , to the total phase error 4>(t) is given (following inspection of 
Figure 4-10) by
H(s)  = [I + s - l F( s ) KA } - '  . (4.45)
This is a well-defined transfer function provided F(s)  (and hence G(s)) is 
proper. (This is guaranteed for the cases considered here.) The closed loop 
transfer function from the measurement noise n/(t) to the total phase error, 
</>(f), (of im portance in the next section) is given by
H( s )  = - [ /  +  s - 1F ( s ) K A ] - 1s~1F ( s ) K  =  [H{ s ) -  I ]A~l (4.46)
and is strictly proper. A straightforward caclulation reveals tha t H ( s ) may be 
expressed in the form
H(3) = Nh (s )
A{s)
(4.47)
where A (s) is a polynomial of degree 2 (n + l)  and Ar//(s) i s a n m x m  polynomial 
matrix. From (4.45) there holds H ( 00) =  / .  This implies (from (4.46)) that 
H ( 00) =  0 (i.e., H(s)  is strictly proper), so tha t the relative degree of each of 
the (rational) components of H ( s ) is greater than or equal to unity. Thus for 
the case n =  0 (the so-called “First Order Loop” ) the characteristic polynomial
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of H(s) (and H(s)), A(s), is quadratic.
Returning to the calculation of the steady state phase error, there holds
<f>(s) = H(s)Q(s) (4.48)
and in the steady state (after application of the Final Value Theorem) by
fim 4>(t) = lim sH(s)Q(s).  (4.49)
(We are guilty of a slight abuse of notation in (4.48) and (4.49), in that no 
notational distinction has been made between the time domain phase error 
and its Laplace domain counterpart.)
Note that for an arbitrary number of harmonics, m,
/  1 \ \






As an example, calculation of the steady-state harmonic total phase errors for 
the first order case where G(s) = 1 (i.e., n = 0) is detailed as follows. From 
(4.25) there holds




The closed loop transfer function is then given by
. s ( s -f dA2K2 —bA2K2 \  
A(s) \  —cA\K\ s - \ -aA\K\ )
where
(4.52)
A (s) = 52 + s{aAxK x + dA2K2) + A lK l A2K2(ad -  be) . (4.53)
For H(s) to define a stable closed loop transfer function, the roots of the 





Table 4.1: Steady-state total phase error for the first harmonic
and sufficient condition for this is that
clA\K\  *4" dA2A2 ^  0 
A\K\A2K2(ad — be) > 0
(4.54)
This is satisfied by a > 0, d > 0 and (ad — be) > 0, since, corresponding as 
they do to the harmonic amplitudes, or the designer’s opinion of what the 
amplitudes are, A and K  are positive definite.
Assume that a, 6, c and d are chosen so that H(s) is stable. Some tedious 
calculation then shows that
lim sH(s)Q(s) = A u>
(ad — be)
d-2b 
A 1 K 1  
c— 2a 
A 2 K 2
(4.55)
Repeating the calculations for G(s) = 1/s and G(s) = l/(s  + 7) leads to the 
results tabulated in Table 4.1, where C\ and C2 are certain constants. These 
may be compared with the results of similar calculations for the classical PLL 
given in [26] and found to be completely consistent. Note that we cannot 
simultaneously choose d = 26 and c = 2a (in an endeavour to drive the steady 
state phase error in (4.55) to zero) without violating the stability conditions 
laid down in (4.54). Hence, in a first order CPLL, only one or the other of the 
harmonic phase errors may be forced to zero by an appropriate choice of a, 6, 
c and d.
The table shows that in order to obtain a zero steady state harmonic phase 
error in response to an input signal whose fundamental frequency differs by 
a fixed amount from the quiescent frequency, u;0, G^s) must be chosen with 
a pole at the origin. The corresponding CPLL is then referred to as being
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of second order, by analogy with the nomenclature used for classical PLL’s. 
Again, by analogy with PLL’s, the CPLL corresponding to G(s) =  l / ( s  +  7) 
is referred to as an imperfect second-order loop and exhibits non-zero steady- 
state harmonic total phase errors in respose to the constant frequency offset 
input signal, a property it shares with the classical PLL. This is an interesting 
result, since such a loop is essentially identical in form to the steady-state EKF 
earlier described; it suggests, at first sight, a fundamental limitation on the 
performance of the EKF. We could also consider the effect of an input signal 
to the CPLL whose IF fundamental frequency increases linearly in time, as a 
simple deterministic model of frequency variation. A third order PLL (with 
F ( s ) =  1 +  1 /s2) is needed in the single tone case to ensure zero steady state 
total phase error in response to such an input. Such a PLL suffers from the 
disadvantage of closed loop instability as the loop gain is increased. We would 
not expect the CPLL to be any different.
We next consider the effect of noise on the tracking performance of the 
linear model -  particularly in relation to the importance of knowing a priori 
the number of harmonics.
4 .6 .2  L inear a n a ly sis  in  th e  p resen ce  o f  n o ise  -  w h y  it 
is b e st  to  know  rn
In this section, we investigate the effect of measurement noise on the perform-
ance of the CPLL. Results are derived that demonstrate the desirability of 
knowing the number of harmonics prior to application of the CPLL.
In considering the effect of the input noise upon the phase error we utilize 
the closed loop transfer function H ( s ) as defined in (4.46) and repeated below 
for convenience.
H(s) =  - [ /  +  s - 1F { s ) K A ] - ls~l F {s )K  . (4.56)
The deterministic input, 0(2), is set t° zero.
We are interested in calculating the harmonic total phase error variances 
due to the measurement noise. In view of the earlier discussion concerning the 
ingress of measurement noise into the baseband model of the CPLL, nt(t) is 
taken to define a white, zero-mean gaussian vector random process of spectral 
density
S(w) =  S(l j )I  (4.57)
where once again, I denotes the m x m identity matrix and S(uj ) =  N0/2.
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The harmonic phase error covariance matrix is then given by
R M  = j T  S*(w)|jJ (4.58)
where S ^ u ) ,  the spectral density of the harmonic total phase error, is given 
by the formula
= ~TUjuj)~H'(juj) . (4.59)
For an arbitrary number of harmonics, the individual total phase error vari-
ances due to the measurement noise alone, are the diagonal components of 
R+(0) and are given by
a  r  oo
<  = E tf (<) = J _ J S t (U)]u —  (4.60)
where 1 < k < m.
In view of the earlier observation regarding the degree of the characteristic 
polynomial of H(s) (and hence H(s)) and anticipating a later desire to deter-
mine its roots, we will deal solely with the first order loop (i.e., G(s) = 1 and 
n = 0). In this case, A(s) is a quadratic polynomial, and therefore analytically 
convenient.
It is evident from a combination of (4.59) and (4.60) that
°lx = J  ^  [Hn(ju)H'u (jL>) + ~ni2(ju>)lTl2(ju>)\ ^  . (4.61)
(A similar expression holds for the second harmonic.) Thus the phase error 
variance due to the measurement noise for a particular harmonic is seen from 
(4.61) to be the sum of a contribution by the noise associated with that har-
monic (i.e., ni/(t)) and a contribution by the noise associated with the other 
harmonic, n2f(t). The size of each contribution is governed respectively by the 
components, 77n, H \2 of the transfer function H(s). The potentially deleteri-
ous effect of coupling between the loops of the CPLL now becomes apparent. 
For suppose that the exact number of harmonics in the received signal is not 
known (this is likely to be the rule, rather than the exception, in practice); 
then it is possible to conceive of a situation wherein a CPLL designed for, say, 
two harmonics was used to acquire and track a signal with only one harmonic, 
or with one strong harmonic and another, very weak harmonic. In this case,
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it can be shown that the phase error due to the noise is greater than that 
for a single PLL applied to the same signal (and this we prove in the sequel). 
The amount of damage caused by the wrong assumption as to the number of 
harmonics depends on the size ascribed to the non-existent harmonic by the 
designer of the CPLL. This is governed by the gain parameter K.
The truth of the contention is demonstrated as follows. Since the com-
ponents of H(s)  are rational of minimum relative degree unity, the minimum 
relative degree of the diagonal elements of S^(uj ) is two. As a consequence, 
the integral on the RHS of (4.60) may be written
r = t  £ Res i77^ 77- ^ ]  • <4-62)
l .h . p .  p o l e s
(This is a standard result which follows by application of the Residue Theorem 
of complex variable theory, “l.h.p.” is an abbreviation for “left half plane” 
and the Res  operator is understood to be defined on a component-wise basis.) 
The phase error variance due to the noise for the first harmonic is therefore 
given by (extracting the 1 — 1 component from (4.62))
° l ,  =  - y  J2  Res [77(3)77,(3)],! (4.63)
l .h . p .  p o l e s
From (4.52) and (4.45), some algebra shows that
Ju(s) =  [77(5)77.(3)],,
=  . /  * , [ - « V * ?  +  b2K l )  +  -  be)2} .(4.64)
A (s )A (-s )
We now suppose that the second harmonic is very weak, or nonexistent and 
that this is not known to the designer of the CPLL. Therefore, let Ai  —► 0 
and A 2 remain positive and constant. The first harmonic phase error variance 
becomes, in the limit,
lim crl
How does this compare with the performance of a scalar PLL (or classical 
PLL) applied to the same signal? The scalar loop we choose for the com-
parison is simply that part of the two harmonic CPLL corresponding to the 
first harmonic. The desired phase error variance is then easily derived from
No v
2 ^"  l . h . p .  po le«
No
2
Res [J ii(s)U 2=0] 





the foregoing CPLL equations by setting AT =  0. (This corresponds, as may 
easily be verified, to the scalar loop depicted in Figure 4-2, with the loop filter 
transfer function F(s) = a, and the gain parameters K  = K\  and A  =  A\.)
It is evident, then, from (4.66), that cr^  (the scalar loop phase error vari-
ance due to the noise) is given by
- 2  = (No\ a2Kj
* '  1 2 /  2 '
The relative increase in the damage caused by the wrong assumption as to 
the number of harmonics, is given by
v_k ]
a2 K'
Clearly, the more importance assigned to the missing (or very weak) second 
harmonic (as measured by the magnitude of AT, which in the case of the EKF 
is the designer’s estimate of the amplitude of the second harmonic), the poorer 
the performance of the CPLL in comparison to the scalar loop.
While this result is intuitively reasonable and therefore perhaps not par-
ticularly surprising, it nonetheless has dem onstrated the effectiveness of the 
CPLL as a simplified model of the EKF. The hard, quantitative nature of the 
result is also gratifying, and supports the contention of this chapter that the 
CPLL represents a potentially fruitful avenue of investigation.
4 .7  C o n c lu s io n s
This chapter has motivated and defined a multiharmonic generalization of the 
familiar PLL. The basic foundations: notation, definitions, im portant prelimi-
nary results, have been set in place for future investigations of a more ambitious 
nature, particularly with regard to studies of the nonlinear threshold effect. In 
the chapters remaining, our attention is focused on the latter, in relation to 
the M aximum Likelihood estimator.
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C hapter 5
Threshold A nalysis I — O utliers
5.1 In trod u ction
The remaining chapters are devoted to a study of the thresholding behaviour 
associated with both the MLE and EKF/CPLL approaches to the single tone 
and multiharmonic frequency estimation problems. This is in contrast to the 
preceding chapters, which were concerned primarily with investigations in the 
above threshold, or linear region.
As previously described, the threshold is defined by those values of SNR 
for which the actual performance of the estimation or tracking algorithm de-
viates grossly from the performance predicted by a linear analysis applicable 
at sufficiently high SNR. In particular, the threshold effect is characterized by 
a sudden collapse, as the SNR is lowered, in tracking/estimation performance. 
The point at which this occurs is termed the threshold point, or knee. As far 
as the HMM and EKF approaches to the frequency tracking problem are con-
cerned, it is clearly of interest to establish whether or not the respective points 
of threshold are roughly the same. Also, it is of obvious practical importance 
to have a means of predicting the onset of threshold, for either approach.
Being a phenomenon due solely to the nonlinear character of the frequency 
estimation problem, the threshold effect presents an intellectual challenge to 
those who would attempt to describe it analytically, or to, in some way, predict 
its onset. This chapter and the next represent the successful outcome of such 
an attempt for, in particular, the multiharmonic MLE.
Recurrent throughout this thesis has been the theme of comparing or con-
trasting the two independent approaches to the frequency estimation problem: 
the MLE and the EKF. This we continue in our investigations of the threshold 
effect. As well, the structure of the investigation is nominally broken down
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into two parts, on the one hand for the multiharmonic case, and on the other, 
for the presumably simpler case of a single tone. We shall see that initial con-
sideration of the single tone case provides considerable insight for an attack 
on the multiharmonic case.
In addition to the above mentioned categories, there appear to be two ways 
of understanding threshold behaviour. The first we term the “internal” de-
scription and is concerned with the mechanism underlying the threshold effect. 
In the case of the single tone MLE, the internal description proceeds by an 
intimate consideration of the ML algorithm, which (as will be described more 
fully in the sequel) involves the global maximization of a likelihood function. 
This function possesses local maxima in addition to the global maximum (the 
only one of interest). As the intensity of the measurement noise increases, the 
probability that the global maximum occurs at an outlying frequency far from 
the true frequency increases until a sudden collapse in performance is evident 
-  the threshold effect. Frequency estimates corresponding to such outlying 
global maxima are termed outliers. Thus the internal approach amounts to 
the determination of a quantitative description of the outlier probability versus 
SNR. A recipe for the internal approach in regard to the single tone EKF (or 
its model, the PLL) may also be given. This we discuss in the next chapter.
More pertinent to the PLL is the second approach to understanding the 
threshold effect. This we refer to as the “black box” approach, and essentially 
involves the determination of quantities symptomatic of the onset of threshold. 
This approach is not suited to a description of algorithm performance at SNR’s 
well below the threshold point, but rather provides a means of predicting 
its location. The approach is motivated by well known results in the phase 
acquisition and tracking literature. There, it is known that a Phase Locked 
Loop (PLL) has a threshold point associated with a certain level of phase error 
variance. In other words, the PLL can tolerate a certain level of phase error 
before a sudden deterioration in tracking performance is observed (see [23], 
[22]). This critical level is calculable in advance in terms of quantities that are 
usually readily available, e.g., SNR.
The two methods of threshold analysis may be applied to either the EKF or 
the MLE for both the single tone and multiharmonic cases. The possibilities 
are summarized in Table 5.1, where ST = Single Tone, BB = Black Box, 
MH = Multiharmonic and I = Internal. The table entries indicate where the 
corresponding analyses are carried out, (some have not yet appeared in the 
literature). For example, the internal (outlier) analysis of the single tone ML 
frequency estimator is performed by Rife and Boorstyn in [4], The contents
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ST/I ST/BB M H/I M H /B B
MLE [4] Chapter 6 Chapter 5 Chapter 7
EKF [23], [22] [23] ? ?
Table 5.1: Types of threshold analysis
of this and the next two chapters deal comprehensively with three out of the 
five outstanding possibilities in Table 5.1, namely the internal analysis of the 
multiharmonic MLE (MLE/MH/I), the black box (symptomatic) analysis 
of the single tone MLE (MLE/ST/BB) and the black box analysis of the 
multiharmonic MLE (MLE/MH/BB),  as well as providing the foundations 
(in conjunction with Chapter 4) for the other two, namely the internal and 
black box analyses applied to the CPLL (EKF/M H/I,  EKF/M H/BB).
In the next section, by way of an introduction to internal (outlier) analysis 
of the multiharmonic MLE, the corrsponding single tone analysis of [4] is 
briefly described.
5.2 R ife  and  B o o rsty n  ou tlier  analysis — sin -
g le  to n e  M LE th resh o ld
For the sake of convenience, a single tone version of the problem formulation of 
Chapter 2 is repeated below. We consider the following underlying real signal
s(t) = bocos(io0t + 0O) (5.1)
with Hilbert Transform (as discussed in Chapter 2)
s(t) = 6osin (u0t 4- #o) • (5.2)
The parameters and Oq are assumed constant but unknown. Suppose
that a set of N  discrete noisy measurements are taken at intervals of T  seconds 
beginning at time t = 0:
X n = s(nT) + w(nT) (5.3a)
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Yn = s(nT) + w(nT) (5.3b)
(where 0 < n < N  — 1). The sequence w defines a zero-mean white, gaussian 
noise process of variance a2. The sequence w is suitably defined in terms of 
the Hilbert Transform of w such that w is also a zero-mean white, gaussian 
noise process of variance a2 and is furthermore independent of w.
Given N  noisy measurements of the complex tone X n -f jY n, the ML esti-
mates of the frequency (assuming unknown phase) is given by
Cj  = arg max|A(u;)| (5.4)
where
M u )  =  T7 ( * n  +  j Y n )  exp { -n ju T )  . (5.5)
iV n=0
Note that A ( l j ) is just the discrete Fourier transform of the N  samples of the 
complex tone. The formula for the ML frequency estimate holds whether the 
amplitude bo is known or not.
A variety of means may be employed to determine the ML estimate of 
the frequency u. In principle, it may be calculated to any desired degree of 
accuracy; the only constraints being those of a practical nature: computation 
time, wordlength etc. Rife and Boorstyn describe how such an algorithm is 
composed of two stages: a coarse search followed by a fine search. The coarse 
search is generally performed by passing the measurement data through an 
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) routine. The coarse frequency estimate is then 
taken to be the frequency corresponding to the maximum of the magnitude of 
the output data. The fine search then uses the coarse frequency estimate as 
its initial data.
As described earlier in this chapter, the function |A(o;)| normally has a 
number of local maxima in addition to the global maximum corresponding to 
the ML frequency estimate Cj . For high SNR, this global maximum occurs very 
near to the true frequency l jq. However, as the measurement noise intensity 
increases (i.e., as the SNR decreases) the outlying maxima may increase in 
amplitude, with the result that the probability that the global maximum lies 
a “long way” from the true frequency increases rapidly. Such large (though 
rare) errors in the frequency estimate cause the frequency error variance to be 
much greater than the CR bound, in the threshold region.
The analysis of Rife and Boorstyn presented in [4] sought a means of com-
puting the frequency error variance below threshold. This essentially reduces 
to the problem of determining the probability of an outlier; that is, a frequency
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estimate far removed from the true frequency. Now, it is at the stage of the 
coarse search that outliers occur. The fine search serves merely to provide a 
more accurate determination of the ML estimate in the immediate neighbour-
hood of the coarse frequency estimate. Hence consideration of a coarse search 
algorithm alone is sufficient for the purpose of computing the probability of 
an outlier and subsequently for computing the below threshold performance.
In the outlier analysis of Rife and Boorstyn, the coarse search is performed 
by evaluating |v4(u>)| at the set of frequencies
Ot t  Jc
ü k = — - 0 < k < N - l  (5.6)
with the assumption1 that cj0 = t t /T  (i.e., the true frequency is half the 
sampling frequency u a = 2tt/T). This is easily implemented via an FFT 
routine; in that case, N  is always chosen to be a power of 2.
Given the assumption concerning the true frequency, the greatest element 
of the set {|,4(u>jt)| : 0 < k < N  — 1} should be |,4(d>jv/2)|- However, the 
presence of noise will ensure that sometimes |T(u>/)|, for some / ^  jV/2, will 
be the greatest. In this case, the coarse frequency estimate, u>f, is called an 
outlier.
Hence we may identify two mutually excusive events, one being the event 
that, given the measurement sequence, an outlier occurs in the coarse search, 
and the other being the event that no outlier occurs. The frequency error 
variance may then be expressed
E(u> — ic?o)2 = (1 — qr)E[(u> — a?o)2|no outlier] + <?E[(u; — ujq)2(outlier] (5.7)
where Cj  is the result of a fine search performed subsequent to the coarse search 
described above (and initialized by the coarse frequency estimate cjjk), and q is 
the probability of the occurrence of an outlier. For the case where no outlier 
occurs, E[(a> — o;0)2|no outlier] is approximated by the CR bound given on the 
frequency estimation error variance for the single tone problem given (from
1This apparently restrictive assumption is made because the MLE is unbiased (i.e., E(u> — 
u;0) =  0) only if u>o =  u>,/2 (see [4] ). Large bias errors are introduced into the frequency 
estimate if u>o is close to 0 or w5. The outlier analysis is concerned only with errors caused 
by outliers, not bias, hence the choice of u q . Of course in practice, it is not possible to 
choose the sampling frequency u s so that ujq =  u),/2 (if we could there would be no need to 
estimate wo!) Provided the sampling frequency is chosen so that bias errors are small, the




E[(£ -  w0)2|no outlier] = - (^  • (5-8)
Where an outlier occurs, Cj  is assumed to be uniformly distributed on the 
interval [0,u>,], so that
E[(u> -  u;0)|outlier] = ^  . (5.9)
Rife and Boorstyn derive analytical expressions for q by observing that 
|i4(u>jfe)|, for 0 < k < N  — 1, defines a set of independent random variables that 
are Rayleigh distributed for k ^  N / 2 and Rician otherwise. They were able to 
calculate theoretical performance curves that agree well with simulation results 
and clearly exhibit the existence of a threshold effect. In the next section we 
extend this basic approach to the multiharmonic case.
5.3 O utlier analysis o f  m u ltih arm on ic  M LE  
th resh o ld
This section presents new results as described in [14]. The major result is 
the derivation of an approximate expression for the frequency estimation error 
(similar in form to (5.7)) that is applicable at SNR’s above and below the 
threshold point. Also, the novel notion of rational harmonic outliers is intro-
duced and explored in depth. These are entities unique to the multiharmonic 
case which greatly complicate the internal analysis.
The formulation of the multiharmonic frequency estimation problem given 
near the beginning of Chapter 2 is repeated below, omitting the subscript ao- 
We consider the following underlying real signal comprising m harmonics
m
s(t) = y ;  cos (kippt -I- Ok) (5.10)
Jfc=l
with Hilbert Transform
s(t) = ^2  bk sin (kuot + 0k) . (5.11)
k = l
The parameters 6 i,. . . ,  6m,u;o, $i , . . . ,  0m, are assumed constant but unknown. 
Suppose that a set of N  discrete noisy measurements are taken at intervals of
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T  seconds beginning at time zero:
X n = s(t0 + nT) + w(t0 + nT) (5.12a)
Yn = s(t0 + nT) + w(t0 + nT) (5.12b)
(where 0 < n < N  — 1). The sequence w defines a zero-mean white, gaussian
noise process of variance cr2. The sequence w is suitably defined in terms of
the Hilbert Transform of w such that w is also a zero-mean white, gaussian 
noise process of variance a2 and is furthermore independent of w.
The ML estimate, Cj  of cj 0 is given (from Chapter 7), for the case where 
the amplitudes and phases are unknown, by
Cj  =  arg max L(w) (5.13)
where
m
L(w) = V |.4 (/w )|2 . (5.14)
/ =  1
Again, a numerical procedure is required to generate the ML estimates, 
given the measurement data. As before, it takes the form of a coarse search, 
followed by a fine search. Just as in the single tone case, the quantity to be 
maximized, L(u;), has a number of local maxima in addition to the global 
maximum corresponding to the ML frequency estimate, l j . Some of these 
local maxima are associated with the presence of harmonics in the measured 
signal. Of course, there is no analogue of this class of maxima in the single 
tone case; the presence of harmonics is the cause of much of the increase in 
difficulty associated with analyzing the threshold effect via outlier theory for 
the multiharmonic problem over that for the single tone problem.
There are, in fact, two classes of outliers in the multiharmonic case. The 
first is familiar to us from the single tone problem and comprises those out-
liers due solely to the measurement noise. The second is unique to the mul-
tiharmonic case, quite distinct in character to the first and potentially less 
damaging in nature, for reasons that will be clear shortly. It comprises those 
outliers corresponding to global maxima of L ( l j ) occurring close to a frequency 
that is a rational harmonic of the fundamental frequency, l jq. (We say that 
l j is a rational harmonic of l jq if iu: = where i and j  are mutually prime 
positive integers. In other words, the ith harmonic of u; occurs at the same 
frequency as the j th  harmonic of u>0. If the multiharmonic signal with funda-
mental frequency u>0 has a significant fraction of its energy in the j th harmonic, 























Figure 5-3: Typical |i4(u>)|2 for low SNR (same signal as Figure 5-1) 
possibility.)
This type of outlier arises in a fashion exemplified by Figures 5-1-5-4. Fig-
ure 5-1 is a plot of the squared magnitude, |y4(u>)|2, of the DFT (Discrete 
Fourier Transform) of a typical observed signal with two harmonics with fun-
dam ental frequency u>0 =  500Hz, for a certain SNR. Figure 5-2 shows a graph 
of the corresponding likelihood function. The SNR is sufficiently high to en-
sure tha t no outlier of any kind occurs. Figure 5-3 is for the same deterministic 
signal as Figure 5-1 except tha t the SNR is lower. In fact, it is sufficiently low 
that L(u>) =  |A(u;)|2 +  |j4(2u >)|2 attains its global maximum at u  «  u>o/2, as 
shown in Figure 5-4.
While clearly undesirable from the point of view of any practical m ultihar-
monic MLE, the outliers local to a rational harmonic frequency nevertheless 
have a clear relationship to the true frequency (i.e., via some rational m ulti-
plier). It would thus seem feasible to include an additional level of algorithm 
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Figure 5-4: L(u) corresponding to Figure 5-3
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determining their relationship to the true frequency. In the absence of such an 
algorithm, the rational harmonic outliers are just as detrimental in their effect 
upon the performance of a practical MLE as those due to the measurement 
noise alone. However, we stress that the potential exists for their effect to 
be removed, and consequently that measures of performance of the MLE that 
include the detrimental effect of rational harmonic outliers are, in a significant 
sense, inappropriate.
As we discussed in Section 2, outliers are associated with the coarse search 
stage of the maximization procedure. In the analysis to follow, a particular 
coarse search algorithm that computes L(uj) at a finite set of frequencies (to 
be termed “bin” frequencies, after the FFT nomenclature) will be considered. 
As in the single tone case, a finite number of noise outliers then need only 
be considered, as opposed to a continuum of values. The number of rational 
harmonic outliers is also finite.
For parity with the single tone treatment, we assume that the coarse fre-
quency estimate takes one of N  values. To ensure this, m N  measurements 
must be taken. The likelihood function, L(u>), is computed at the bin frequen-
cies
=  — rpf , 0 < k < N  — l . (5.15)m l\ 1
We assume, just as for the single tone case, that the true frequency, u;0, co-
incides with one of the bin frequencies, say Cjr (see the remark below). As in 
the single tone case, the coarse frequency estimate is the bin frequency, £/, 
associated with the greatest element of the set
£  = {L(ük) - . Q < k < N - l )  . (5.16)
At least in a high SNR situation, this will usually be the true frequency Cj i = 
(2>r = u>o- However, the presence of noise will ensure that on some occasions 
/ /  r, in which case, an outlier, due either to noise or to a rational harmonic, 
has occurred.
Remark: The choice made for lüo is not critically important and is prompted 
by a desire for consistency with the single tone treatment where an argument 
based on the bias of the MLE was given. To the best of our knowledge, there 
has been no corresponding analysis of the multiharmonic MLE. One might 
conjecture on the basis of the single tone result, that such an analysis would 
specify the sampling frequency required for the multiharmonic MLE to be 
unbiased, and that this sampling frequency is such that u>o coincides with a 
bin frequency. If this were the case, the same supporting arguments given
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in relation to the choice of u?0 for the single tone outlier analysis could be 
given here. If not (and if ujq did not coincide with a bin frequency), we could 
simply interpret a coarse frequency estimate given by Cj t (where Cj t is the bin 
frequency closest to oj0) to be the coarse estimate corresponding to the true 
frequency l jq.
Similarly to the single tone analysis, the frequency estimation error variance 
may be expressed in terms of the following mutually exclusive and collectively 
exhaustive events: the non-occurrence of an outlier, the occurrence of a ratio-
nal harmonic outlier, and the occurrence of a noise outlier. In other words, 
the set of bin frequency indices denoted by 3 , where
2  = {0 ,1 , . . . , JV -1} ,  (5.17)
may be decomposed into the union of three disjoint sets as follows,
Z  = S U K U A f  . (5.18)
The set S  is defined by S  = {r}, where r is the bin frequency index cor-
responding to the true frequency u>o. The set H  is defined to contain those 
bin frequency indices corresponding to rational harmonic frequencies, and Af 
contains the remainder, i.e., those indices corresponding to potential noise 
outliers.
We need to be more precise concerning the nature of the set 7£, since 
it is clear that not all rational harmonic frequencies of u>o coincide with bin 
frequencies. As described earlier, a rational harmonic of u;o is a frequency, ujph, 
related to u>0 via ujrph = /x j0; p = i / j ,  where i and j  are mutually prime positive 
integers, with i < m, j  < m, and i ^  j; (the case i = j  obviously does not 
correspond to an outlier). The quantity p is termed the rational multiplier of 
u)rh. The set of possible rational multipliers for m harmonics is denoted 
and is formally defined by
= [p ; p = 1;1 < t, j  <m; i  ^  j ] i , j  coprime} (5.19)
J
(for example, = {J, | ,  \ , | ,  | ,  2,3,4}). The number of elements in
<|>(m) is given by the Lemma below. (The symbol #  denotes “cardinality of”.)
Lemma 5.3.1 Let be defined as in (5.19). Then
m
#$<m> = i/(m) = 2 Y i  4>(i) (5.20)
t=2
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where <f>(i) is Euler’s totient function (see [27] ) which denotes the 
number of integers less than i that are mutually prime to i. 
proof: See Appendix.
A table of z/(m) is given below
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
i/(m) 0 2 6 10 18 22 34 42 54 62 82 90 114 126 142
As we mentioned before, the rational harmonics do not necessarily all co-
incide with the bin frequencies (In other words, there may exist at least 
one p E such that pco0 /  &*, for all integers k such that 1 < k < N.)
However, each rational harmonic frequency will lie in a frequency interval of 
width 2ic/mNT  centred at a particular bin frequency. Such an interval is 
termed, perhaps obviously, the frequency bin corresponding to that particular 
bin frequency. Thus if the outcome of the coarse search is a bin frequency 
whose associated bin contains a rational harmonic frequency, then a rational 
harmonic outlier is said to have occurred. 71 is then defined to be the set 
of bin frequency indices whose associated bins contain rational harmonic fre-
quencies, and so, the number of elements in 71 is given by v(m), provided that 
there is no more than one rational harmonic frequency per frequency bin. This 
can be ensured by choosing N  sufficiently large that r/m (m  — 1) > 1, where 
r = iv0m N T / 27T is the index of u>o, by an earlier definition. In this case, there 
exists a one-to-one relation between the elements of and 71, e.g., ujrph lies 
in the frequency bin corresponding to l üj, j  E 7Z..
Having said this, we remark that a necessary and sufficient condition for 
all the rational harmonic frequencies to coincide with bin frequencies is that 
the subharmonic frequencies (i.e., those rational harmonic frequencies given 
by u rph = pojQ, p E $ 9Ub = {p : p = 1/k , 2 < k < m}) a\\ coincide with bin
frequencies. That the condition is sufficient is established straightforwardly as 
follows. Firstly observe (from the definition of in (5.19)) that if p E
by assumption all the subharmonic frequencies coincide with bin frequencies, 
(i.e., for each psub E ^ 9ub there exists an integer k, 1 < k < N  such that
then p = ipaub for some integer i, 1 < i < m2, and for some p8Ub E 4>9Ub- Since
Paub^ o = u>k) then the rational harmonic frequency u>ph can be written in the 
form
= pco0 = l{p3ubU0)
iuk = <^ (ixk) (5.21)
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where i and paub are as earlier defined, and o?(txjt) is a bin frequency. The 
necessity of the condition is trivial to establish, since 4>sub C We also
remark that it might well be easy, in practice, to satisfy the above condition 
by suitable choice of N and r. In this case, all the rational harmonic frequen-
cies coincide with bin frequencies, with the result that *R, is given by the set 
{k : k = pr , p E
We return now to the discussion of the mutually exclusive outlier events. 
In order to define these precisely, let
Dk =  L(ük) ,0 < k< N- 1 . 
The events are then defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.1 1. Let A denote the event that no outlier
occurs.
A : arg maxDjt E S  (5.23)k
2. Let Bj denote the event that an outlier at the bin frequency 
Cjj, j  € corresponding to the rational harmonic frequency 
wrph, p E occurs.
Bj : arg max Dk = j  (5.24)
3. Let C denote the event that a noise outlier occurs
C : arg max Dk E M  (5.25)k
The overall mean square frequency estimation error (m.s.e.) is then given 
by the weighted sum




Pr(A) + J2 p r(fli) + Pr(<?) = 1 • (5-27)
jen
As before, Cj  is the outcome of a fine search, the details of which are not 
important for this discussion. We should remark that (5.26) is not necessarily 
a fully adequate measure of error to the extent that it accounts for the pos-
sible occurrence of rational harmonic outliers. As we remarked earlier, such 
outliers are not necessarily damaging if their relationship to the true frequency 
(as determined by the associated rational multipliers) is known. One might
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envisage that their contribution to the error could be removed if additional 
means were available to determine that relationship. However, in the absence 
of such an extra level of algorithm, (5.26) stands as an accurate (if not in a 
practical sense adequate) representation of the error associated with the ML 
frequency estimates.
The task now is to calculate the various probabilities Pr(A), Pr(-Bj) and 
Pr(C) appearing in (5.26). This proves to be singularly difficult (as opposed 
to the relatively straightforward nature of the single tone analysis); in most 
cases, only bounds on approximations to the probabilities are calculated.
5.3.1 Probability of an outlier due to  noise alone -
Pr(C)
The quantities Dk, k £ Z,  due to the presence of measurement noise, are 
really random variables. Let us consider Dk for values of k in the set Af. 
These are simply the values of the likelihood function L(l j ) at each of those 
bin frequencies that do not correspond to a rational harmonic frequency, or the 
true frequency. The cardinality of Af is then easily seen to be N — u(m) — 1.
The random variable Dr (where r is the bin frequency index of the true 
fundamental frequency uo) is the value of L(co) at u;o. An outlier due to noise 
alone occurs if arg max*; Dk £ Af (this is merely the definition of event C). 
We want to evaluate the probability of this happening, namely Pr(C). Let 
ATfz) denote the event that Dk < x and qnoxae be an estimate of the desired 
probability, defined by
1 -  qnoiae = p r{ p | Xk(Dr)}.
The quantity qnoiae is actually a conservative estimate of the probability Pr(C), 
in the sense that qnotae > Pr(C). This is because the event that Dj > Dk > Dr, 
for some k E Af and some j  £ Af , is possible, (if this were to happen, uij, a 
rational harmonic, would be the outlier, not u;*), though highly improbable, 
at least for SNR’s moderately far below the threshold point. This is supported 
by the results of example calculations, which indicate that for these SNR’s, 
qnotae is generally a very small quantity, e.g. no greater than something of 
the order of 10-8. We would therefore expect the probability of the event 
described above to be something roughly like the square of that number -  a 
negligibly small amount.
Whether the conservative nature of the estimate qnotae of Pr(C) leads to the
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later overestimation of E(u; — u>0)2 (as defined in (5.26)) is difficult to say. This 
is because the interaction between the estimates of the various probabilities 
(some of which are yet to be defined) appearing on the RHS of (5.26) is not 
understood. (Refer to the remark in Section 5.4 below.)
Conditioning on Dr:
1 -  ,»«•« = fPr{ n  (5.28)
Jx kerf
where f o r{x ) ls the probability density function (p.d.f.) of Dr. (The fact 
that Cjk and Cor are not harmonically related is crucial for obtaining the second 
expression for 1 — qnot3e; it implies that Dk assumes a value based purely on 
the noise). Now
Pr{ f |  Xk(x)} = P r{G < x}
kerf
where
G = maxDk. (5.29)
A more convenient way of writing this is
=  J  Pt {G > x } fo r{x)dx 
= J  FG(x)fDr(x)dx (5.30)
where FG(x) = 1 — FG(x) and FG(x) is the cumulative distribution function 
of G.
The difficulty now encountered is that (in contrast to the single tone case) 
the Dk, k £ Af, are not all independent, and so the determination of FG is 
not trivial. (The non-independence of Dk, k G Af, can be seen by writing 
Sixk = \A(iuk)\2 = |A(u;tXjfc)|2- Thus Dk = £ £ i  Ä-xfc. Setting m = 3, D6 and 
D9 can be seen to both depend on S3.)
In Appendix B, the following lemma is proven.
Lemma 5.3.2 Let Dk be defined by (5.22), G by (5.29), and 
v(m) by (5.20). Then
[fD.(*)]n(mJV)~m+1 > Fa(x) > [F0 l(i)]JV- ‘'(m)- 1
(where Fok is the cumulative distribution function of Dt, k 6 A/") 
or
1 -  [FD,(x)]'v- ,'(m)- 1 > Fa(x) > 1 -  {FDi(x)]n<mW - m+'
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where IT(m, N) = t t n- i — nm and is the number of primes not
exceeding n. 
proof: See Appendix B.
Using this lemma and (5.30) we can write
£1 (* ~ [f D*W]n(m,/V)“m+1) fDr(x)dx <  qn°’"  <
I "  (l -  lFDk(*)}N- Hm)- ' )  for(*)dx. (5.31)
J x - 0 v '
The functions Fok and f o r are derived in Appendix C and given by (5.81) and 
(5.83) respectively. Combining these with (5.31), there holds
L(n(m, N) -  m + 1) < qno,9e < L(N -  i/(m) -  1) (5.32)
where
r(m) J j ip exp [— tp(\ + i)] Im_1(2tpv\x)dx,
(5.33)
7(*,*) is the incomplete Gamma function defined in (5.80), Ik is the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind, of order &, and
m




An interesting feature of the above expressions is the appearance of the 
parameter A = Xli’li as opposed to the effective signal power A = 
that is so important in the expressions for the Cramer-Rao bounds of Chapter 
2. A possible insight as to why this is so is given as follows. At high SNR’s, the 
peaks of |A(u;)| corresponding to the harmonic and fundamental frequencies 
are tightly synchronized or coherent, in the sense that the frequencies at these 
peaks, to a very high order of approximation, obey a strict harmonic relation-
ship. This is reflected by the form of the parameter of importance at these high 
SNR’s, namely A, which is a sum of terms weighted by corresponding squared 
harmonic indices. As the SNR is lowered, the coherence, or synchronism, of 
the peaks is more or less maintained until the threshold point is reached (as 
evidenced by the agreement of the MLE performance with the CR bounds 
above threshold). Below the threshold point, coherence is, roughly speaking,
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lost. The parameters of importance in this region do not, then, include A, but 
those associated with outlier probabilities, one of which is Yk bl•
5 .3 .2  P ro b a b ility  o f  a ra tio n a l h arm on ic o u tlier  -  P r (Bj )y
j  en
As defined previously, u>ph, for some p G denotes a frequency that is a
rational harmonic of u>0, with rational multiplier p, i.e., u rh = pcoo. As already 
mentioned, each rational harmonic frequency is associated with a particular bin 
frequency. In the following analysis, we will ignore the fact that not all rational 
harmonic frequencies coincide with bin frequencies. We assume either that N  
is chosen so that most of the rational harmonic frequencies of importance 
(i.e., those with rational multipliers p = l /k ,  1 < k < m -  the so-called 
subharmonics) coincide with bin frequencies, or that N  is sufficiently large to 
ensure that the distance between a rational harmonic frequency and its nearest 
bin frequency is essentially negligible (in the sense that the probabilities of 
coarse searches resulting in the two frequencies are virtually the same).
Once again, we seek an estimate of a probability, on this occasion, the 
probability that the outcome of the coarse search is the rational harmonic 
frequency u rph. More precisely, we seek an estimate of Pr(Bj),  where Bj  de-
notes the event that arg maxjt Dk = j ,  j  6 and j  is the frequency index 
corresponding to p.
In a fashion similar (though not identical) to that of the last section, an 
estimate is made on the basis that if Dk > Dr for a given k, then it is very 
unlikely that there is an / such that Di > Dk. In other words, if the value of 
L(l j ) at CJk {Dk) is greater than that at the true frequency (Dr ), then Cjk is 
almost certain to be an outlier, at least for moderately low SNR’s. As in the 
last section, we argue that this is justified for SNR’s that are not too far below 
the threshold point. Again, example calculations have shown that for these 
SNR’s, the probabilities of rational harmonic outlier events are very small, so 
that it is reasonable to ignore the occurrence of “double” outlier events (i.e., 
those events where more than one Dk exceeds Dr), which, as we argued in the 
last section, are far less likely (at least for moderately low SNR’s).
Therefore, as an estimate of the probability of an outlier corresponding to 
the rational harmonic frequency u rph, choose
( 5.35)
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Consider the RHS of the expression in (5.35). Note that the quantity in 
braces can be rewritten
£  M(j«o)|2 > £  |/t(fcwo)|2 (5.36)
j € Up k£Zm
where
HP = {p,2p,...,m p}. (5.37)
and
Zm = {1,... ,m} . (5.38)
One can interpret an element of the set Hp as being the rational multiplier 
(with respect to cjo) associated with a particular harmonic of an m harmonic 
signal with fundamental frequency u ph. The expression (5.36) can be further 
simplified with the aid of the following definitions
h ; 4 H „ n z m (5.39)
h ; 4  zm \ h; 
H; 4  Hp \ Z m . (5.41)
The set Hp corresponds to those harmonics of ujrph that are also harmonics of 
u;0; Hp to those harmonics of ujq that are not harmonics of u>ph and finally Hp 
to those harmonics of u rph that are not harmonics of u?0. The expression (5.35) 
may then be written
9e =  P r { £  l'4(j«o)|2 > £  \A(ku)\' 
[jG.Hp k£Zm
= Pr Y  I^O^o)!2 -h Y  l^(i^o)|2 > Y  l^ (^ o ) |2 + Y  I-T(kujQ)j‘
j e H r  j e H 'p keH'p
pr< Y  \ M M \ 2> Y  \A(k“o)\'‘ (5.42)
For the sake of convenience, define dj = \A(ju0)|2. Then, observe that, since 
HpC\Zm = 0, the term dj contains only noise terms, and since Hp C Zm,
the term dk contains only signal harmonic frequencies. Furthermore the
fact that Hp fl Hp = 0 means that the two terms are independent.
Thus we can use the p.d.f. of Dr and the c.d.f. of Dk for k = r and k ^  r
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(as derived in Appendix C) to calculate the distributions of
r r  A E d> (5.43)
and
u; = E *■ (5.44)
Since Up is made up of a sum of lr = # H p terms of the form |A(u;jfc)|2, 
where all the frequencies Uk do not correspond to any signal harmonics, we 
can see from (5.81) that (^ r ^ is  distributed as \ 2 with 2lr degrees of freedom. 
Thus
Fv’ (x) =  w-n'H'.-.V’z) (5-45)
(with ip and 7 is as defined in (5.80)).
Similarly we can see that Up is a sum of la = # H p terms |A(u;jfc)|2 where all 
the frequencies Uk correspond to some signal harmonic. Thus from (5.83), we 
can see that is distributed as non-central x 2 with 213 degrees of freedom
and non-centrality parameter \ p = tfc Hence the p.d.f. of Up is
l
fu»(x) = ip exp [—-0(AP + x)] Ilt. x{2ip>J\x) (5.46)
where again ip =  ^  and Ik is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, 
of order k.
Collecting (5.42), (5.46) and the analogue of (5.30) and using the fact that 
(where T(-, •) is the complementary incomplete gamma function:
roo
T(a,a:)= /  e- t fa-1d£ =  T(a) — 7(0, x),
J  t  —  X
and 7(7 •) is as in (5.80)), we obtain
qp = I  -  0 r  (x~) e*v[-^p + x)\ha-\(2ipyj~>^x)dx (5.47)
where ip =  lT =  # # J ,  la = #H*p, \ p =  b\.
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5.3.3 C alculation of Pr(A)
Having calculated estimates of PrfiT,) and Pr(C), it remains to calculate an 
estimate of Pr(A). From (5.27) there holds
Pr(A) = 1 -  P r(£) -  Pr(C) (5.48)
where
Pr(B) 4  Y.Pr ( ^ )  
j <=k
is the probability of any rational harmonic outlier occurring. An easily derived 
estimate of Pr(F?) is given simply by
£  <? P-  (5.50)
The difficulty is that the events whose probabilities are given by qp are not 
necessarily independent, so that (5.50) will be greater than Pr(f?). Another 
upper bound on Pr(F?) may be straightforwardly derived using the concept of 
associated random variables (as defined in Appendix B) and is stated below 
without proof,
Pr(S) < 1 -  n ( ! - 9 p) = ?*<"»• (5.51)
It is easy to see that this estimate is guaranteed to be less than unity, however 
it does not appear straightforward to show that the same guarantee holds for 
(5.50). Hence, using q^ (m) as an estimate of Pr(Z?) in (5.48), there holds
Pr(/1) a; n  (1 -  <T'*' • (5-52)
5.4  E va lu ation  o f M ean  Square F requency E s-
tim a tio n  Error
Having computed estimates of the various probabilities required for evaluation 
of the overall m.s.e. in (5.26), the remaining task is to determine the individual 
contributions to the m.s.e. by each of the mutually exclusive events, A , Bj, 
j  £ and C. This is particularly straightforward for the case where no outlier 
of any description has occured (i.e., event A). The contribution to the total 
m.s.e., E(a> — o;0|A)2 is then simply the Cramer-Rao bound on the frequency 
estimation error variance for the multiharmonic problem, ft is given (from
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(2.18), Chapter 2) by
^(linear) ä  E(«i -  -«M )2 = ^  . (5.53)
(For high SNR’s, this contribution completely dominates the expression for 
the overall m.s.e., i.e., Pr(A) «  1, Pr(B) «  0 and Pr(C) ~  0.)
The contribution due to a rational harmonic outlier at u rph (with associated 
bin frequency index j  E TV) is approximated as follows.
u>l(p) = E[(w -  u0)2\Bj] = u^(l -  p ) 2 . (5.54)
The above expression is an approximation, since the rational harmonic outlier 
will not always fall exactly on the frequency pw0, but in a small neighbourhood 
about it. However, the distance |u>0 — puo| will be much greater than the size 
of the small random fluctuations about pa>o, and hence will be the dominant 
contributor to the m.s.e. due to the rational harmonic outlier.
The final contribution to (5.26) is that due to the occurrence of an outlier 
caused by the measurement noise alone, (i.e., event C ). Since the measure-
ment noise is assumed white, it is equally likely that such an outlier can fall 
at any point within the interval [0,u;a/2m]. In other words, we assume that 
the noise outliers are uniformly distributed on that interval, ignoring the pres-
ence therein of a finite number of rational harmonic frequencies. The m.s.e. 
contribution is then easily calculated as follows.
Ug(noise) = E(u> — u q \C)2
2m /,w* /2 m -w 0
. x2dxUJ9  j  — u ^ o
, ,2 UoUJa 2
+ <*>„ •12m2 2m
The expression in (5.26) may now be fully evaluated to yield
(5.55)
u 2 =  E(tD — u>o)2 ~ n  a  - < / , ) - -r '"




N ( N i -  l)r 2£?=i kHl
+9
noise UoUa 2
+ ^0 (5.56)12m2 2m
Remark: As foreshadowed in Section 5.3.1, the question as to whether the
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use of estimates of the various probabilities in (5.26) (as shown in (5.56)) leads 
to the over or underestimation of is difficult to answer. It is probably desir-
able for there to be an overestimation of we2 since this would give a “factor of 
safety” with respect to the threshold point. However, without an understand-
ing of the interaction between the various estimates involved, we can draw no 
conclusion about the conservativeness or otherwise of the estimate of in 
(5.56). Monte Carlo simulation should give guidance here, however results are 
not yet forthcoming.
5.5 C alcu lations
In this section we present some example calculations using the above results. 
The calculations were performed with the software package Maple. An adap-
tive Newton-Coates algorithm was used to compute the key integral L (defined 
in (5.33)), a task of some numerical difficulty because of the very small num-
bers involved.
Figure 5-5 shows the effect of additional signal harmonics on the per-
formance of the MLE. The three curves are for (1) a single tone signal with 
&i = 4.47, (2) a signal comprising two harmonics with b\ = 4 and b2 = 2 
and (3) a signal comprising three harmonics with bi = 4, b2 = 2 and b^  = 0. 
Each signal has the same power, namely 20. For each curve, the threshold 
point is clear. Inspection of the curves confirm that the presence of an ex-
tra harmonic improves the performance in the high SNR region but degrades 
the threshold performance. The addition of the third harmonic (of zero ampli-
tude) degrades the threshold performance further. This describes the situation 
where one believes a third harmonic to be present when in fact there is not 
one: the estimator assuming only two harmonics performs better. This re-
sult seems consistent with that in Chapter 4 concerning the performance of a 
CPLL where the number of harmonics in the received signal is overestimated. 
See also the remarks in Section 7.3.6 for an explanation in terms of the black 
box approach.
Observe that the performances of the MLE in relation to the two and three 
harmonic signals are identical at high SNR. This is simply because the effective 
signal powers of the signals, as defined by A = J2k k2bk, and therefore the CR 
bound (see (2.18)), are identical. (Recall that the performance of the MLE 
meets the CR bound at high SNR.)
Comparison of the curves for signals (1) and (2) prompts the following 
interesting question. Suppose that (as previously discussed) an additional
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level of algorithm was incorporated into the MLE that was designed to detect 
rational harmonic outliers and derive accurate frequency estimates in their 
stead. Would this tend to equalize the respective threshold points in relation 
to (1) and (2)? In other words, we are asking whether or not rational har-
monic outliers are largely responsible for the higher SNR at threshold of (2) 
in comparison with (1).
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has defined and described two different types of threshold anal-
ysis possible for the MLE and EKF: the internal and the black box. It has 
presented, in detail, the results of the internal (or outlier) analysis applied to 
the understanding of the multiharmonic MLE threshold effect.
The major result of the chapter is an approximate expression for the mean 
square frequency error that is applicable both above threshold and below. 
The significance of the result is that it enables the drawing of performance 
curves showing threshold, and studies of the effects of changing problem pa-
rameters by doing calculations, which although complicated, are nevertheless 
simpler and less time consuming than Monte Carlo simulation. (This can be 
paraphrased by saying that the result permits the threshold effect to be estab-
lished theoretically as opposed to experimentally, via simulation.) We should 
point out that while the results of the internal analysis permit, in principle, 
the calculation of performance over the entire range of SNR, the nature of 
the approximations used in this chapter mean that performance may be calcu-
lated, with accuracy, only down to moderately low SNR’s within the threshold 
region. This is, however, more than sufficient for establishing the existence of 
a threshold point, and calculating performance in its vicinity.
Some of the problems of the internal approach include the fact that it 
does not provide insight into key quantities that might govern threshold, and 
that special numerical issues arise in the performance calculations due to the 
very small numbers involved in the evaluation of L (see the remarks at the 
beginning of Section 5.5). (The former difficulty is redressed by the black box 
approach of the next two chapters.)
The issue of rational harmonic outliers was also raised, and it was noted 
that their inclusion in the measure of performance of the MLE is in some ways 








Figure 5-5: Plot of log root mean square frequency estimation error versus 
SNR in dB for three different situations: (1) 6 = 4.24, (2) b = [4,2], and 




5.7 A p p en d ix  A: P ro o f o f  L em m a 5.3.1
Let = {k: k E and k < 1} and so E and
^3>(m) =  Now observe that = U {^: gcd(fc, m) = 1}.
Hence we have
# ^ m) = #4>Lm' l) + *(m)
and the lemma follows by iteration of this relationship.
5.8 A p p en d ix  B: P r o o f o f  L em m a 5.3 .2
In order to determine bounds on Fc{x) we use the following results from [28].
Definition 5.8.1 The random variables 7 \ , . . . ,  Tn are associ-
ated if
cov[/(7i,. . . ,  Tn),g(Ti, . . . ,  T„)] > 0
for all functions /  and g which are non-decreasing in each place, and
for which E f( T u . . . ,  Tn), Eg(Tu . . . ,  Tn) and E f ( T u . . . ,  Tn)g(Tu . . . ,  Tn)
exist.
The following two theorems are proven in [28].
Theorem 5.8.1
1. Any subset of associated random variables is associated.
2. If two sets of associated random variables are independent 
of each other, then their union is a set of associated random 
variables.
3. The set consisting of a single random variable is associated.
4. Non-decreasing functions of associated random variables are 
associated.
5. Independent random variables are associated.
Theorem 5.8.2 Let 7 \ , . . . ,  Tn be associated random variables,
V{ = / ,(T i,. . . ,  Xn), and /, non-decreasing (i = 1 , . . . ,  k). Then
Pr[Vi < . - ., Vk < sk] > f [  Pr[V; < Si] (5.57)
t=i
for all Si, . . . ,  Sk.
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Lower (upper) bound on Fg (x ) ( F g (x ))
The random variables defined by |A(u>jt)|2 and |A(u;/)|2 are independent for 
k ^  / (see [29], where it is shown that N  samples of a length N  DFT of white 
gaussian noise are independent). The elements of the set {|A(o>A:)|2 : 1 < k < 
N } are therefore associated random variables by point 5 of Theorem 5.8.1. 
From the definitions of Dk and L(u) in (5.22) and (5.14), there holds
m
Dk = '£,\A{iijk)\'2 . (5.58)
» =  1
The set {Dk : 1 < k < N}  therefore defines a set of nondecreasing functions 
of the associated random variables |A(-)|2, which by point 4 of Theorem 5.8.1 
are themselves associated. It follows trivially from point 1 of Theorem 5.8.1 
that {Dk : k £ A/*} defines a set of associated random variables. This fact, and 
Theorem 5.8.2, enables determination of a lower bound on Fg (x ) as follows. 





Suppose that we find the largest K, C N  with the property that the elements 
of the set {Dk : k £ X} are all mutually independent. Let df(X) denote the 
c.d.f. of the random variable X.  Suppose X  and Y  are independent random 
variables, then (see [30])
df[max(X, Y)} = df(X)df(T) . (5.63)
Fq (x ) = Pr(maxDfc < x) .
Application of Theorem 5.8.2 to the RHS of (5.59) gives
Pr(max J9jt < x) > JJ  Pr(Djt < x)
h e*
= [FDfc(x )]N- ' w - 1




FG( x ) < l - [ F Dk( x ) r ^ - '  .
U pper (lower) bound on Fg (x ) ( Fg (x ) )
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Therefore,
(5.64)df(max£>t ) = f d A x ) =
€ keK
since, by definition, the elements of {Dk : k 6 K,} are all independent. 
Given the definition of G in (5.29) there holds








We may then write
F g (x ) = P r(G < x) = Pr(X < x , Y  < x) = Fxy(x,x) (5.67)
where Fxv(x,x) is the joint c.d.f. of X  and Y.  It is easy to see that for any 
random variables X, Y,  there holds
FXy (x , x ) <  Fx {x) (5.68)
where Fx(x)  is the c.d.f. of X.  Therefore, for our particular X  and K,
Fg (x ) =  FXy (x , x ) < Fx (x),  (5.69)
where from (5.64)
Fx(x) = [FDt(x)}*^,
with the result that
Fo( x )< [F Dk(x)}*K .
(5.70)
(5.71)
We now need to calculate the cardinality of £ , # £ .  The following result 
helps us to find the cardinality of a large fC C  A f  with the property that the 
elements of the set {Dk : k £ K,} are all independent, by first defining a certain 
set K u.
Lemma 5.8.1 Let K n = { p i , . . . ,p v} be the set of all primes 
Pi such that m < pi < N.  Then the set Dn =  {Dk'-k £ K u ] 
contains only Dk which are mutually independent. Furthermore, 
# D U —  n(m, N)  = 7TN—i — where 7rn is the standard number
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theoretic function denoting the number of primes not exceeding n. 
Proof We need to show that for all pj, pi (E K n, there does not exist any 
i, k £ m}, i ^  k such that
ipj =  kpi.
This can be seen to be true since Pj,pi > m for all j , l .  Let II(m, N)  denote 
the number of primes p greater than or equal to m and less than N.  Clearly 
n(m , N) — #A 'n and II(m, N)  = tt^ - i — 7rm where 7rn is the number of primes 
not greater than n.
□
Note that while there is no simple formula for 7rn it can be calculated via enu-
meration for moderate n, and asymptotically using the prime number theorem 
(see [27]) (7rn ~  A table of II(m, N)  for m = 5 is given below.
N 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 65356
n(5,jv) 9 16 29 52 95 170 307 562 1026 1898 6540
We will assume that m, N  and r have been chosen so that the rational 
harmonic frequencies all coincide with bin frequencies. (See the comment 
after Lemma 5.3.1.) If we define
ftsub =  {pr : P € $sub} (5.72)
where $ 8Ub is, as previously defined, the se t{p:  p = 1/k , 2 < k < m ) , then 
it is easy to see (from the definition of $(m)) that the elements of \  7^ sUb are 
not prime (note that 7£8Ub C TV). Thus there can be at most #7Vub — m — 1 
elements of K n that belong to Tl and which therefore do not belong to Af. 
Those elements are simply the subharmonic frequency indices that are prime. 
One way to derive a large set AC C Af with the desired property, is simply to 
remove from K n those indices that do not belong to Af. Those indices can only 
be prime subharmonic indices, of which there are at most m — 1. Therefore 
define
K i  K n \  f t5llb. (5.73)
There then holds
#)C > n(m , N) — m + 1 . (5-74)
We remark that some further work might be able to establish just how
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many elements of 7£9Ub, given m, r and N,  are prime. We feel that this effort 
is hardly justified in view of the observed insensitivity of calculations based 
on the above results with respect to small changes in the bound in (5.74). 
Combination of (5.74) and (5.71) gives
Fa{x) < [FDi(x)]n(’"'JV)— +1 (5.75)
and
Fc(x) > 1 -  [FD,(x)]n(mJV)- m+1 . 
This concludes the proof of Lemma (5.3.2).
5.9 A p p en d ix  C: D eriva tion  o f Fok, k ^  r, and
f D r
T he c.d .f. of Dk, k /  r
First consider Dk. We have
» = 1  i = i
where Ck is a quantity used by Rife and Boorstyn [4]. They give the p.d.f. of 
Ck as:
/V nr / - I V r  2 \
(5.77), , , Nx - N x 2 f Ci(x) = — ex p l - ^ j -
for x > 0 and zero otherwise. We require fc-i(x). Given a random variable X , 
with p.d.f. f \ ,  then the p.d.f. of Y  = X 2 is given by [30]
f r(y)  = X : ( f x ( V y )  + f x ( - V y ) ) -  
1y/y
(5.78)
Combining (5.77) and (5.78) gives
f c l {x) = V 5 /c ‘ (v/i) 
N  
2 ^
( — Nx  
exp
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Now observe that the p.d.f. of a x2 random variable with v degrees of freedom
M x )  =  exp f f ) * * " 1-
We can thus see that (^-jr  ^ is x2 with 2 degrees of freedom.
Since Dk =  YljLi Cj ? and all the Cj are i.i.d., is x2 with 2m degrees
of freedom. Thus
f o k{x)
N  1 / -7Vx\
<72 2mr(m )  ^ V 2<72 / \  cr2 /
x > 0. (5.79)
The cumulative distribution of a x2 random variable with v degrees of freedom 
is
F{y) = /oW ( , / 2 ) eXP (i)li~'dt2‘'/2T(v/2
1 -7(5 ,1),T(^/2) 2 2
and -y(-,-) is the incomplete gamma function
7 ( a , x ) =  /  e~‘t“~idt.
Jo
Thus we can write the distribution function of Dk as
(5.80)
(5.81)
The p.d.f. o f D r
We determine the distribution of Dr in terms of quantities defined by Rife and 
Boorstyn. We have
m
Dr = E  Cr.
*=1
and CT}i is distributed identically to Rife and Boorstyn’s Cr (see equation (54), 
[4]). They give the p.d.f. of Cr (a Rician random variable) as:
Nx
fc r(x) = —  exp(T1
- N { x 2 + bl)
5
where 6o is the amplitude of the single tone and Ik is the modified Bessel 





exp z Nj y  ± bfr
2 cr2 Io
f Nbp^y\
This can be seen to be of the same form as a non-central \ 2 distribution. 
The p.d.f. of a non-central x 2 random variable with v degrees of freedom and 
non-centrality parameter A is (see [31]):
f x \
U )  exp [t ( a + x )
(5.82)
Comparison of these densities shows that is non-central \ 2 with 2 de-
grees of freedom and non-centrality parameter A = b%. Hence using the con-
volution properties of the non-central x2 distribution (from [31]) and the fact 
that all the CV,, are i.i.d., we can conclude that ( ^ r 1) is non-central x2 with 
2m degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter A = YITLi 6?. Thus the 
p.d.f. of Dr is
f o A x )=£ G exp r- NL2<72 (A + x) o L (5.83)
where A = b\.
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C hapter 6
Threshold A nalysis II — Single 
Tone MLE
6.1 In tro d u ctio n
This section serves as an introduction to both this chapter and the next, 
the two being closely related. The major preoccupation of these chapters is 
the application of the “black box” philosophy to the understanding of the 
threshold effect for both the single tone and multiharmonic MLE’s, two of the 
outstanding issues discussed at the beginning of the last chapter.
As earlier described, the philosophy of the black box approach is to seek 
symptoms rather than causes of the threshold effect. The importance of the 
approach is revealed in the ease and power of its application, in particular with 
regard to the multiharmonic case. This contrasts markedly with the singularly 
complicated outlier analysis of the last chapter which did not provide a good 
insight into the processes or parameters determining threshold.
The original motivation for the methodology of the black box approach has 
come, as already mentioned, from the fact that the performance threshold of 
the PLL is characterized, or symptomized, by a critical level of phase error, 
this level being calculated on the basis of a linear model of the PLL. This 
leads to the perhaps startling claim (in view of the disparity between the two 
problems) that a similar characterization is possible for the single tone ML 
frequency estimation problem. We subsequently demonstrate the veracity of 
the claim, and perhaps of greater importance, extend, in the next chapter, the 
result to the multiharmonic case.
A question of great interest then arises. Given the results of the symp-



















Figure 6-1: Parameters characterizing threshold in black box approach
be found for the threshold effect associated with the CPLL (i.e., the multihar-
monic version of the PLL, as defined in Chapter 4)? This, in a sense, would 
‘‘complete the cycle” of conjecture that began with the classical PLL, as shown 
in Figure 6-1. This idea forms part of the future work discussed in the final 
chapter.
In Section 6.2, a discrete time formulation of the estimation problem and 
a detailed description of the approach are given. Section 6.3 is concerned 
with the calculation of approximate expressions for the ML estimation error 
variances. (It turns out that the onset of threshold can be related to the 
failure of assumptions underlying these approximations.) Lastly, Section 6.4 
demonstrates the rapprochement of the theoretical results of Section 6.3 with 
the experimental results of [4].
6.2 P rob lem  F orm ulation
In this section, we present an expanded version of the single tone problem 
formulation given in relation to the outlier analysis of Rife and Boorstyn in 
the last chapter. We consider the following underlying real signal
s(t) =  6q c o s (u>0t +  0o) (6.1)
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with Hilbert Transform (defined in Chapter 2 and [10])
s(t) =  fro sin (io0t +  0O) • (6-2)
The parameters fro, u>o and 90 are assumed constant but unknown. Suppose 
that a set of N  discrete noisy measurements are taken at intervals of T  seconds 
beginning at time t0 seconds:
X n =  s(t0 +  nT)  T w(t0 +  nT)  (6.3a)
Yn =  s(t0 +  nT)  +  w(t0 +  nT) (6.3b)
(where 0 <  n <  N  — 1). The sequence w defines a zero-mean white, gaussian
noise process of variance a 2. The sequence w is suitably defined in terms of the
Hilbert Transform of w such that w is also a zero-mean white, gaussian noise 
process of variance cr2 and is furthermore independent of w (see Appendix A 
of Chapter 2).
6.2.1 ML estim ation of l j q  and 0O
Given N  noisy measurements of the complex tone X n + j Y n, the ML estimates 
of the frequency co0 and the phase 0O are given by (see [4])
u j  =  arg max|i4(u;)| (6.4a)
0 =  iA (ü )  (6.4b)
where
^(w) =  +  i Yn) exP ( ~ nj u T )  • (6-5)
iV 71=0
These formulae hold whether the amplitude fro is known or not and are easy to 
derive. In the following, we assume that the amplitude is known. Also, for the 
sake of simplicity, the time of commencement of measurements, t0, is assumed 
to be zero.
Associated with the ML estimates are the Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds. These 
are lower bounds on the ML estimation error variances (and in general on 
the estimation error variances of any unbiased estimator). For fixed SNR 
and sufficiently large Ar, or equivalently, fixed N  and sufficiently high SNR, 
the actual ML estimation error variances are given approximately by the CR 
bounds. The region of values of SNR (for a given N)  for which this holds will 
be referred to as the linear region. The CR bounds for the case where both
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frequency and phase are unknown are given below. (These expressions are 








As described in the last chapter, computation of Cj  and 9, given the data, 
proceeds, in practice, by first performing a “coarse search” for the global max-
imum of |A(u)|, e.g., via an N  point Fast Fourier Transform, followed by a 
“fine search” initialized by the result of the coarse search. The fine search 
is generally performed by some kind of numerical maximization algorithm, ( 
e.g., the secant method [4], [32]). The function |A(o;)| normally has a number 
of local maxima in addition to the global maximum corresponding to the fre-
quency estimate Cj . For high SNR, this global maximum occurs, with very high 
probability, near to the true frequency uo- However, as the measurement noise 
intensity increases, the outlying maxima may increase in amplitude, with the 
result that the probability that the global maximum lies a “long way” from 
the the true frequency increases rapidly. This is the essence of the threshold 
effect as understood in terms of probabilities of outlying global maxima (or 
outliers).
In this chapter, we are not so much concerned with the practical issues of 
implementation or with the theory of outliers as with an alternative descrip-
tion of the threshold phenomenon. This alternative description is inherently 
different to the internal, causative explanation of threshold afforded by the 
idea of outliers and may be outlined as follows.
Suppose that approximate expressions for Cj  and 9 (denoted by u* and 
0* respectively) are calculated such that the associated error variances are 
identical to the CR bounds given in (6.6a) and (6.6b). Suppose also that 
the validity of the approximate error variances so calculated depends on a 
certain fundamental quantity being kept sufficiently “small”. Then suppose 
that the threshold region is defined to be those values of SNR (or a2) for which 
the actual estimation error variances differ significantly from the approximate 
error variances (or CR bounds). Since close agreement between the actual 
and approximate error variances is guaranteed if the fundamental quantity 
is kept “small”, then the region of disagreement (i.e. the threshold region) 
must correspond to values of SNR for which the fundamental quantity is not
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sufficiently “small”. The onset of threshold may then be characterized as being 
the point where the fundamental quantity exceeds some critical value.
In the next section an approximation fitting the above description is de-
fined, along with the associated fundamental quantity. The strength of this 
approach lies in its simplicity. It avoids the details and difficulties of the outlier 
theory, yet is able to predict the onset of threshold.
6 .3  C alcu lation  o f A p p rox im ate  E stim a tio n  
Error V ariances
6.3.1 Prelim inaries
This section considers a particular approximation to the value of to maximizing 
|A(u>)|. The expression for T(ü;) given in (6.5) may be decomposed into the 
sum of two parts: one part due to the measurement noise, No and the other 
part due to the deterministic signal, A0, as follows.
j4(u ) =  Aq(ü;) +  Nq(w ) (6.7)
where
4> M  = T7 Y l  is (n T ) +  j K n T )\ exP ( - n j u T )  (6.8)
n = 0
and
I N - l
N0(l j ) =  —  ^2 [w inT)  +  jw(nT)]  exp (—nju>T) . (6.9)
™  n = 0
(Recall that the time of commencement of measurements, is assumed to be 
zero.)
From (6.1) and (6.2), (6.8) is easily calculated to be
A>(6) =  boexp[j (N -  1)6 +  jfl0]-jy-sjng ( 6. 10)
where
6 ä ( w o - ü > ) j .  (6. 11)
The part due to the noise is given by
I N - l




v(nT)  = [w(nT) +  jw(nT)]exp (—njio0T) = vr(nT) +  jvi (nT)  . (6.13)
It is easy to see, given the definitions of tc(-) and ih(-), that vr(*) and t\(-) 
are independent, zero-mean, white, gaussian noise processes of variance <r2. 
One further observation is possible, namely that v (n T ) can be expressed, in a 
standard way, by
v(nT)  =  u(nT)  exp (j<f>n) (6.14)
where u(-) is an independent random process with samples that are Rayleigh 
distributed, and </>n is an independent random process with samples that are 
uniformly distributed on [ 0, 2tt ]. The part due to the noise may then be 
expressed as
i  N - l
N0(6) =  — ^2 u(nT) exp exp (2njS) . (6.15)
^  n = 0
6.3.2 Calculation o f E(<5*)2
The ultimate aim of this section is to compute an approximate expression 
for E(u; — u>0)2. Suppose that 6* is an approximation to the value of 6 that 
maximizes |j4(£)|, then in view of the definition of S in (6.11), there holds 
Cj  ~  u>o — 26*/ T  and an approximate expression for E(£ — u>0)2 is given by 
^E(<S*)2. Given (6.7), the squared magnitude of A(<$) is expressed by
|A(<5)|2 =  |/lo(-5)|2 +  2Re [Ao(«)W0(«)] +  |iV0(,5)|2 (6.16)
where the overbar (•) denotes complex conjugation. The problem is to de-
termine an approximation, 6* to the value of 6 maximizing |A(<$)|2, or more 
strictly speaking, an approximation to its mean square value. (Clearly the 
value of 6 that maximizes |,4(6)|2 also maximizes |,4(<S)|.) The approximation 
procedure can be broadly summarized as follows.
• Approximations for each summand of (6.16) valid to second order in 
(N6)  are obtained in Appendix A. |A(<5)|2 may then be approximated by 
the following quadratic expression,
\A{6)\2 *  a 0 +  ai6 +  a 2S2 (6.17)
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where
n = 0  1 n = 0
0 < k < l < N - l
n = 0
u(kT)u(lT) sm (<t>k -  <f>i){k -  /) (6.18b)
0 < k < l < N - l
n = 0
~  E  u(kT)u(lT)cos ( A  - * , ) ( * -  /)2. (6.18c)
0 < k < l < N - l
• The coefficients ao, c*i and «2 obtained in the first stage of the approx-
imation procedure are random variables since they depend on the real-
ization of the measurement noise process. Approximations to each of the 
coefficients are obtained by neglecting those terms in each of the expres-
sions (6.18a)-(6.18c) whose sum has comparatively small mean square 
value. This results in the expressions (6.19a)-(6.19c) below.
A more detailed description of each stage of the approximation procedure, 
including a derivation of the coefficients a 0, &\ and a 2 may be found in Ap-
pendices A and B. For now, we will be content with stating the approximate 
coefficients:





(Note that c*o is not used to calculate 6*. It would be needed however, to 
calculate the ML estimate of the amplitude &o, if the amplitude was assumed 
to be unknown. In this case, the amplitude estimate is given, from [4], by
R em arks:
• The approximation procedure is of theoretical utility only: it is used for 
the sole purpose of calculating an approximation to E(u> — u>o)2.
• As far as the approximation that neglects terms of comparatively small 
mean square value in the expressions for c*o, c*i and a2 is concerned, we 
remark that: there will exist realizations of the measurement noise pro-
cess for which this neglect is not justified (i.e. for a particular realization, 
the magnitudes of terms that are neglected may actually be greater than 
that of those retained). The point is, the probability of such a realization 
is small (provided that the SNR is sufficiently high), so that, as a means 
of obtaining approximations to averaged quantities (i.e. over all possible 
noise realizations), this procedure is valid. In other words, the definition 
of 8* in terms of a single noise realization is simply a means towards an 
end, that end being the determination of an approximate expression for 
the averaged quantity E(u> — u>o)2.
• A similar comment applies in relation to the maximization of the quadratic 
expression for |A(u)|2. In order for a maximum to exist (that is, in order 
for (6.20) to be meaningful), a 2 (in (6.18c)) must be negative. There 
will exist realizations of the measurement noise process for which this is 
not the case. However, such realizations will be rare for suitably high 
SNR.
The quantity E(<$*)2 may now be calculated with the aid of (6.19b), (6.19c) 
and (6.20),
E(<H2 { £  (N ~  1 -  sin (<f>n - ( 6.21)
Observe that, since 60 is a deterministic (though unknown) quantity, (<f)n — 0o) 
is a random variable uniformly distributed on the interval [ 0,27T ]. There-
fore u(nT) sin (</>n — 60) defines a zero-mean, white, gaussian noise process of 
variance a2. Then (6.21) becomes
1 - 2«) 2 . (6.22)
° 0 iv  n = 0
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For large N  some algebra reveals that this may be written
W  ^  • (6-23)
Therefore an approximate expression for the frequency estimation error vari-
ance is given by
1 9 / t 2
E(£ -  u>0 ) 2 a; E(w* -  uj0 ) 2 = 6^'24^
which is in agreement with the CR bound for frequency estimation given in 
(6.6a).
6 .3 .3  A p p ro x im a te  p h ase error varian ce
A similar procedure to the foregoing yields an approximate expression for the 
phase estimation error variance. In view of (6.4b) define
r  = lA (6.25)
where 6* “approximately” maximizes jA(<$)|. 6* is then an “approximate” ML 
estimate of 0o. Then, from (6.7), (6.10) and (6.15) there holds
A(8~) = boexpÜ(N -  1)6' + j$ o ]? P j^p + ^j  u(nT)exp(j<t>„)exp(2nj6').
(6.26)
Define
Ä(£*) = A(6‘)exp(-jÖ 0) • (6.27)
Then define
e = /.A(6') = 0 ' - 0 o . (6.28)
The problem is to determine E(#)2. This is the approximation to the phase 
estimation error variance that we seek. The first step is to obtain an expression 
for 0. The tangent of 6 can be expressed by
tan 9 = ImÄ(6*)
ReA(6*)
bo tan (N  — !)<!>* -F Y2n=0 U(nT) 9‘n  ( ^ n ~ g 0 + 2 n g *)cos (Af —1)6* sin N 6 * / sin 6*
l  I u(n T) co* (<t>n - 0 o+2n6*)
^  ' cos ( N —l)6* sin NS*/  sin <5*
(6.29)
As in the calculation for E(<$*)2, an expression valid to second order in N6*
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for tan 9 is given by
tan 0 ~  ~  ^  ^ ^ =()1 u(n T  ^sin ~  ) +  77 £^= 0* 2nu(nT) cos (<i>n -  60)
bo 4- jj  Yln=o u{n T ) cos (<t>n -  Oo) -  6* Yln=o 2nu(nT)  sin (<f>n -  0o)
(6.30)
The second step in the approximation procedure involves neglecting terms in 
both the numerator and denominator of (6.30) whose sum has comparatively 
small mean square value in relation to that of the remainder, (see comments 
in Appendix B). The expression for tan# then becomes
1 N ~ l
tan 9 «  (N  — 1)<$* +  —— V] u(nT)  sin (<f)n — 90) . (6.31)
n=o
For sufficiently small 9 there holds
1 N ~ 1
9 «  tan 9 ~  (N  — 1)6* -f — — u(nT)  sin (<f>n — 90) . (6.32)
bo^ n=0
After substitution for 6* from (6.20), there results
I N - 1
9 »  T-rn E  [N * +  3(JV -  l ) 2 -  6 n(N- 1)] u{nT)  sin (<f>n -  90
bo»3 „=o 
For large N  this is approximately
I N - 1
9 «  ■ —■ ■ 3 [4^ 2 ~  u(nT) sin (<f>n -  90) .
bo^  n = 0
(6.34)
The approximate phase error variance (valid for large N )  is then given by
*  ~  An-2
E(9 -  9 o f  m E(ö)2 =  ^  . (6.35)
This expression is in agreement with the CR bound for phase estimation given 
in (6.6b).
6.3.4 Sum mary
This section has derived approximate expressions for the phase and frequency 
estimation error variances that are in agreement with the CR bounds. The 
nature of the approximations involved may be identified as
• approximation of random quantities by other random quantities such 
that the mean square approximation error is much less than the mean
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square value of the approximand. This approximation depends on a 
sufficiently large value of N.
• neglect of terms of order ( iV<$*)3 and above in the expressions for |A(6*)| 
and lA(S*). The error incurred will be suitably small provided that NS* 
is sufficiently small (on average).
6.3.5 Fundam ental Q uantity
The task of this section has been to define an approximation suitable for 
characterization of the threshold point. As foreshadowed in Section 2, such 
an approximation has a region of validity determined by the level of a certain 
fundamental quantity. This quantity may be identified, in the wake of the 
preceding theoretical results, as follows. Subsection 6.3.4 stated that: the 
approximation defined earlier in the section depends, for its validity, upon 
NS* being, on average, small. More precisely, the mean square value of NS* 
given, see (6.23), by
m n 2 = ^  (6.36)
should be kept small to ensure small approximation error. Now (6.35) shows 
that the mean square value of NS* is proportional to the approximate phase 
error variance. We therefore conclude, on the basis of these theoretical results, 
that the fundamental quantity determining the approximation validity, and 
hence the onset of threshold, is none other than the approximate phase error 
variance (or the CR bound for phase estimation). In other words, a certain 
level of phase error is tolerable before a dramatic deterioration in frequency 
estimation performance is exhibited by the ML algorithm. Experimental sup-
port for this conclusion is the subject of the next section.
6.4  A greem en t w ith  S im u lation  D a ta
In Section 6.2, the philosophy of our approach to understanding the threshold 
phenomenon was outlined. It asserted in part, that the threshold effect could 
be associated with the failure of a particular approximation used to calcu-
late the phase and frequency error variance, as determined by the value of a 
certain quantity exceeding some critical level. In Section 6.3 an approximate 
method of calculating these variances was defined and the associated quantity, 
(the approximate phase error variance), identified. In this section, we present 
experimental evidence in support of this assertion.
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Table 6.1: SNR and frequency error variance at threshold (Rife and
Boorstyn)
Reproduced in Figure 6-2 are the theoretical and experimental performance 
curves presented in [4] for ML estimation of the frequency of a single complex 
tone, for various values of N.  The SNR (in decibels) for this figure is defined 
to be
SNR= 1 0 1 o g (^ )  . (6.37)
The threshold point for each value of N  is defined to be the “knee” of the asso-
ciated performance curve. Obtained from Figure 6-2 and collated in Table 6.1 
are approximate values of SNR and mean square frequency error at threshold, 
for each value of N.  The following conclusions are possible:
1. The curves show that threshold occurs approximately at the same fixed 
value of phase error variance and is hence associated with the failure of 
a certain approximation.
proof: Mean Square (m.s.) phase error = E(0)2 = Doubling N  
and halving the SNR leaves the m.s. phase error unchanged. Doubling 
N  ensures that threshold ensues at half the SNR. This is borne out by 
Table 6.1. Therefore threshold occurs at roughly the same value of m.s. 
phase error for different values of N. The approximate expressions for 
m.s. phase and frequency error are valid provided (NS*) is (on average)
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small. Recall that the m.s. value of (NS*) is given by
E (NS*)2 = 3 (7 2w = -  x m.s. phase error 4 (6.38)
Hence threshold is associated with a roughly fixed m.s. value of (NS*) 
for different values of N. At values of SNR lower than that associated 
with the threshold point (for a fixed value of Ar), the m.s. value of 
(NS*) is greater than that at threshold. From Figure 6-2, we see that for 
such values of SNR, the approximate values of frequency error variance 
no longer agree with actual values, i.e., the approximation is invalid for 
values of E(NS*)2 greater than that at the threshold point.
2. The m.s. phase error associated with threshold is roughly 0.0625 rad2. 
(To see this, consider N  = 32. Then threshold occurs at roughly OdB. 
Therefore the m.s. phase error = 2 x = 0.0625 rad2.)
Rem ark: Standard deviation in NS* at threshold is 0.2165 rad, at which 
point the linear approximation sin NS* = NS*, behind many of our cal-
culations, has an error of 0.79%.
3. The m.s. frequency error is consistent with that predicted by the approx-
imate formula of (6.24)-
proof: From (6.24) and (6.35) there holds
3
m.s. frequency error = j ,2j^ 2 x m.s. phase error . (6.39)
For N  = 512, the rms frequency error is given by Table 6.1 to be 
2.5 rad.s-1. (T  = ^ qS.) From (6.39) and point 2 the formula gives, 
at threshold,
rms frequency error =  as 2 rad.s-1
M J 4x512
6.5 C onclusions
This chapter has considered a novel approach to the understanding of the 
threshold effect associated with ML frequency estimation. It has demonstrated 
that threshold is characterized by the phase estimation error variance attain-
ing a critical level, beyond which a certain approximate method of calculating
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SIMULATION RESULTS 
SHOWN BY O AND O
N »16
SNR dB
Approximate performance of ML frequency estimate of single 
complex tone at 2000 Hz, with unknown phase. 1 IT is 4000 Hz.
Figure 6-2: ML frequency estimation performance (from Rife and Boorstyn)
the ML estimation performance is no longer accurate. The approach offers 
alternative insight into the threshold phenomenon to that provided by the 
outlier theory of [4] and appears closely related to known results concerning 
the threshold effect for PLL’s. For example, in [23] it is stated that for a PLL 
applied to a sinusoid with a particular type of frequency variation, threshold-
ing behaviour is observed upon the phase error variance reaching 0.25 rad2. 
This situation differs in some important respects from the finite observation-
time estimation problem (with constant frequency) dealt with in this chapter, 
in that it is centred on a continuous-time, infinite observation-time tracking 
problem, with varying frequency. As well, the notion of phase in the approach 
of [23] is somewhat different. There it is defined to be the argument of the 
received sinusoid, i.e., a total phase (the integral of the frequency variation 
plus initial phase), not just the initial phase, 90, as treated in this chapter. 
For our problem, the analogue of phase as used in the sense of [23] is given by
0 O = NTuio + 60 (6.41)
which we will term the total phase. An estimate of the total phase is then 
given by
0* = NTu" + 0’ . (6.42)
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It is evident from (6.11), (6.28), (6.41) and (6.42) that
E { 0 ' - 6 o}2 = e (
2N
~Y (6.43)
Using the expressions for 8* and 9 in (3.73) and (6.34), we find, after some 
calculation, that
In other words, the total phase is the parameter of importance with regard to 
threshold for ML estimation, just as is its analogue for PLL’s.
In the next chapter, the full power of the black box approach is revealed in 
its successful application to the problem of characterizing the onset of threshold 
for the multiharmonic case.
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6.6  A p p en d ix  A: Second O rder A pproxim a-
tio n s
In this appendix, we catalogue the various second order approximations made 
in the main body of the chapter with respect to |A(6)|2 only. (Those for iA(6) 
are of essentially the same nature.) The approximations are obtained in a 
straightforward fashion using standard results.
6 .6.1 |A(<5)|2
Consider each summand of (6.16) separately.
1 .
\ M * ) \
2 6gsin(Ar<5)2
(6.45)N 2 sin 62
From the McLaurin series for sine and the expansion of expressions of 
the form (1 — x)_1, there holds
5! 36
Squaring the expression in (6.46) gives
sin (NS?
N 2smS2 \  3! /
with the result that, to second order in <S,
N 2 -  1
62 + (6.47)
|A >(*)|2 =  b20 1 - 2 (6.48)
(The error involved in approximating |j4o(<$)|2 by the above quadratic 
expression is small provided NS is sufficiently small. This comment 
applies generally throughout this appendix.)
2. 2Re[A0{6)No(6)}:
Combination of (6.10) and (6.15) yields




Expansion of the cosine terms within the summation above gives
cos [(N — 1 — 2n)S — <t>n 4- #0]
=  cos [(N — 1 — 2n)S] cos ((f>n — 0O) +  sin (<j>n — 0O) sin [(N — 1 — 2n)6] 
( N - \ - 2 n f 6 2 
1 2! +
=  cos ((f)n -  So) 
+  sin (4>n -  0O) (6.50)
From an earlier result (6.46), we have 
sin (NS)  1
TV2 sin 6 N 1 -
(6.51)
Substitution of (6.50) and (6.51) into (6.49) yields, upon neglect of terms 
of order three and above,
2Re [/lo(<$)iVo(<5)]
= ~ w Y ^  u(nT)cos (<)>„ -  0o) - ^  E  cos (<t>n 
N-l
n = 0 N n= 0
bo(N2 -  1) , u2
2^ u(nT)  cos (0n -  0o)o
3jV n = 0
9» N-l
4-—  w(nT) sin (<£n -  0o)(N -  1 -  2n)<  ^ .
^  n = 0
(6.52)
3. |A W ) |2:
From (6.15) there holds
N - 1
l%(<5)|2 =  ^  E  «2(n7’) + ^ 5 E  cos((** -  *,) +  2(fc -  1)6}
n = 0 0 < k < l< N - \
(6.53)
Expanding the cosine terms and substituting the McLaurin series for 
sine and cosine as before, gives
1 N - 1
\No(6) I2 =  - ^ E “ V 0
iV n = 0
+  TH Ü  u(kT)u( lT)  cos ((f)k — (f>i)
0 < k < l< N - l
, 2(fc -  ly s 2
2!
-  E  u(kT)l sin -  ^i) [2(fc -  /)« H------] .(6.54)
^  0 < k < l< N - l
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Neglecting terms of order three and above yields
\No(S)\2 =  ~  £  A " T )  + 4-2 £  u(kT)u(lT) cos (<t>k -  *,)





E  u(ibrM/r)Si n ( ^ - ^ ) ( Ä : - / )
0 < k < l < N - \
( k - i yY u{kT)u(lT) cos (<f>k -  (f>i)-
0 < k < l < N - l 2 !
(6.55)
Combination of (6.48), (6.52) and (6.55) defines a quadratic approximation to 
|A(<$)|2 as follows,
|A(6)|2 = a 0 + ai6 + a2S2 (6.56)
where a 0, a i and a2 are given by (6.18a)-(6.18c). The approximation error is 
small provided that NS is sufficiently small.
6.7  A p p en d ix  B: A p p rox im ation  o f 6*
In this appendix, we detail the second style of approximation used in the 
computation of the linear region error variances. As stated in Section 6.3, 
it involves the approximation, in a mean square sense, of random variables 
by other random variables. The details in this appendix are concerned only 
with the calculation of the mean square value of 8*. Those relating to the 
calculation of the mean square value of the phase error, 0, are essentially the 
same and will not be repeated here.
Firstly consider the expression in (6.18b) for oq. Let
ai = A  + A  (6.57)
where the definitions of A aRd A  may deduced from (6.18b). The following 
Facts form the basis for approximation of ol\ and a 2.
Fact 1 Let Vq(N) denote the set of polynomials in N  of degree 
q. Then the mean square values of ß\ and ß2 are given by
(a)
4i2 I-"-'
E(/?i)2 = -r^E £ ( A T - 1 - 2 n ) u( n 7 > n ( ^ n -0o)
^  l  71=0
N - 1




where p £ 'Ps(N).
(b)
0 < k < l < N - l  0 < m < n < N - \
E W(k’1) E
16
~ N * P
(6.59)
where
W(k,  l) = u(kT)u(lT)s i n ( ^  -  -  l) . (6.60)
and p E V 4(N).
proof:
(a) (6.58) follows straightforwardly from the fact tha t u(nT)  sin (<f>n — 90) de-
fines a zero-mean, white, gaussian noise process of variance a2.
(b) Observe th a t W(k, l )  can be rewritten as
where ur (-) and «,-(■) are defined in (6.13). Application of the standard result
A'i , X 2, . . . ,  X g for q =  4:
E ( X 1X 2X 3X 4) =  e (x 1x 2)E(x 3x 4) + e (x 1x 3)E(x 2x 4)-e e (x 1x 4)e (x 2x 3) .
(6.62)
enables the expression for the mean square value of ß2 given in (6.59) to be 
simplified to
W(k,  l) 4  [vr(kT)vi(l-  Vj(kT)vr(lT)} (6.61)
for the expectation of a product of q zero-mean gaussian random variables
(6.63)
It is not difficult to establish that
E (*-o2 e v m (6.64)
0 < k < l < N —l
which concludes the proof. W
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Secondly, consider the expression in (6.18c) for a 2. Let
Ö2 = 7i + 72 4- 73 + 74 (6.65)
where 71, 72, 73, and 74 correspond in an obvious way to the terms on the 
RHS of (6.18c).
Fact 2 The mean square value of a 2 — 71 is given by 
E(c*2 -  7l)2 = E(72 + 73 + ~u)2 Jj^P ( 6.66)
where p E Vi(N).
proof: Consider the cross-correlation terms in the expansion of the LHS 
of (6.66):
2b2 1 N~l yv_1
E(7 2 7 3) = -^ E   ^ u(n T ) cos (<f>n -  60) u{pT) cos ((j>p -  60)(N -  1 -  2p):
'' 1 n = 0  p—0
9 b2
= ^ V £ ( J V - l - 2 n ) ;
0 n=0
G V3(N) . (6.67)
Also, from the fact that E(A\ • • • X q) = 0, for q odd and A \ , . . . ,  X q zero- 
mean gaussian random variables, there holds
E(7274) =  E(7374) =  0 . (6.68)







bo*2 \ ^ , Ar n 0 \4 h * 2
m  5(iV 1 2"> = m  Pl (6.69b)
E(7<)2 = £  (k ~ l) = 77? P2
0 < k < l < N - \
(6.69c)
where p\ E Vs(N)  and p2 6 Ve(N).  Combination of the auto and cross 
correlation terms establishes the fact.
VV
Recall from Section 3 that an approximate value of 6 maximizing |A(<$)|2
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is given (from (6.20) by
6* =  — ß\ +  ßl
2 [71 +  (72 +  73 +  74)]
(6.70)
This quantity is a quotient of two random variables. We will ignore considera-
tions of a technical, probability-theoretic nature and treat 6* as a well defined 
random variable that can be approximated in a mean square sense, for large 
N , by
R,
(6.71)S’ =  .
27i
Fact 1 shows that for large N , the mean square value of /?2 is negligible in 
comparison to that of ß\. Therefore, in the computation of the mean square 
value of 6*, 07 =  ß\ +  /?2 may be replaced by 07 =  ß\. Consideration of 
Fact 2 and a similar style of argument permits replacement of a 2 by 71 in the 
computation of the mean square value of 6*.
(We remark that — ^  is a well defined random variable since its denomi-
nator is deterministic and nonzero. Treating 6* for a particular N  (as defined 
in (6.70)) as an element of a sequence of random variables indexed by TV, a 
rigorous justification of the approximation procedure would require proving 
that the sequence so defined, converges in mean square to the RHS of (6.71).)
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Chapter 7
Threshold Analysis III — 
Multiharmonic MLE
7.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter, the black box analysis is extended to the case of the multi-
harmonic MLE. We demonstrate that the threshold effect associated with the 
multiharmonic MLE is characterized by the value of a certain parameter which 
turns out to be related to the CR bounds on the harmonic phase estimation 
error variances.
In contrast to the outlier analysis of Chapter 5, this parameter provides 
a straightforward means, in terms of known prior quantities such as the SNR 
and the number of measurements, of predicting the location of the threshold 
point. The approach is therefore of considerable practical importance. The 
key result of the chapter (apart from the derivation of the relevant parameter) 
is an approximation that transforms the problem into one very similar to that 
for the single tone case.
The discussion follows a similar format to that for the single tone case. 
In Section 7.2, a discrete time formulation of the estimation problem and 
a detailed description of the approach are given. Section 7.3 is concerned 
with the calculation of approximate expressions for the ML estimation error 
variances and presenting the ‘‘indicator” of threshold. Lastly, Section 7.4 
presents supporting experimental evidence for the theoretical results of Section 
7.3.
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7.2 Problem  Formulation
The following is an expanded treatment of the formulation of the multihar-
monic ML estimation problem given in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. We consider 
the following underlying real signal comprising m harmonics
m
s{t) =  J2bk cos (kuot +  6k) (7.1)
k=l
with Hilbert Transform (defined in [10])
m
s(t) =  bkün(kuot +  9k) . (7.2)
Jt=i
The parameters 6i , . . . ,  6m,u;0, . . . ,  0m, are assumed constant but unknown. 
Suppose that a set of N  discrete noisy measurements are taken at intervals of 
T  seconds beginning at time t0 seconds:
X n =  s(t0 T nT)  T w(t0 T nT)  (7.3a)
Yn =  s(t0 -f nT)  +  w(t0 +  nT)  (7.3b)
(where 0 < n <  N  — l). The sequence w defines a zero-mean white, gaussian
noise process of variance a 2. As discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, the sequence w
is suitably defined in terms of the Hilbert Transform of w such that w is also 
a zero-mean white, gaussian noise process of variance a 2 and is furthermore 
independent of w.
7.2.1 M axim um  Likelihood E stim ation
Suppose that N  noisy measurements X n -f jY n, n =  1 , . . . ,  Ar, of the multihar-
monic signal are made. ML estimation of the harmonic amplitudes &i,. . . ,  bm\ 
the fundamental frequency to0 and the harmonic phases . . . ,  6m proceeds as 
follows. From [7] and [9] it is seen that the ML estimates maximize
m i TV —1
L =  {2&fcRe exp (~jOk)A(ku) -  b2k} ~ — ^  ]T cos n(k -  l)uT  +  0k -  0i
(7.4)
k=i k ? l  n = 0
where
N  — 1
A(u) =  L  ^2 (Xn +  j Y n (7.5)
n = 0
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The second term on the RHS of (7.4) may be neglected for sufficiently large 
N  (see [7] and [9]) to give
m
L % {2^R e exp (- jOk)A(kCj)\
k = 1
(7.6)
Maximization of (7.6) yields an approximate ML estimate Cj  of the fundamental 
frequency u>0 for the two cases below:
A m p litu d es known:
m
Cj  = arg max bi\A(luj)\ (7-7)
/ = i
A m p litu d es unknown:
m
Cj  = arg max \ A ( I u j )\2 . (7.8)
i = i
In the foregoing, the harmonic phases 9\, . . . , 0m are assumed unknown. In 
this case, maximization of (7.6) with respect to the harmonic phases gives an 
approximate ML estimate 0k of the kth harmonic phase as follows,
9k = lA(kCj) . (7.9)
In this chapter, we will assume the amplitudes to be unknown and will hence-
forth be concerned with (7.8). Additionally, the time of commencement of 
measurements is assumed, for simplicity’s sake, to be zero. In the sequel, 




Cj  = arg max L(u) . (7-11)
Associated with the ML estimates are the Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds. These 
are lower bounds on the ML estimation error variances (and in general on 
the estimation error variances of any unbiased estimator). For fixed SNR 
and sufficiently large A, or equivalently, fixed N  and sufficiently high SNR, 
the actual ML estimation error variances are given approximately by the CR 
bounds. The region of values of SNR (for a given N ) for which this holds will 
be referred to as the linear region. The CR bounds for the case where both
(7.10)
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frequency and phase are unknown are given below. (These expressions are 
valid only for large N,  see [4].)
(7.12b)
(7.12a)
The quantity A is termed the effective signal power and is defined to be
The philosophy of the black box approach amounts to the following. Sup-
pose that approximate expressions for Cj  and 0*. (denoted by uj* and Q*k respec-
tively) are calculated such that the associated error variances are identical to 
the CR bounds given in (7.12a) and (7.12b). Suppose also that the validity of 
the approximate error variances so calculated depends on a certain fundamen-
tal quantity being kept sufficiently “small”. Then suppose that the threshold 
region is defined to be those values of SNR (or a2) for which the actual estima-
tion error variances differ significantly from the approximate error variances 
(or CR bounds). Since close agreement between the actual and approximate 
error variances is guaranteed if the fundamental quantity is kept “small”, then 
the region of disagreement (i.e. the threshold region) must correspond to val-
ues of SNR for which the fundamental quantity is not sufficiently “small”. 
The onset of threshold may then be characterized as being the point where 
the fundamental quantity exceeds some critical value.
In the next section an approximation fitting the above description is de-
fined, along with the associated fundamental quantity. As we have already 
mentioned in Chapter 6, the strength of this approach lies in its simplicity 
and in the way it avoids the details and difficulties of the outlier theory.
7.3 Calculation of Approxim ate Estim ation  
Error Variances
This section presents a solution to the problem of determining approximate
underlying the approximations (which will occur for fixed A/-, at low SNR) can 
be identified as being symptomatic of the onset of threshold. Our strategy is
m
(7.13)
expressions for E(u>—u;0)2 and E(Ök—0k)2 such that violation of the assumptions
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to observe that the techniques applied to the single tone problem in Chapter 
6 and [33] may be applied essentially unchanged to the MH problem, provided 
a crucial initial approximation is made.
The section begins with some preliminary definitions in Section 7.3.1, and 
then goes on, in Section 7.3.2, to describe an approximation that transforms 
the problem into something like that of the single tone case Chapter 6. The 
basis of this approximation is given in Theorem 7.3.1. Calculations leading 
to the desired approximate expressions for E(u> — u>0)2 and E(0*. — Ok)2 are 
presented in Sections 7.3.3 and 7.3.4, and the threshold “indicator” quantity 
is revealed in Section 7.3.6.
7.3.1 Prelim inaries
As previously mentioned, the harmonic amplitudes 6i, . . . ,  bm are assumed to 
be unknown, so that Cj  (the approximate ML frequency estimate) is given by 
(7.11). The function to be maximized with respect to l j is given by (5.14) and 
repeated here for convenience.
i(w) ^  iXMl*. (7-14)
/=1
From (7.5) it is evident that A(Ilü) is a linear function of the measurement 
data, X n -f jY n, for 0 < n < (N — 1). It may therefore be decomposed into 
a sum of two parts: one part due to the deterministic signal, Ao(L*;), and the 
other part due to the measurement noise, No(lu>), as follows:





A0(/u>) = -jjr Y ,  [s(nT) + js(nT)]exp ( - n j u T )




Ski =  (ku)Q -  M?
Some algebra shows that







Ö =  ^11 — (<A) ~  -pf • (7.20)
The part due to the measurement noise (as defined in (7.17)) is then given by
I N - 1
Nq(Iuj ) =  — 2^ v(nT)  exp j  [—n(l — l)u;oT +  2nl6] (7-21)
™  n = 0
where
v(nT) =  [w (nT ) +  jw(nT)]  exp (—njüj0T) =  vr(nT) +  jv i(nT)  . (7.22)
It is easy to see, given the definitions of w(-) and ic(-), that vr(-) and ut(*) 
are independent, zero-mean, white, gaussian noise processes of variance <r2. 
One further observation is possible, namely that v(nT)  can be expressed, in a 
standard way, by
v(nT)  =  u(nT)  exp {j<f>n) (7.23)
where u(-) is an independent random process with samples that are Rayleigh 
distributed, and (j>n is an independent random process with samples that are 
uniformly distributed on [ 0,27r ]. In view of (7.23), (7.21) may be rewritten 
to make the dependence of N0 on 6 explicit:
i N - 1
N0(16) =  — u(nT )exp j  [<f>n -  n(l -  1 )co0T  +  2nlS\ . (7.24)
^  n = 0
Equipped with (7.15), (7.19) and (7.24), the crucial, simplifying approximation 
unique to the MH case can now be made.
7.3.2 Single Tone A pproxim ation
At this point, let us remind ourselves of the ultimate goal of this chapter. That 
is to compute the regions of validity of approximate expressions for E(a> — u>0)2 
and E($/ — 0/)2. Suppose that to* is an approximation to the value of l j  that 
maximizes T(u;), then E(u>* — u;0)2 is one such approximation. As it turns out, 
the correct choice of l j * (for our purposes) is that value of uj that maximizes 
a particular second order approximation to T(u>). The problem of obtaining 
such an approximation to L(uj ) is greatly simplified upon observing that it 
can be transformed, in a superficial sense, to something that closely resembles 
the corresponding single tone problem described in the last chapter. This is 
achieved by a consideration of the expression for Aq{Il j ) given in (7.19).
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Define the sinc-like function
and the phase term
Then (7.19) becomes
Sn W  =
sin (N<f>) 
N sm ((f))
*w = (JV -  l)6u + ek .
(7.25)
(7.26)
Ao(lu>) =  h  exp 0'$w)Sjv(£h )
k=l
= biexp(j$u)SN(lS) + '52bk exp( j$u)SN(6ki) . (7.27)
The result below provides the key to approximating Aq(Il j ).
Theorem 7.3.1 Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Let Ski, S and Sn (-) 
be as defined previously in (7.18), (7.20) and (7.25). Then N  and 
d > 0 may be chosen so that Vu; such that —d < 8 < d, there holds
bk\Sjv(6ki)\
bi\SN(lS)\ (7.28)
for each k /  /, 1 < k < m. 
proof: See Appendix A.
It is evident from (7.27) that A0(lco) is a weighted sum of sinc-like functions, 
Siv(6ki), each corresponding to a particular harmonic of the deterministic sig-
nal. Furthermore, these sinc-like functions are centred (i.e., have individual 
global peaks) at points evenly spaced on the u> axis, with a spacing equal to 
In the light of this interpretation, the above result essentially states that, 
provided to is sufficiently close to u;0 (i.e., that S is “small”) and the number of 
measurements, N, is sufficiently large, then the total contribution to A0(Il j ) by 
all harmonic sinc-like terms other than the /th is negligible. Otherwise stated, 
this means that the following approximation, obtained by dropping the second 
term on the RHS of (7.27), is valid for those values of uj such that —d < 6 < d:
Ao(lS) «  bi exp j[(N -  + ' (7’29)
Note that we have made the dependence of A0 on S explicit.
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7 .3 .3  C a lcu la tio n  o f  A p p ro x im a te  F req u en cy  Error V ari-
a n ce
It is evident from (7.24) and (7.29) that the approximate ML criterion L{ui) 
defined in (7.10) may be rewritten as a function of 6:
m
L(S) £  '£ \ A o(16) + N0(16)\'2
k= \
m
= £  l ^ ) | 2 . (7.30)
k= l
Define for each /, 1 < / < m, a second order approximation to \A(IS)\2 of the 
form
\A(16)\2 rH otQj 4- (*i,iS 4- ö 2,/^2 (7.31)
(where the coefficients qq ,/, ct\}i and a 2)/ are yet to be specified). An approxi-
mation to L(6), valid to second order in 8 is then given by
L[8) ~  otQ -f- o tiS  4- Q.282 (7.32)
where
m











The RHS of (7.32) is maximized by (and hence L(8) is approximately maxi-
mized by)
= " g  - (7-34)
provided a 2 is negative.
The coefficients a 0,/, &\,i and a 2,/ are obtained via a two step procedure 
almost identical to that followed in the single tone case described in [33]. 
(Recall our earlier observation regarding the similarity in form between the 
RHS of (7.29) and the corresponding quantity in the single tone case.) That 
procedure is described in detail in Appendix A of Chapter 6. In summary, 
for the multiharmonic case, it involves truncating a Taylor series expansion of 
A(16) to second order in <S, the coefficients so obtained (which depending on the 
measurement noise, are in fact random variables) being further approximated
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2 i u  N —l
——- ^2 {N — 1 — 2n)u(nT) sin [<f>n — nT(l — l)u0 — 0/] (7.35b)
™  n = 0
6? N 2l2 
3“
(7.35c)
(Note that a 2,/ is negative for each /.) L(6) is therefore approximately max-
imized by
o  m
«* = yvSX £  lb ‘m  (7'36)
where
N - 1
K(0 = £  (TV -  1 -  2n)u(nX) sin [4>„ -  nT(/ -  l)u>0 -  0,] (7.37)
n = 0
and A, the effective signal power, is defined in (7.13). It is evident from the 
definition of S given in (7.20), that the approximate expression sought for the 
frequency estimation error variance is
E(u,--  Wo)2 = (Ä*)2 , (7.38)
From (7.36) it follows that
E{S' )2 = i^ E{pb‘m } 2 ■ (L39)
Expanding the above expectation yields
Q m 1 8
E(6' )2 = + jyiXi g»M *E{V (/)V (fc)} ■ (7.40)
In Appendix C we show that the cross correlation terms in (7.40) are negligible 
for large AT, so that
Q m
E (^ )2 = ^ E ' W 2(0} (7-41)
1=1
for large TV. Given the earlier definitions of V(l), u(nT) and </>„, some algebra 
reveals that
N - l  A T  3
E{V*(Q} =  *’ E ( A T - l - 2 n ) * *  —  (7.42)
n = 0  6
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with the result that, for large N
W ?  =  ^  • ( 7 -4 3 )
The approximate expression for the frequency estimation error variance is then 
given by
E(a>- -  w0)2 = , (7.44)
which agrees with the CR bound of (7.12a).
7.3.4 C alculation of Approxim ate Phase E stim ation  
Error Variance
The phase error variance calculation treads a similar path to that for the 
frequency. After (7.9), define the approximate ML estimate of 0/ by
e; = /.A(IS') (7.45)
where, from (7.15), (7.29) and (7.24) there holds
1 N  —1
A(IS) «  6/exp {j$ii)Sv(l6) + — u(nT) exp j[(j)n -  nT(l  -  l)u>0 + 2nl6] .
™ n —0
(7.46)
Refer A(16) to the /th harmonic phase 0/ by defining
A(IS) = A(IS) exp (—J0/) (7.47)
Then the phase estimation error (for whose mean square value an approxima-
tion is sought) is given by
$, ä  $1 - e ,  = IÄ(IS*) . (7.48)
Our task is to calculate E(0)2. Observe from (7.46) that the tangent of 0 is
tan 0/ =
V '1
ImÄ(16*) bi tan (N  ~ l )lS* + —
u(nT) sin (<f>n — 0j+2n/5* — n T ( l—1)w q )
coe (N  — i j lb '  sin Nib*/  sin IS*
R eA(lS-) b,+ E n=0 u{nT)caa(<t>n-0i+2nl6*-nT(l-l)uo)  * *  ccm (St—1)16* sin N 16*/ sin 16*
(7.49)
An identical approximation procedure to that for the single tone problem 
is followed that
1. expresses the denominator and numerator of (7.49) to first order in N16*,
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and
2. with the resulting expression, approximates separately its numerator and 
denominator (which, as per a previous comment, are random variables) 
in a mean square sense, to yield
1 N ~ x
tan $i & ( N  — 1 ) 18* + —— Y ' u(nT)  sin [<f>n — 0i — nT( l  — l)u>o] . (7.50)
n = 0
(See Appendix B for comments and details.)
For sufficiently small 0/, we may write
1 N ~ l
0i «  tan 0i «  ( N  —  \)18* -f —— Y^ u(nT)  sin [<f>n — 0i — nT( l  — l)u;0] . (7.51)
n = 0
To facilitate the calculation of E(0/)2, we make the following definitions
wi(nT) = u(nT)  sin [cj)n — 0\ — nT( l  — l)u>0] (7.52a)
V’/ =  T ( l -  l)u 0 ■ (7.52b)
Evidently from (7.22) and (7.23) there holds
wi(nT)  =  Vi(nT) cos (mpi -f 0i) — vr(nT)  sin (nipt +  0i) (7.53)
where u, and vr are independent, zero mean, white gaussian noise processes of 
variance cr2. The expression for 8* in (7.36) then becomes
N - 1
8*  =
N 3A Y1 kbk 53 (N ~1 ~  .(7.54)k = l  n = 0
The mean square value of 0/ is therefore given by
E(ö,)2 =  ( j V - l ) 2/2E(Ä*)2+ ] ^ E  { £ ' » .(n T ) J + M ^ E  j«* £  w,(nT)
(7.55)
The first term in (7.55) is already to hand (see (7.43)); the second term is 
readily calculated: the only difficulty is presented by the third term and this 
calculation is detailed in Appendix C. This calculation shows that, for large 
N ,  (7.55) reduces to
E(0/)2 =  — = +
3/2<r2
N t f  N A
(7.56)
which is in agreement with the CR bound for phase estimation given in (7.12b).
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Consideration of (7.43) reveals that this may be equivalently expressed as
E(0/)2 = ^  + ^ ( A ^ ) 2 • (7.57)
7.3.5 Sum m ary of Approxim ations
At this juncture, it is worthwhile identifying the various types of approximation 
made in the steps leading to (7.57) and (7.44), along with their regions of 
validity.
• Approximate ML criterion (7.6), (valid for large N).
• The single tone approximation as described by Theorem 7.3.1, (valid for 
large N  and small <$).
• The approximation via truncation of series expansions of L(S) and tan /.A(IS) 
as described in Appendix B, (valid if NS* is small, on average).
• The mean square approximation of certain random variables arising from 
the previous approximation, (valid for large N ).
We remark that one or more elements of the foregoing list may be implied by 
others.
7.3.6 Fundam ental Q uantity
Our work to this point has resulted in an approximation suitable for char-
acterization of the threshold point. As foreshadowed in Section 7.2, such an 
approximation has a region of validity determined by (amongst other things) 
the level of a certain fundamental quantity. Appendix B stated that the series 
truncation approximation of L(S) and tan IA(IS) involved little error provided 
mNS* is sufficiently small, on average. A more precise statement of this re-
quirement is that the mean square value of mNS* given by
E(miV^)2 = (7.58)
be sufficiently small. This quantity is related to the /th harmonic phase error 
variance, for each /, as shown in (7.57) and will be termed the mean square 
base phase error. We therefore conjecture, on the basis of these theoretical 
results, that (7.58) defines the fundamental quantity characterizing the onset 
of threshold.
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The dependence of the quantity on the number of harmonics, m, is in-
teresting. Let us explore this in greater depth by considering two different 
multiharmonic signals with the same effective power A, though with differ-
ent harmonic numbers mi and ra2. Suppose that m2 > mi and that the 
number of measurements of each of the signals is N. (A simple example is 
given by a signal comprising mi = 2 harmonics with the first and second har-
monic amplitudes being 4 and 0.5 respectively and another signal containing 
m2 = 3 harmonics with the first, second and third harmonic amplitudes be-
ing 2, 1 and 1 respectively. The effective signal power for each signal is then 
A = 17.) Assuming that the numerical value of the fundamental quantity (the 
mean square base phase error) at threshold is invariant with respect to the 
harmonic number, at least for signals with the same effective power A, there 
holds





where cr\ and a\ are the measurement noise variances at the points of threshold 
for the two signals. Thus from (7.59) there follows
o \  < <7?, (7.60)
implying that the threshold point of the signal with the greater number of 
harmonics occurs at a higher value of SNR1 than for the other.
The next section presents experimental evidence in support of the funda-
mental nature of the base phase error variance in relation to the threshold 
point.
7.4 A greem en t w ith  S im u lation  D a ta
Section 7.2 amounted to a statement of the philosophy underlying the “black 
box” approach to understanding the threshold effect. It asserted that the 
point of threshold could be associated with the point of failure of a certain 
approximation used to compute the above threshold performance of the MH- 
MLE. It was conjectured at the end of the last section that this point of failure 
equated with the value of a certain fundamental quantity (the mean square 
value of mN6*) attaining some critical level. We now present the results of
^ h e  SNR is defined in the next section to be
harmonic amplitudes of the signal in question, and <r 
noise.






Table 7.1: SNR and frequency error variance at threshold
computer simulations that provide supporting evidence for this conjecture.
7.4.1 Sim ulation details
The performance of the multiharmonic MLE (based on the approximate crite-
rion (7.10)) was measured for three different values of jV, namely N  = 32 
,64 and 128. The performance for a range of SNR’s (as defined by SNR 
(dB)= 10 log k) was measured, with Monte-Carlo runs for each value 
of SNR numbering 30. The measurement sequence realization for each Monte- 
Carlo run formed the input data to an FFT routine, the output of which 
was used to construct values of L(u) at a discrete set of frequencies. From 
these values, a crude, initial estimate of the global maximum of L(u>) was de-
termined. A simple binary search was then used to accurately determine the 
global maximum of L(lo). A signal comprising two harmonics was chosen, with 
fundamental frequency u  and sampling period T  satisfying l jT /2 ic = 0.12. The 
first and second harmonic amplitudes were respectively 4 and 2. The results 
are graphically displayed in Figure 7-1 along with the respective Cramer-Rao 
bounds. From this set of performance curves (both experimental and theoret-
ical) the threshold point for each value of N  is easily obtained. This is defined 
to be the SNR at the “knee” of the particular experimental performance curve. 
This definition is consistent with that given earlier, which associated threshold 
with the point of disagreement between the approximate (or CR performance 
curve) and the actual performance curve, as determined by experiment. The 
threshold points are tabulated in Table 7.1, along with the frequency error 
















Figure 7-1: Performance of MH-MLE for N  = 32, 64 and 128
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1. The curves show that threshold occurs approximately at the same fixed 
value of E(mN6*)2 and is hence associated with the failure of a certain 
approximation.
proof: Mean Square (m.s.) base phase error = E(mNS*)2 = m^ 2. 
Doubling N  and halving the SNR leaves the m.s. base phase error un-
changed. Doubling N  ensures that threshold ensues at half the SNR. 
This is borne out by Table 7.1. Therefore threshold occurs at roughly 
the same value of m.s. base phase error for different values of N. Hence 
threshold is associated with a roughly fixed m.s. value of (mN6*) for 
different values of N. At values of SNR lower than that associated with 
the threshold point (for a fixed value of Ar), the m.s. value of (mNS*) is 
greater than that at threshold. From Figure 7-1, we see that for such val-
ues of SNR, the approximate values of frequency error variance no longer 
agree with actual values, i.e., the approximation is invalid for values of 
E(mNS*)2 greater than that at the threshold point.
2. The m.s. value of mNS* associated with threshold is roughly 0.056. (To 
see this, substitute a value of N  from Table 7.1 along with a value of 
cr2 calculated from the corresponding SNR into the formula given by 
(7.58).)
Rem ark: Standard deviation in mNS* at threshold is 0.433 rad, at 
which point the linear approximation sin NS* = NS*, behind many of 
our calculations has an error of 0.24%.
7.5 C onclusions
The wblack-box” approach to understanding the threshold effect has been suc-
cessfully extended from the single tone case (as described in [33] and Chapter 
6) to the multiharmonic case. In the latter context, it has proved a remarkably 
straightforward way of characterizing the onset of threshold, in contrast to the 
outlier analysis of [14]. The major result of this chapter has been the deriva-
tion of a parameter, the base phase error variance, that is calculable in terms 
of the SNR (often known prior to application of the MLE algorithm) and the 
number of measurements, N, a critical value of which is associated with the 
threshold point of the multiharmonic MLE. The form of the parameter also 
offers considerable insight into the nature of the threshold effect, an example of 
which was given by the argument in Section 7.3.6 supporting different thresh-
old points for signals with the same effective power though different numbers
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of harmonics.
The original inspiration for the methodology of this chapter (and [33]) is, 
as described in the Introduction, the fact that the performance threshold of 
a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) in phase/frequency tracking is characterized by 
its phase error. The same is true of the single tone MLE as shown in the 
last chapter. This chapter has shown that a related characterization exists 
for the multiharmonic MLE. A question of great interest then arises. Is an 
analogous characterization possible for the multiharmonic version of the PLL 
(the CPLL)? In other words, is there a quantity analogous to the mean square 
base phase error that plays the role of a threshold “indicator” for the CPLL? 
Chapter 6 describes such an analogy between the single tone MLE and classical 
PLL indicator quantities. Recall that a well known fact of PLL theory led to 
a conjecture (subsequently confirmed) about the threshold behaviour of the 
single tone MLE. For the multiharmonic case, the direction of the conjecture 
is exactly opposite and, as yet, unconfirmed. A simple means of explaining the 
threshold behaviour of the CPLL would be of great value and is the subject 
of ongoing research.
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7.6 A p p en d ix  A: P ro o f o f  T h eorem  7.3.1














A sin (N(j>) 
N  sin ((f))
(7.61c)
Consider the following list of definitions and easily verifiable facts.
S n ( 0) =  1; |S W (^)| ^
M on oton icity :
The function
T
1 sin (Ski)\ =  1 sin [(ku:0 -  l u ) — ]\ (7.62)
is monotonically increasing for
7T 7T 7T .  7T
-  ^  < Ski <  y or kujQ -  — < I u j  < kio0 +  — (7.63)
where, for our problem, A:, / <  m and mw0 <  j  (from sampling consid-
erations).
3. U p p er bound:




4. M ain Lobe:
It is easily seen that
0 < \SN(IS)\ <  1
(7.64)
(7.65)
for all 6 such that — tt < N16 <  7r. The interval ( —7r, 7r ) will be termed 
the Main Lobe interval.
5. Lower bound:
By the monotonicity property, there exists 7 such that 0 < 7 < | sin (Ski)\ 




For arbitrary 0 < e < 1, there exists d(e,N) > 0 such that if |<$| < d 
then 1 — e < |SV (^)| <  1, where Nld < 7r (i.e., NIS lies within the Main 
Lobe interval).
Consider the statement of Theorem 7.3.1, where t > 0 is assumed arbitrary. 
Then choose N , 0 < e < 1 such that
0  <  t  =
6/Ar7 (l — e)
< t (7.66)
(Note that e can be chosen arbitrarily close to unity; N  must then be corre-
spondingly increased if the above inequality is to be satisfied. In addition, as 
e tends to unity, the range of values of NIS for which 1 — e < |SV(/<$)| <  1 
tends to the Main Lobe interval.)
From properties 3 and 5 there holds
\SN[(hjo -  lu)T/2}\ <  J - (7.67)
for all uj such that NI(l j0 — u>)T/2 = NIS lies in the Main Lobe interval. 
Therefore, from the continuity property 6, there holds
bi\SN(lS)\ btN  7 (1 - e ) (7.68)
for all u j  such that |<$| < d  where d  is prescribed by the continuity property for 
a given e. This concludes the proof.
7 .7  A p p en d ix  B: A p p roxim ation s
In this appendix we derive the approximate expression for 9\ given in (7.51). 
The steps leading to the corresponding expression for the frequency are broadly 
the same; however, in order to avoid overlap with the treatment of [33] (which 
contains the derivation in detail for the single tone case) they will not be re-
peated here. Before describing the approximation procedure, we state without 
proof the following standard result (which may also be found in [8])
N - 1
nx cos ncj) — 0 { N %) (7.69)
71=0
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where i > 0, (f> is not an integral multiple of 27r and 0(x) denotes a quantity 
that is asymptotically linear in x, i.e., limx—oo |0(x)|/a; = c ; 0 < c < oo.
As described in Section 3.4, the approximation proceeds in two stages. The 
first stage expresses the numerator and denominator of (7.49) by neglecting 
terms in NlS* of order higher than the first, as follows.
7.7.1 First order approxim ation
Use of the definition in (7.52b) permits the numerator to be written
6/ tan (N — 1)16* + En=o u(nT) sin (<f>n -  0/ -  nxpi + 2nlS*)
cos [(N — 1)16*] sin NlS*/sin IS*
h tan (N — 1)16* +
Y2n=o u{nT)[cos (2nlS*) sin (<f>n — 0/ — mpi) + sin (2nlS*) cos ((f>n — 0/ — nxpi)]
cos [(N — !)/<$*] sin NlS*/ sin 16'
(7.70)
The denominator of the second term on the RHS of (7.70) is approximated 
with aid of the expansions for sine and cosine and the fact that (1 — x)_1 % 
(1 + x) for small x, as follows.
sin (IS*) 1
--- . (7.71)
cos [(N — 1)<$*] sin (Nl6m) N  
The expression in (7.70) then becomes
1 IS*
bi(N-l)l6*+— Y  u(nT) sin (<f>n -  0/ -  ni/>t)+—  Y  2nu(nT) cos (<f>n -  0/ -  nxpi) .
™ n = 0  ™ n = 0
(7.72)
Carrying out an essentially identical procedure for the denominator shows that
a  1 +  a 2 T  Ö3tan 0i «










bt(N -  1)16* (7.74a)
1 N - l
— Y  lvi(nT) cos (nipt + 0i) — vr(nT) sin (nipi -f 0/)] (7.74b)
™ n= 0
IS*
—  Y  2n[vr(nT) cos (nip\ + 0/) + u,(nT) sin (nipt + 0/)] (7.74c)
™ n = 0
6, (7.74d)
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2 N - l
c2 = — ^2[vr(nT) cos + Ot) + Vi(nT) sin + Ot)] (7.74e)
^  n = 0
/<5*
c3 = —— Y .  2n\vj(nT) cos (ntßi + #/) — ur(nT) sin (rupi + fl/)l{7-74f)
^  n = 0
The approximation error involved is small provided that NS*, or more strictly 
speaking, INS*, is sufficiently small, on average. Note that vr and u, are the 
independent WGN processes defined near the end of Section 3.1.
7.7.2 M ean square approxim ation
The second stage of the approximation procedure separately simplifies the 
numerator and denominator expressions. This involves the approximation, in 
a mean square sense, of random variables by other random variables. Consider 
the random variables defined in (7.74a)-(7.74f). The following list of easily 
verified facts concerning their mean square values is presented without proof.
1.
E(«?) «  ^  (7.75)





E(a^  1 _  0(JV5)




For large N,  it is evident that the mean square value of a3 is negligible in 
comparison to that of a\ or a2. Similarly, the mean square values of c2 and c3 
are negligible in comparison to that of c\, for large N. Ignoring considerations 
of a probability-theoretic nature, we are therefore justified in approximating 
tan#/, for large N, by
tan 61 as — —- 2 (7.79)
Cl
which is the same as (7.50). (A rigorous justification of the style of approxi-
mation used above would require showing that the RHS of (7.73) is an element
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of a well-defined sequence of random variables indexed by JV, converging in 
mean square to the RHS of (7.79). Such a justification lies outside the scope 
of the chapter.)
7.8 A p p en d ix  C: D eta ils  o f  ca lcu la tion s for
E(<5*)2 and E(0,)2
This appendix details some of the more important calculations omitted in the 
main body of the chapter with regard to the derivation of the approximate 
expressions for the mean square phase and frequency estimation errors.
7.8.1 Frequency error variance ^E(<5*)2
Recall (7.39) and its expanded version (7.40). We now show that the cross-
correlation terms in (7.40) are negligible for large N.  It is evident from the 
definitions of wi and xpi given in (7.52a) and (7.52b) that the cross-correlation 
E{V(l)V(k)} is given by
( A - l  N - 1
E{V(l)V(k)} =  E \ ' £ ( N - l - 2 n ) w i { n T ) ^ 2 ( N - l - 2 p ) w k(pT)
(  n = 0  p = 0
= (JV — 1)2Ah  + 4Bm -  4(JV -  1)Ch  (7.80)
where
( N - 1 N - 1
Akl = E < wi(nT) Y i  wk(pT) \
Bki = E I nwi(nT) ^  pwk{pT)yn = 0  p = 0
Cki = E j ^  nwi(nT) ^  wk(pT) 1




Using the fact that wi is a white gaussian process with variance cr2, along 
with (7.53), some algebra shows that
N - 1













Cki =  a 2 £ n  c o s  K V > /  -  V>fc) + 0 i -  Ok] .
n = 0
(7.83c)
It follows from (7.69) that
' N a 2 , k =  l
Aki
Bki =  <
Cki =
k 0 ( N ° )  , l
f <72 E n = 0  n 2 =  (72 Q  =  <72 N i N ^ 2 N - l )  ? =  f
o (n 2) , M  /





In view of (7.80), (7.40) becomes
Q<t 2 m
E { 6 ' ) 2  =  ] v ^ E ' 26? [ ^ - l )2 + 4Q - 4(iV-l)/>] +
/ = 1
18
£  /fcM*[(Af -  l )M t, +  -  4(N -  1)C*,1 . (7.85)
It is clear that for large N,  the second term on the RHS of (7.85) is negligible 
in comparison to the first since it is 0 ( N 2) / N 6 whereas the first is proportional 
to N~3. Hence (7.41) is easily seen to be a valid approximation to E(<$*)2 for 
large N.
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7 .8 .2  P h a se  error variance
Repeated below is the expression for the mean square value of $i given in (7.55)
E(ö,)2 =  ( iV - l)2;2E(<5-)2+ ^ L j E  {  E
2(N  -  1)1
Nb, e {<5’ E > , ( n T ) }  •V n = 0  J
(7.86)
Turning our attention to the third term on the RHS of (7.86) we see that for 
large TV, it is given approximately by
2/ f N~1
5 T 5 " ("r>}
The expression for 8* given in (7.54) enables this to be written
N - 1
N*bt A
E * 6 * £ ( A f - l -  2n)E { ^ ( n T ) U>,(nT)}
Jt=l n = 0
Use of (7,82) further simplifies (7.88) to
/ ? ;  m N  — 1
^ 3 , t  kbk X! (N - 1 ~ 2n) c o s  WV** -  in) + 0 k -  0i\1\ OiI\ k=l n=0
It is then straightforward to see that
J V - l
(N  -  1 -  2n) cos [n(V>jt -  if>i) +  Ok ~  0/] = <
n = 0
0 , k =  /





so that (7.89) is 0 ( N ) / N 3. Turning now to the remaining terms on the RHS 
of (7.86), the first is given by (from (7.43))
( N  -  l ) 2l2E
3 P a 2
r -------------
N \







Since the first two terms are proportional to 1/TV, the third term is, for suf-
ficiently large TV, negligible in comparison as it is 0 (TV)/TV3. Thus for large 




F uture R esearch
8.1 C onclusions
This thesis has conducted an investigation of two independent approaches to 
the multiharmonic frequency tracking problem and has established the ground-
work for a comparison, or harmonization, of the two. The choice of one ap-
proach, that of Maximum Likelihood, stemmed from its relation to the novel 
Hidden Markov Model algorithm reported in [9] and [12] applied to the single 
tone frequency tracking problem. As described in detailed fashion in Chap-
ter 1, this algorithm has the cascaded structure of an MLE-like “front end” 
algorithm, followed by an HMM based smoothing algorithm “back end”. An 
investigation of the “front end” algorithm is clearly a pre-requisite for a com-
parison of the HMM approach with other tracking algorithms.
The alternative approach dealt with in the thesis, the EKF, is also novel 
in its application to the multiharmonic frequency tracking problem, as first 
reported in [1]. The thesis has addressed several issues in relation to the re-
spective performances of the MLE and the multiharmonic EKF. These include
• an investigation of the high SNR (linear region) performance of the MLE 
and EKF applied to the multiharmonic frequency estimation problem
• a theoretical and simulation study of the performance of the EKF applied 
to the multiharmonic frequency tracking problem
• the development and analysis of a simplified model of the EKF known 
as the Coupled Phase Locked Loop (CPLL)
• an investigation of the nonlinear phenomenon evident at low SNR’s, 
the threshold effect, in relation to the single tone and multiharmonic
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MLE’s and the presentation of a novel approach to the understanding of 
threshold.
The contributions of the thesis can thus be broadly divided into investi-
gations of the performance of the two algorithms at high SNR’s (where linear 
properties predominate) and low SNR’s, where the nonlinear character of the 
estimation problem asserts itself. We will summarize these in more details as 
follows.
Chapter 2 considered the high SNR performances of the EKF and MLE 
algorithms. The Cramer-Rao bounds for the multiharmonic parameter esti-
mation problem were derived. These are lower bounds on the error variances 
associated with any unbiased estimate of the parameter vector given noisy 
observations of a function of the parameter vector. As such, they determine 
how accurately any unbiased estimator can perform when applied to the ob-
servation sequence. A question of interest is what types of estimators produce 
estimates whose error variances meet the bounds, in other words, produce 
what are referred to as efficient estimates. It is known that for high SNR the 
MLE estimator is asymptotically (as N  —► oo) efficient (see [9]). The chapter 
then derives the error covariance matrix for the EKF when applied to the esti-
mation problem and, as a result, shows that it, also, is asymptotically efficient 
provided the SNR is sufficiently high. Points of interest in the work include:
• the use of large N  approximations that appear in both EKF and Cramer- 
Rao bound calculations (Theorem 2.4.1)
• the fact that amplitude uncertainty has no effect on phase/frequency 
bounds and variances
We then turned, in Chapter 3, to a state space formulation of the full dis-
crete time multiharmonic frequency tracking problem, where the frequency, 
phases and amplitudes are assumed to vary in time. A result describing the 
steady state decoupled structure of the EKF led to an investigation of the 
algorithm where the amplitudes are assumed known and constant in time 
(phase/frequency estimation). The analysis strategy adopted was to refor-
mulate the phase/frequency estimation problem in a continuous time frame-
work, for the main reason that the Riccati equation is somewhat simpler in 
form there than in the corresponding discrete time framework. In the general 
phase/frequency tracking problem as formulated in Chapter 3, [18] and [19],
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the received signal has the form
z(t) = ^2 V^Ak sin ipk + noise (8-1)
k = i
where t/>*(f) = kco(t) + (random variation) is referred to as the kth harmonic 
total phase. The task is to track rpk(’) and u;(-) given noisy observations z(-). 
In the particular signal model of interest, the fundamental frequency u;(-) expe-
riences random variation. The kth. harmonic total phase ipk also experiences 
an overlying independent random variation. Thus there are two sources of 
disturbance to the signal parameters: that associated with the fundamental 
frequency being a form of multicarrier frequency modulation (FM) and that as-
sociated with the harmonic total phases being a phase distortion such as might 
be experienced by a signal after propagation through a dispersive medium.
Chapter 3 looked at each kind of disturbance separately and solved the 
associated Riccati equations for the respective error covariances. (Let T5! be 
the covariance matrix for the frequency variation problem and P 2 the covari-
ance matrix for the phase variation problem.) The solution for the case of 
frequency variation alone, P 1? turns out to be virtually identical to the solu-
tion of the classical single carrier FM problem. The essential difference lies in 
the replacement in the multicarrier case of the SNR in the single carrier case 
by an important parameter termed the effective SNR -  a weighted sum of the 
individual carrier (harmonic) SNR’s. In this case, the filter structure was seen 
to take the form of a series of coupled continuous time PLL’s. Also derived 
were bounds on the solution for the case where the disturbances occur together, 
in terms of the explicit solutions to the two problems where the disturbances 
are considered separately, i.e. P\ and P 2. An analytical solution for this more 
general problem does not seem possible.
Because of the analytical difficulties generally associated with nonlinear 
systems, computer simulations are an essential tool in gaining insight into 
their behaviour. Simulations demonstrating the existence of a threshold effect 
in the performance of the discrete time EKF were performed. This work was 
prompted by recognition of the similarity between the multiharmonic prob-
lem and the classical FM demodulation problem in which the threshold phe-
nomenon is well known.
The structure of the steady state EKF described in Chapter 3 led, in Chap-
ter 4, to the definition of the generic CPLL. The CPLL is a simplified model 
of the EKF in the sense that the time varying, quasi optimal, state space as-
pects of the latter are stripped away. It provides a way of concentrating on
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the essence of the EKF approach to multiharmonic frequency tracking and 
also permits the application of analytical techniques proven in the case of the 
classical PLL. Quantitative results are obtained which highlight the impor-
tance of knowing the number of harmonics in the multiharmonic signal, and 
which provide the foundation for later investigation, particularly of the non-
linear aspects of the problem. This will be discussed in more detail in the next 
section.
The major contributions of the thesis are in the area of understanding the 
threshold effect and have given rise, notably, to a practical means of predicting 
the location of the threshold point for both the single tone and multiharmonic 
MLE’s. Two distinct philosophies of threshold analysis were recognized. One 
philosophy, exemplified by its application in [4] to the single tone MLE and 
later extended in [14] and Chapter 5 to the multiharmonic case, is characterized 
by an attempt to understand the internal properties of the MLE algorithms 
themselves. More specifically, it sets out to quantify the probabilities of partic-
ular classes of frequencies maximizing the likelihood function. The occurrence 
of maxima at frequencies far removed from the true frequency (outliers) be-
comes increasingly probable as the SNR is decreased, until a sudden collapse 
in performance is evident -  the threshold effect. The internal approach aims 
to provide an analytical description of these probabilities. In the single tone 
case, the methodology is quite successful. However, the presence of harmonics 
in the multiharmonic case complicates the analysis to the point where only 
bounds on approximations to the desired probabilities have to this stage been 
derived, as described in Chapter 5. Nevertheless, the results of this internal, 
or outlier, analysis for the multiharmonic case are significant in that an ap-
proximate expression for the below threshold frequency error variance is now 
available. Until now, it seems that this kind of data was obtainable only by 
simulation, hence, the fact that these calculations can be performed is itself 
important.
Another result of the work of Chapter 5 was the appearance of the param- 
eter YJk=\ as opposed to k2b2k (where bk, 1 < k < m are the harmonic 
amplitudes), in the expressions for the various outlier probabilities. An insight 
as to why this is the case was given in Chapter 5, and can be paraphrased by 
saying that at low SNR’s, the estimation problem becomes less that for a 
multiharmonic signal than one for a multitonal signal (i.e., one where no strict 
harmonic relationship between the signal frequencies exists) with a consequent 
lessening of importance of the multiharmonic parameter Y1T= i This pro-
cess was referred to in Chapter 5 as being a loss of coherence, or synchronism
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at threshold.
The major disadvantage of the internal approach applied to the multihar-
monic MLE is that the calculations involved are substantial and do not easily, 
if at all, provide insight into the phenomenon of threshold. This deficiency is 
redressed by the other of the two, distinct philosophies of threshold analysis, 
the so-called black box philosophy. Chapters 6 and 7 successfully apply the 
black box idea to the single tone and multiharmonic MLE’s respectively. The 
approach is significant for several reasons:
• it provides a strong link between the EKF/PLL and the MLE. This is 
proven for the single tone case and almost certain to be true for the 
multiharmonic case (see Figure 6-1)
• it avoids the difficulties of the multiharmonic outlier analysis. The black 
box approach is not significantly more complicated in application to 
the multiharmonic case than in application to the single tone case, in 
contrast to the internal approach.
• it offers good insight into the nature of threshold in the multiharmonic 
case -  refer, for example, to the remarks concerning threshold points for 
signals with differing numbers of harmonics in Chapter 7.
• it provides a powerful means of predicting the location of threshold in 
terms of readily available quantities, e.g., the SNR and the number of 
measurements
As mentioned in the conclusions to Chapter 7, the interesting question 
as to whether the CPLL threshold is characterizable in a way similar to the 
multiharmonic MLE threshold is yet to be resolved. This is discussed in greater 
depth on the next section.
In summary then, the contributions of this thesis lie primarily in the com-
parison/harmonization of the EKF and ML algorithms, the generalization of 
the familiar notion of the PLL to its multiharmonic counterpart, the CPLL, 
and the successful application of novel techniques to the understanding of 
the threshold effect. The foundations of an ultimate comparison between the 
EKF and HMM approaches to the multiharmonic frequency estimation prob-
lem have been firmly laid.
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8.2 Future Research
It is probably often the case that the process of research gives rise to more 
questions than it answers. The research described in this thesis is no exception. 
We now summarize some of the more important unresolved issues arising from 
the work of the preceding chapters and speculate as to possible means of 
resolution.
EKF -  HMM/MLE Comparison
There are a number of unexplored topics in relation to the above. (The 
HMM/MLE denotes the tandem structure described in Chapter 1.)
• Comparison of EKF and MLE where the frequency of the observed signal 
varies during the observation interval. This is essentially an extension 
of the treatment of Chapter 2 where the EKF and MLE were compared 
assuming constant frequency. In tracking applications, the HMM/MLE 
combination assumes constancy of the frequency during the interval re-
quired for the MLE (DFT) to generate a raw frequency estimate. It is 
therefore desirable to compute the damage caused by this assumption 
where in actuality the underlying frequency is time varying. For the 
purposes of analysis, the frequency variation might be defined by
— deterministic model, e.g., frequency ramp uj(t) = ct
— stochastic model, e.g., the frequency is the output of a linear system 
excited by white noise, plus a constant offset.
In view of the high SNR equivalence of the MLE and EKF for constant 
frequency (as described in Chapter 2) the problem might be tackled 
via standard Kalman Filtering techniques. That is, we compute the 
performance of an EKF designed for a signal with constant frequency 
(since this is, in a sense, equivalent to the MLE) when applied to a 
signal whose frequency varies in time. The addition of input noise to 
the state variable signal model of Chapter 2 defines a suitable model of 
a signal with varying frequency.
• Comparison of EKF and MLE threshold points. The equivalence of the 
EKF and MLE at high SNR’s has been established for the estimation 
problem. The question remains as to what happens as the SNR is low-
ered. Which algorithm exhibits thresholding behaviour first and how
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do the performances compare below threshold? Computer simulation 
should prove invaluable.
• Investigation of ways to allow the EKF to handle frequency track initi-
ation/termination. This is done elegantly by the HMM/MLE combina-
tion.
• Consideration of the use of an EKF-HMM/MLE combination whereby 
the HMM/MLE provides an initial coarse frequency estimate followed 
by a more precise estimate generated by the EKF.
Threshold analysis
As discussed in Chapter 5, there remain some outstanding issues, namely the 
application of the black box and internal approaches to the analysis of thresh-
old for the CPLL (and by inference, the EKF). The work of Chapter 4 has set 
the stage for this research. The results of the analysis of the mutliharmonic 
MLE threshold given in Chapter 7 also provide a starting point in terms of 
forming a conjecture (see Section 7.5, Chapter 7) about the nature of the 
characterizing quantity for the CPLL.
The internal analysis of the CPLL threshold could be based on an approach 
for classical PLL’s described in [22], [26], [23] and [34] that is concerned with 
cycle slipping. We sketch the approach as follows, using terminology from 
Chapter 4.
The CPLL is defined by a nonlinear state equation, the form of which 
depends on the loop filter and the type of input signal. The state variables 
include the harmonic phase errors and their derivatives up to a degree deter-
mined by the order of the loop filter. Associated with the nonlinear system 
are stable equilibrium points. If the state equation is initialized correctly, the 
harmonic phase errors take on a value in the steady state determined by one of 
the stable equilibria. The CPLL is said to have acquired, or locked onto, the 
input frequency if the steady state phase errors are the smallest possible for 
the given loop filter/input signal combination, (e.g., zero, for a second order 
loop and constant frequency offset input signal). Once the input frequency 
has been acquired, the presence of measurement noise will ensure that at some 
point in time thereafter, the state will jump suddenly to a stable equilibrium 
point other than the desired, where the phase errors are greater. This is termed 
a cycle slip and in this case, the frequency estimate obtained by differentiating 
the estimated total phase will be in error. The increased likelihood of cycle
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slipping as the SNR is lowered is the cause of the threshold effect in the clas-
sical PLL. It is almost certainly also the cause in relation to the CPLL. The 
occurrence of cycle slips is analogous to the occurrence of outliers in the MLE 
-  it is an internal phenomenon.
In the case of the classical PLL, advanced Fokker-Planck techniques have 
been applied to the problem of determining the frequency of cycle slips as 
a function of the SNR (this is analogous to determining the probability of 
outliers as a function of the SNR in the Rife and Boorstyn analysis of the 
single tone MLE). Exact analytical results are available only for the simplest 
case, namely a first order loop with constant frequency offset input signal (see 
[22], [34]). We envisage that these techniques could be applied to a first order, 
two harmonic CPLL in the first instance. Attention would need to be paid to
• rational harmonic locking
• determination of stability of equilibrium points
However, if the multiharmonic MLE is any guide, the black box approach 
(described below) may prove to be more fruitful.
The link between the single tone EKF/PLL and the single tone MLE was 
established in Chapter 6, in the sense that essentially identical black box char-
acterizations of the respective thresholds exist. As in Figure 6-1, it remains to 
establish the reverse link for the multiharmonic case. The fundamental quan-
tity for the multiharmonic MLE is something we termed the base phase error 
variance. We need to
• establish the analogous quantity for an exemplar CPLL (is it something 
like E[/(u> — Cj)dt]2 where l j  is the fundamental frequency of the input 
signal and l j  its “estimate”, i.e., the derivative of the estimated total 
phase?)
• show that the linear analysis of the CPLL breaks down when the quantity 
exceeds some critical value.
Computer simulation will be essential. It would also be pleasing to have a 
theoretical argument supporting the conjecture. A clue as to how this argu-
ment might be made is given by the work of Chapter 2. This essentially defines 
an approximation to the error covariance of the EKF as is done for the MLE 
in the black box approach of Chapters 6 and 7. What is needed is a quantity 
that determines the validity of the linearizing approximation underlying the 
EKF.
There are some other general issues relating to the CPLL:
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• the effect of uncertainty in harmonic amplitudes upon the tracking per-
formance of the CPLL
• definition of capture and lock regions. These concepts are well known for 
classical PLL’s. The capture region is that range of input frequencies 
which the PLL is capable of acquiring. Subsequent to acquisition, the 
input frequency may vary over a certain range of frequencies, beyond 
which the PLL loses “lock”. This range of frequencies is termed the lock 
region. These concepts can only be understood with the aid of the full 
nonlinear baseband model of the CPLL.
• optimization of CPLL’s via Wiener-Hopf theory (a generalization of the 
work described in [35] in relation to the classical PLL). This work is 
motivated by a desire to balance the conflicting CPLL/PLL design ob-
jectives of maximizing noise rejection (i.e., minimizing the closed loop 
bandwidth) and minimizing the acquisition time (defined in Chapter 4).
G en era l Issu es
The following points are less immediate in succession to the thesis work than 
the foregoing. They are interesting nonetheless.
• In relation to the discussion in Chapter 5 regarding rational harmonic 
outliers, investigate ways of determining whether a frequency estimate 
produced by the multiharmonic MLE is close to a rational harmonic of 
the true frequency. (In other words, determine the rational multiplier 
associated with a rational harmonic outlier.)
• Devise an adaptive means of varying the number of harmonics tracked 
by the EKF in response to variations in the number of active harmonics 
present in the measured signal.
• Investigate ways of coping with multiharmonic signals whose lower order 
harmonics are not present.
• Consider the more general problem of tracking different sets of harmon-
ics with unrelated fundamental frequencies. This situation occurs com-
monly in sonar signal processing. The work of [36] and [37] examine the 
problem of tracking two sinusoids with unrelated frequencies and may 
have bearing on this problem.
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• Extend the EKF approach to include smoothing (as described in Chapter 
1) with a view to lowering the threshold point.
• Given the mutiharmonic state space signal model of (3.6a) and (3.6b) 
(or its single tone counterpart) approximate the state trajectory with a 
finite state Markov process (FSMP) by
— gridding (quantizing) a finite portion of the state space
— identifying each grid point with a state of the FSMP
— computing the FSMP transition probabilities from the original state 
equations plus knowledge of the statisitics of the process noise.
If the measurements are quantized and the statistics of the measurement 
noise are known, an HMM may be defined that is like a quantized version 
of the EKF applied to the original (ungridded) signal model. Different 
performance to the EKF is to be expected, particularly below threshold.
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